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IMPORTANT NOTICE THAT MAY AFFECT YOUR PROPERTY 
 

THIS IS TO NOTIFY YOU THAT WASCO COUNTY HAS PROPOSED A LAND USE REGULATION THAT MAY AFFECT THE 
PERMISSIBLE USES OF YOUR PROPERTY AND OTHER PROPERTIES. 
 
WASCO COUNTY PLANNING DEPT. Phone: (541) 506-2560 
2705 East Second Street Fax:     (541) 506-2561 
The Dalles, Oregon 97058                     http://co.wasco.or.us 
 

 
On September 1, 2020, the Wasco County Planning Commission will hold a public hearing regarding the adoption of Ordinance 
Numbers 20-001 and 20-004.  These ordinances are the adopting documents for proposed revisions to Chapters within the 
updated comprehensive plan, Wasco County 2040, and comprehensive plan map.   
 
Wasco County has determined that adoption of this ordinance may affect the permissible uses of your property, and other 
properties in Wasco County and may change the value of your property.  ORS 215.503 requires notice which contains the 
above language. Wasco County is notifying thousands of property owners of these proposed changes, and Wasco County has 
no way to know whether, how or when these updates might affect the value of your property.  Your receipt of this notice does 
not necessarily mean that any of the proposed updates will limit the use of your property or change the value of your 
property.   
 
Due to the statewide restrictions on public meetings, this meeting will be held virtually, and we encourage your participation 
online or by phone.  Please visit: https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/pc_remote_meetings.php 
 
This hearing includes the following Wasco County 2040 agenda items:   
 
• Introduction 
• Committed Lands Chapter 
• Forest Lands Chapter 
• Recreation Chapter 
• Finalization of Wasco County 2040 

• Adoption of Destination Resort Map 
• Revisions to Sensitive Wildlife Policies and 

Implementation Measures 
• Adoption of Revised Sensitive Wildlife Map (EPD-8) 
• Adoption of Revised Sensitive Birds Map (EPD-12) 

POSTAGE 

http://co.wasco.or.us/index.html
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Proposed revisions are part of the Planning Commission packet and will be available for view on August 25th, 2020 here: 
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php. The proposed revisions, criteria, rules for 
legislative hearings, and all other documents and evidence related to updates have also been summarized and shared on the 
project website: https://wasco2040.com. To view a FAQ and find links to posts visit: https://wasco2040.com/faq/2020-
updates/. 
 
Ordinance Numbers 20-001 and 20-004 are available for inspection by appointment at the Wasco County Planning Department 
at 2705 E 2nd St, The Dalles, OR.  Please call 541-506-2560 to schedule an appointment.  A copy of Ordinance Numbers 20-001 
and 20-004 are also available for view or download on the project website: https://wasco2040.com/faq/2020-updates/ or for 
purchase at a cost of $0.25 per page.   
 
For additional information concerning Ordinance Numbers 20-001 and 20-004 you may call the Wasco County Planning 
Department at 541-506-2560.  
 
These are part of the final work tasks to complete the update of Wasco County 2040, the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan.   

WASCO COUNTY 2040 HIGHLIGHTS 
 
As this multi-year project winds down, we want to share some of the highlights for the new Wasco County Comprehensive Plan. 
 

• New, user friendly format 
• Updated data, references, and findings 
• Encourages incentive programs for development applications 
• Reduces restrictions where appropriate 
• Updated resource inventories 
• Clarified restrictions in Natural Areas and Wild and Scenic Rivers Overlay to make all proposed uses conditional/no longer 

prohibit certain uses 
• Allows for potential  of agri-tourism uses permitted by state law 
• Allows for potential for accessory dwelling units in rural residential lands when permitted by state law 
• Promotes coordination and outreach with partners 

 
The focus has been on creating a transparent long range vision for the future of land use and development in Wasco County over 
the next twenty years.  To read more about Wasco County 2040 please visit our project website: https://wasco2040.com.  Thank 
you for your participation and helping to create a new pathway to prosperity for Wasco County. 
 

UPCOMING LONG RANGE PLANNING PROJECTS 

As we wrap up Wasco County 2040, our multi-year project to update the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan, Wasco County 
Planning is kicking off the following new projects: 

Update the Community Wildlife Protection Plan (CWPP).  The current CWPP was written in 2005. The primary purpose for the 
plan is to identify and prioritize wildfire hazards and to develop a strategy to reduce those hazards. The plan will assist the county, 
its communities and fire districts in securing National Fire Plan grants and other funding sources to treat hazard fuel situations and 
to better prepare residents for wildfires that may occur. The updated plan will align with the National Cohesive Wildland Fire 
Management Strategy focused on making meaningful progress toward the three goals of 1. Resilient Landscapes, 2. Fire Adapted 
Communities, and 3. Safe and Effective Wildfire Response. To learn more visit:  https://WascoCWPP.com 

Update the Land Use and Development Ordinance.  This multi-year project will focus on creating or removing criteria and/or 
regulation from many of the strategies identified by Wasco County 2040.  To view the proposed timeline and more information, 
visit:  https://wasco2040.com/ludo-update/ 

 
 
To submit comment about any of these matters, mail us a letter, email the project manager at kellyg@co.wasco.or.us, or use our easy  
online comment submission form: https://wasco2040.com/submit-a-comment/ 

https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php
https://wasco2040.com/
https://wasco2040.com/faq/2020-updates/
https://wasco2040.com/faq/2020-updates/
https://wasco2040.com/faq/2020-updates/
https://wasco2040.com/
https://wascocwpp.com/
https://wasco2040.com/ludo-update/
mailto:kellyg@co.wasco.or.us
https://wasco2040.com/submit-a-comment/


AVISO IMPORTANTE QUE PUEDE AFECTAR SU PROPRIEDAD 
 

ESTO ES PARA NOTIFICARLE QUE EL CONDADO DE WASCO HA PROPUESTO UN 
REGLAMENTO DE USO DE LA TIERRA QUE PUEDE AFECTAR LOS USOS PERMISIBLES DE SU 
PROPIEDAD Y OTRAS PROPIEDADES. 
 
 
 
DEPARTAMENTO DE PLANIFICACIÓN  
DEL CONDADO DE WASCO Teléfono: (541) 506-2560 
2705 East Second Street Fax:     (541) 506-2561 
The Dalles, Oregon 97058                     http://co.wasco.or.us 
 

 
 
El 1 de septiembre de 2020, la Comisión de Planificación del Condado de Wasco llevará a cabo una audiencia pública sobre la 
adopción de las Ordenanzas Números 20-001 y 20-004. Estas ordenanzas son los documentos que adoptan las revisiones 
propuestas a los Capítulos dentro del plan integral actualizado, el Condado de Wasco 2040 y el mapa del plan integral. 
 
El condado de Wasco ha determinado que la adopción de esta ordenanza puede afectar los usos permitidos de su propiedad y 
otras propiedades en el condado de Wasco y puede cambiar el valor de su propiedad. ORS 215.503 requiere un aviso que 
contenga el idioma anterior. El Condado de Wasco está notificando a miles de propietarios de estos cambios propuestos, y el 
Condado de Wasco no tiene forma de saber si estas actualizaciones podrían afectar el valor de su propiedad, cómo y cuándo. 
Al recibir este aviso no significa necesariamente que algunas de las actualizaciones propuestas limitarán el uso de su propiedad 
o cambiará el valor de su propiedad. 
 
Debido a las restricciones estatales en las reuniones públicas, esta reunión se llevará a cabo virtualmente, y esperamos su 
participación en línea o por teléfono. Por favor visite: 
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/pc_remote_meetings.php 
 
Esta audiencia incluye los siguientes puntos de la agenda del Condado de Wasco 2040:   
 
• Introducción 
• Capítulo de tierras comprometidas 
• Capítulo de Tierras Forestales  
• Capítulo de recreación  
• Finalización del plan Condado de Wasco 2040 

• Adopción del mapa del destino turístico 
• Revisiones de políticas sensibles de vida silvestre y medidas de 

implementación 
• Adopción del Mapa de vida silvestre sensible revisado (EPD-8) 
• Adopción del Mapa revisado de aves sensibles (EPD-12) 

Las revisiones propuestas son parte del paquete de la Comisión de Planificación y estarán disponibles para su visualización el 
25 de agosto de 2020 aquí.: https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php. Las revisiones 
propuestas, los criterios, las reglas para las audiencias legislativas y todos los demás documentos y pruebas relacionados con 
las actualizaciones también se han resumido y compartido en el sitio web del proyecto:  https://wasco2040.com. Para ver una 
lista de preguntas, respuestas y encontrar enlaces a publicaciones visite: https://wasco2040.com/faq/2020-updates/.   
 
Si necesita un interprete, por favor llame una semana antes del evento al (541) 506-2560 de lunes a viernes, de 10:00 a.m. a 
4:00 p.m., y si necesita adaptaciones especiales 
 
Los números de ordenanza 20-001 y 20-004 están disponibles para inspección con cita previa en el Departamento de 
Planificación del Condado de Wasco en 2705 E 2nd St, The Dalles, OR. Llame al 541-506-2560 para programar una cita. Una 
copia de los números de ordenanza 20-001 y 20-004 también está disponible para ver o descargar en el sitio web del proyecto: 
https://wasco2040.com/faq/2020-updates/ o para comprar a un costo de $ 0.25 por página.   
 
Para obtener información adicional sobre los números de ordenanza 20-001 y 20-004, puede llamar al Departamento de 
Planificación del Condado de Wasco al 541-506-2560.   

http://co.wasco.or.us/index.html
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/pc_remote_meetings.php
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php
https://wasco2040.com/
https://wasco2040.com/faq/2020-updates/
https://wasco2040.com/faq/2020-updates/


  
Estas son parte de las tareas finales de trabajo para completar la actualización del Condado de Wasco 2040, el Plan Integral del 
Condado de Wasco. 

 

DETALLE DEL PLAN DEL CONDADO DE WASCO 2040  
 
A medida que este proyecto de varios años termina, queremos compartir algunos de los aspectos más destacados del nuevo Plan 
Integral del Condado de Wasco. 
 

• Nuevo formato fácil de usar 
• Datos actualizados, referencias y que encontramos 
• Fomenta programas de incentivos para aplicaciones de desarrollo. 
• Reduce las restricciones cuando sea apropiado 
• Inventarios de recursos actualizados 
• Se aclararon las restricciones en las áreas naturales y de ríos en áreas escénicas para hacer que todos los usos propuestos 

sean condicionales / ya no prohíban ciertos usos 
• Permite potencialmente el uso de agroturismo permitidos por la ley estatal 
• Permite unidades de vivienda accesorias en tierras residenciales rurales cuando lo permite la ley estatal 
• Promueve la coordinación y participación con los socios. 

 
El enfoque se ha centrado en crear una visión transparente de largo alcance para el futuro del uso y desarrollo de la tierra en el 
condado de Wasco durante los próximos veinte años. Para leer más sobre el condado de Wasco 2040, visite nuestro sitio web del 
proyecto: https://wasco2040.com. Gracias por su participación y ayuda para crear un nuevo camino hacia la prosperidad para el 
Condado de Wasco. 

 

PRÓXIMOS PROYECTOS DE PLANIFICACIÓN DE LARGO ALCANCE 
A medida que concluimos el Condado de Wasco 2040, nuestro proyecto de varios años para actualizar el Plan Integral del 
Condado de Wasco, la Planificación del Condado de Wasco está iniciando los siguientes proyectos nuevos: 

Actualice el Plan comunitario de protección de la vida silvestre (CWPP). El CWPP actual se escribió en 2005. El objetivo principal 
del plan es identificar y priorizar los peligros de incendios forestales y desarrollar una estrategia para reducir esos peligros. El plan 
ayudará al condado, sus comunidades y distritos de bomberos a obtener ayuda del Plan Nacional de Incendios y otras fuentes de 
financiamiento para tratar situaciones de combustible peligroso y preparar mejor a los residentes para los incendios forestales 
que puedan ocurrir. El plan actualizado se alineará con la Estrategia Nacional de Manejo Cohesivo de Incendios Forestales 
enfocada en lograr un progreso significativo hacia los tres objetivos de 1. Paisajes resistentes, 2. Comunidades adaptadas al fuego 
y 3. Respuesta segura y efectiva a los incendios forestales. Para obtener más información, visite:  https://WascoCWPP.com 

Actualizar la Ordenanza sobre el uso y el desarrollo del suelo Este proyecto de varios años se enfocará en crear o eliminar 
restricciones y / o regulaciones de muchas de las estrategias identificadas por el Condado de Wasco 2040. Para ver el tiempo 
propuesto y más información, visite:  https://wasco2040.com/ludo-update/ 

 

Para enviar comentarios sobre cualquiera de estos asuntos, envíenos una carta, envíe un correo electrónico al gerente del 
proyecto a kellyg@co.wasco.or.us, o use nuestro sencillo formulario de envío de comentarios en línea: 
https://wasco2040.com/submit-a-comment/.  Este sitio web tiene una función de traducción. vaya hasta la parte inferior de la 
página y busque este signo:   

 

En el sitio web del condado de Wasco, busque en la pantalla superior izquierda este signo:  

 

https://wasco2040.com/
https://wascocwpp.com/
https://wasco2040.com/ludo-update/
https://wasco2040.com/submit-a-comment/


Major Work Tasks Subject to Public Notice and DLCD Review 
(See OAR 660-25-130 - submission of completed work tasks) 

 
Task 

# 
Work 

Program  
Task Summary and Products Proposed 

Date of 
Completion 

1 
 

Goal 1  Review and Update the Goal 1 to reflect changes to Citizen Involvement Program 
 

• The current Citizen Involvement Comprehensive Plan language references 
permanent Citizen Advisory Group(s) performing the function of the 
Committee(s) for Citizen Involvement.  These permanent groups have not 
existed for more than 20 years.  The Planning Commission functions as the 
default Citizen Advisory Group.  The Comprehensive Plan language should 
be amended to reflect this long standing practice.  (Department of Land 
Conservation and Development Staff and the Chair of the State Appointed 
Citizen Involvement Advisory Committee were sent a letter advising them 
of this change on 22 November 2010 consistent with Goal 1 requirements.) 

• Technological improvements since 1983 also should be reflected in 
implementation.  In lieu of posting “at least two public places in each 
planning area”, staff advises amending the language to reflect current 
practice of posting the notice and all materials on the County website, 
making the materials available at the Planning Department office, and via 
email.  We should also reflect the standard practice of emailing impacted 
agencies or partners, as opposed to mailing a hard copy notice. 

 
Product: (1) Adopted amendments to the Comprehensive Plan, Goal 1  

 
March 
2018 

2 Goal 2 Review and Update Goal 2 to make language more current: 
• Align with updated Goal 1 
• Make plan update timelines more realistic 

 
Product: (1) Adopted amendments to the Comprehensive Plan, Goal 2 

April 2018 

9 Goal 2 Explore incentives and creative solutions for land use planning program 
• Evaluate the use of TDRs for communities/labor housing 

 
Product: (1) Adopted amendments to the Comprehensive Plan, Goal 2, Goal  9 and Goal 
10 

January 
2019 

3 Goal 3 Update policies to reflect current minimum parcel sizes 
• Current plan references minimum lot sizes of 80 and 20 acres.  These were 

changed in 1996 and 1998 to 160 and 40 acres.  Descriptions of these changes 
and the rationale behind them should be included. 

• Also have language reflecting the ability of land owners with higher value EFU 
land to test to 80 acre minimum. 

 
Product: (1)Amendments to policy to reflect current lot sizes, Goal 3 

April 2018 

10 Goal 3 Add policy to address agri-tourism vision  
• Establish an agri-tourism policy to (or not) be included in the Land Use and 

Development Ordinance (LUDO) 
Product: (1) New policy for agri-tourism with reocmmendations for implementation 

March 
2019 

11 Goal 3 Add policy to explore more flexible minimum parcel sizes in County 
• Evaluate additional options for more flexible EFU parcel sizes, including evaluating 

part of parcel language in the LUDO. 

June 2019 



• Evaluate exception areas (rural service areas) to reassess their ability to support 
communities continued growth 

Product: (1) Proposed new policy or implementation strategy recommendations 
4 Goal 4 Update policies to reflect current minimum parcel sizes 

• The current Comprehensive Plan Language references minimum lot sizes of 
40 and 80 acres.  A 40 acre division standard is not allowed in the Land Use 
and Development Ordinance so this language is being eliminated. 

Product: (1) Amend existing Goal 4 language 

April 2018 

5 Goal 5 Update language to reflect current status 
• Remove references to an overlay that was replaced by the National Scenic Area.  

Have references to the NSA Management Plan and NSA LUDO 
• Update Wild and Scenic Rivers Section to add clarity and codify policy 

interpretation (or eliminate) for the LUDO that all Type 1 uses in EPF 7 are CUPs 
and any CUPs are not permitted. 

• Add current language for historic resources.  Remove Historic Landmarks 
Commission, which has been inactive for over 15 years and designate a new 
review process. 

 
Product: (1) Amendments to existing policies in Goal 5, (2) Add policy that addresses uses 
in EPD 7 (Wild and Scenic Rivers Overlay) 

August 
2018 

6 Goal 5 Update inventories 
• Allow for additional resources to be identified for future designation 
• Using technical advisors, adjust any Environmental Protection Districts (EPDs) that 

have experienced significant change.  
Product: (1) Updated inventories, (2) Updated zoning map 

October 
2018 

7 Goal 6 Evaluate potential separate water conservation plan 
• Using supporting agency/organization coordination evaluate the need for an 

additional resource for conservation of water resources 
 
Product: (1) Amendments to existing policy and possible addition of policy recommended 
separate implementation tool for water conservation 

December 
2018 

8 Goal 9 Update economic policies to reflect current and future trends 
• Limit forestry as foundation to current economy 
• Develop new policy around value added agriculture/agri-tourism 
• Support expansion of broadband technology 
• Look for incentive approaches to achieve economic goals 

 
Product: (1) Amendments to existing policies, (2) Additional policy for agri-tourism with 
recommendations for implementation (LUDO), (3) Additional policy for broadband and/or 
technological improvement support (4) Additional policy for incentive based land use 

December 
2018 

12 Goal 10 Address alternative housing types  
• Develop a policy to support or limit alternative housing types 

 
Product: (1) New policy for alternative housing types (including ADUs) 

June 2019 

13 Goal 12 Update Goal 12 policies to align with Transportation Systems Plan (2009) and make 
recommendations for updates to the plan 

• Address funding gaps 
•  

September 
2019 

14 Goal 14 Update Joint Management Agreements (JMAs) with incorporated areas 
• Most of the JMAs are originals (1970s and 1980s) and have not been updated.  

Work with incorporated cities to update JMAs. 
 

September 
2019 



Product: (6) new JMAs with incorporated cities 
15 Goal 14 Identify possible Goal 14 Exceptions needed  

• Several of our rural service areas are approaching crisis situations with sanitary 
systems and are currently evaluating municipal systems which would require a 
Goal 14 exception.  Develop policy to support necessary infrastructure to reduce 
or eliminate public health crisis. 

 
Product: (1) Inventory of potential Goal 14 Exceptions, (2) Policy to support needed 
sanitary infrastructure 

September 
2019 

16 Codify Final Project: Codification of the Comprehensive Plan 
 
Product: (1) Adopted codified plan, (2) Updated Comprehensive Zoning Map 

September 
2020 

 
 
 
 
 



regon 
Kate Brown, Governor 

February 20, 2018 

Rod Runyon, Chair 
Wasco County Board of Co1mnissioners 
511 Washington Street, suite 302 
The Dalles, Oregon 97058 

Department of Land Conservation and Development 
635 Capitol Sh·eet NE, Suite 150 

Salem, Oregon 97301-2540 
Phone: (503) 373-0050 

Fax: (503) 378-5518 
www.oregon.gov/LCD 

~ 

Periodic Review Work Program Approval Order 001893 

Dear C01mnissioner Runyon, 

I am pleased to inform you that the Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) 
agrees with Wasco County's proposed work program for reviewing and updating its 
comprehensive plan. Pursuant to OAR 660-025-0110(4), the county's periodic review program 
is approved. 

Periodic review provides citizens, local governments, and state agencies an opportunity to focus 
on important community development planning with a specific end-date in mind. Wasco 
County's pe1iodic review work program calls for a cooperative effort between DLCD and the 
county to address 19 tasks by June 30, 2020 related to the county's comprehensive plan updates, 
fann and forest policies, economic development, housing needs, transportation, and natural 
resources. The program is ambitious yet achievable. 

Approval of this periodic review work program lays out a framework for addressing needed 
planning. The specific details are address in the attached Wasco County Periodic Review Work 
Program Smmnary. DLCD staff will work closely with county staff and other interested parties 
to successfully carry out the work program. 

We appreciate the efforts of county officials and staff in preparing for periodic review, and we 
look forward to working with you in updating Wasco County's comprehensive plan and 
development code. 



Wasco County Periodic Review Order 001893 
February 20, 2018 
Page 2 of 2 

Scott Edelman, the DLCD Regional Representative to the County will work closely with county 
staff on periodic review program. Please feel free to contact Scott at 541-306-8530 or 
scott.edelman@state.or.us, if you have any questions or need further infonnation. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure: Wasco County Periodic Review Work Program 

Cc: Angie Brewer, Director, Wasco County C01rununity Development Depaiiment 
Kelly Howsley-Glover, Long Range Planner, Wasco County Community Development 
Kathy White, Assistant to the Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
Tabatha Hoge, DLCD Periodic Review Specialist 
Gordon Howard, DLCD Community Services Manager (email) 
Tim Murphy, Fann and Forest Specialist (email) 
Scott Edelman, DLCD Regional Representative (email) 
State Periodic Review Assistance Team (email) 
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Wasco County 
 

PERIODIC REVIEW WORK PROGRAM SUMMARY 
 
DLCD Regional Representative:  Scott Edelman Phone: 541-306-8530 
  E-mail: scott.edelman@state.or.us 
 
County Planning Director: Angie Brewer  Phone: 541-506-2560   

  E-mail: angieb@co.wasco.or.us 
      
Date Work Program Approved by DLCD: February 20, 2018    Order 001893 
     
 
Final Work Program Completion Date: June 30, 2020   
 
 

Work Tasks Subject to Public Notice and DLCD Review 
(See OAR 660-025-0130 - Submission of Completed Work Task) 

 
Task 

No. Task Summary and Products Due Date/ 
Status 

1 Update the Goal 1 Element to reflect changes to Citizen Involvement 
Program 
The current Citizen Involvement Comprehensive Plan language 
references advisory groups and a committee that were removed from the 
county citizen involvement program in 2010. The Comprehensive Plan 
has never been amended to reflect the changes. 
 
Technological improvements since 1983 also should be reflected in 
implementation of the citizen involvement program particularly to reflect 
the practice of emailing affected agencies and partners, as opposed to 
mailing a hard copy notice. 
 
Product: Adopted amendments to the Comprehensive Plan, Goal 1 

 
 

5/31/18 

2 Review and Update the Goal 2 Element  
• Align with updated Goal 1 
• Make plan update timelines more realistic 
 
Product: Adopted amendments to the Comprehensive Plan, Goal 2 

 
5/31/18 

mailto:scott.edelman@state.or.us
mailto:angieb@co.wasco.or.us
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3 Update policies to reflect accurate resource-zone minimum parcel 
sizes 

 The Comprehensive Plan has not been updated to reflect changes to the 
minimum lot sizes allowed by the Land Use and Development Ordinance 
in exclusive farm use and forest zones.  
 
Product: Amendments to policies to reflect current lot sizes, Goal 3 

 
 

11/30/18 

5 Evaluate potential separate water conservation plan 
 Using supporting agency/organization coordination evaluate the need for 

an additional resource for conservation of water resources 
 
Product: Amendments to existing policy and possible addition of policy 
related to implementation tool for water conservation. 

 
3/31/19 

6 Update economic policies to reflect current and future trends 
 Address the roles of forestry, agriculture/agri-tourism, and broadband 

technology in the county’s economy. Look for incentive approaches to 
achieve economic goals. 
 
Products: (1) Amendments to existing policies; (2) additional policy for 
agri-tourism with recommendations for implementation (LUDO); (3) 
additional policy for broadband and/or technological improvement 
support; (4) additional policy for incentive-based land use policy. 

 
3/31/19 

7 Explore incentives and creative solutions for land use planning 
program 

 Evaluate options for promoting labor housing, residential solar facilities, 
certain rural service area density bonuses, and setbacks. 
 
Product: Adopted amendments to the comprehensive plan elements 
related to Goal 2, Goal 9 and Goal 10. 

 
 

3/31/19 

8 Add policy to address agri-tourism vision 
 Consider establishment of an agri-tourism policy in the Comprehensive 

Plan and implement, as necessary, through changes to the the Land Use 
and Development Ordinance (LUDO). 

 Consider whether to be more restrictive than state statute; explore agri-
tourism corridors concept. 

  
 Product: New policy for agri-tourism with recommendations for 

implementation 

 
3/31/19 

9 Update Goal 5 inventories 
 Update aggregate and historic inventories. 
 Using technical advisors, adjust any Environmental Protection Districts 

(EPDs) that have experienced significant change. 
Products: (1) Updated aggregate and historic inventories; (2) updated 
zoning map 

 
7/31/19 
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10 Policies for minimum parcel sizes and housing options 
• Evaluate additional options for more flexible EFU parcel sizes, 

including evaluating part-of-parcel language in the LUDO. 
• Evaluate rural service areas to reassess their ability to support 

communities’ continued growth 
• Develop a policy to support or limit alternative housing types 
Products: (1) Proposed new policy or implementation strategy 
recommendations; (2) new policy for alternative housing types 
(including ADUs) 

 
8/31/19 

11 Update Transportation Element 
Update Goal 12 policies to align with Transportation Systems Plan 
(2009) and make recommendations for updates to the plan. 

 Address funding gaps. 
  

Product: Updated comprehensive plan transportation element 

 
9/30/19 

12 Update Joint Management Agreements (JMAs) with incorporated 
areas 

 Work with incorporated cities to update JMAs. 
 
Product: New JMAs with six incorporated cities 

 
 

9/30/19 

13 Update Hazard Plan References 
Amend comprehensive plan, to align with work done in Natural Hazards 
Mitigation Plan (NHMP), including referencing NHMP 
 
Product: Updated comprehensive plan natural hazards element 

 
3/31/20 

14 Wetland and Waterway Protections 
Update references from National Wetland Inventory to State Wetland 
Inventory 
 
Product: Updated comprehensive plan and LUDO, changing references 
from National Wetland Inventory to State Wetland Inventory. 

 
3/31/20 

15 Wild and Scenic Rivers 
• Update language in Comprehensive Plan to correctly identify both 

Federal and State Wild and Scenic Rivers. 
• Appropriately identify development buffers and restrictions. 
• Reference appropriate wildlife management plans for rivers and other 

relevant external plans/documents or partners. 
• Update Wild and Scenic Rivers Section to add clarity and codify 

policy interpretation (or eliminate) for the LUDO that all Type 1 uses 
in EPF 7 are CUPs and any CUPs are not permitted. 

 
Products: (1) Amendments to existing comprehensive plan policies; (2) 
add policy that addresses uses in EPD 7 (Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Overlay); (3) Update supporting data and references to Wild and Scenic 
Rivers, including external partner plans; (4) appropriately identify 
development buffers and designations. 

 
3/21/20 
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16 Replace references to overlay zone with National Scenic Area 
 Address county lands that are now regulated by National Scenic Area 

rules. Reference documents, including the National Scenic Area 
Management Plan and Land Use and Development Ordinance, 
appropriately. 

  
Product: (1) Remove references in the comprehensive plan and LUDO 
to Columbia River Gorge EPD; (2) reference, where appropriate, 
National Scenic Area Management Plan and National Scenic Area Land 
Use and Development Ordinance 

 
3/31/20 

17 Historic Resources 
 Add current language to the comprehensive plan for historic resources. 

Remove references to the Historic Landmarks Commission and designate 
a new review process. Ensure compliance with OAR 660-023-0200. 

  
Products: Amend the comprehensive plan and LUDO to (1) remove 
references to Historic Landmarks Commission, (2) establish a new 
review process, (3) make language consistent with OAR 660-023-0200 

 
6/30/20 

18 Big Game Habitat 
 Update big game habitat maps and environmental protection district. 

Ensure compliance with OAR 660-023-0110. 
  

Product: Amendments to the comprehensive plan and LUDO regarding 
protection of big game wildlife habitat. 

 
6/30/20 

19 Aggregate Resources  
Update the comprehensive plan and LUDO to be consistent with OAR 660-
023-0180. 

 
Products: (1) Updated comprehensive plan policies related to aggregate 
resource protection; (2) LUDO updates to implement new plan policies 
and OAR 660-023-0180 

3/31/20 

 
Additional Information: 
 
Please refer to Wasco County’s submittal for additional work task detail. This work program 
summary and the county’s approved work program are jointly utilized to describe work task 
expectations. 
 
The dates above are established for the county to submit completed work tasks to DLCD.  
Interested persons or agencies are advised to contact the county planning department for 
information regarding opportunities for participation in the tasks on this work program and how 
to receive notification of local workshops and public hearings. LCDC rules requires that an 
objecting party participate at the local level orally or in writing during the local review process. 
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 NOTICE OF A PROPOSED CHANGE FOR DLCD USE 
 TO A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN OR File No.:        
 LAND USE REGULATION Received:       

FORM 1 
 
Local governments are required to send notice of a proposed change to a comprehensive plan or land use regulation 
at least 35 days before the first evidentiary hearing. (See OAR 660-018-0020 for a post-acknowledgment plan 
amendment and OAR 660-025-0080 for a periodic review task). The rules require that the notice include a 
completed copy of this form. 
 
Jurisdiction: Wasco County 
Local file no.: 921-18-000222  
Please check the type of change that best describes the proposal: 

 Urban growth boundary (UGB) amendment including more than 50 acres, by a city with a population greater 
than 2,500 within the UGB 

 UGB amendment over 100 acres by a metropolitan service district 
 Urban reserve designation, or amendment including over 50 acres, by a city with a population greater than 
2,500 within the UGB 

 Periodic review task – Task no.: 18 
 Any other change to a comp plan or land use regulation (e.g., a post-acknowledgement plan amendment) 

Local contact person (name and title):  Kelly Howsley Glover, Long Range Planner 
Phone:  541-506-2565 E-mail:  kellyg@co.wasco.or.us 
Street address: 2705 E 2nd St City: The Dalles Zip: 97058 

Briefly summarize the proposal in plain language. Please identify all chapters of the plan or code proposed for 
amendment (maximum 500 characters): 
Updating EPD-8 (Sensitive Wildlife-Big Game Habitat) Overlay Zone Map and ordinance language and EPD-12 
(Sensitive Birds) Overlay Zone Map.  Will also make additional updates to Goal 5 policies and implementation 
measures in the Comprehensive Plan to be consistent with state law and direct future updates. 
 
Date of first evidentiary hearing: April 2, 2020 
Date of final hearing: May 20th 

 This is a revision to a previously submitted notice. Date of previous submittal:       

Check all that apply: 
  Comprehensive Plan text amendment(s) 
  Comprehensive Plan map amendment(s) –  Change from       to      Modifications to EPD 8 and 12 

 Change from       to       
  New or amended land use regulation 
  Zoning map amendment(s) –  Change from       to       

 Change from       to       
  An exception to a statewide planning goal is proposed – goal(s) subject to exception:       
 Acres affected by map amendment:       

Location of property, if applicable (site address and T, R, Sec., TL):       
List affected state or federal agencies, local governments and special districts:       

http://arcweb.sos.state.or.us/pages/rules/oars_600/oar_660/660_018.html
http://arcweb.sos.state.or.us/pages/rules/oars_600/oar_660/660_025.html
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NOTICE OF A PROPOSED CHANGE – SUBMITTAL INSTRUCTIONS 
 

1. Except under certain circumstances,1 proposed 
amendments must be submitted to DLCD’s Salem 
office at least 35 days before the first evidentiary 
hearing on the proposal. The 35 days begins the day of 
the postmark if mailed, or, if submitted by means other 
than US Postal Service, on the day DLCD receives the 
proposal in its Salem office. DLCD will not confirm 
receipt of a Notice of a Proposed Change unless 
requested. 
2. A Notice of a Proposed Change must be submitted 
by a local government (city, county, or metropolitan 
service district). DLCD will not accept a Notice of a 
Proposed Change submitted by an individual or private 
firm or organization. 

3. Hard-copy submittal: When submitting a Notice 
of a Proposed Change on paper, via the US Postal 
Service or hand-delivery, print a completed copy of 
this Form 1 on light green paper if available. Submit 
one copy of the proposed change, including this form 
and other required materials to: 

Attention: Plan Amendment Specialist 
Dept. of Land Conservation and Development 
635 Capitol Street NE, Suite 150 
Salem, OR 97301-2540 

This form is available here: 
http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/CPU/Pages/Plan-
Amendments.aspx 
4. Electronic submittals of up to 20MB may be sent 
via e-mail. Address e-mails to plan.amendments@ 
state.or.us with the subject line “Notice of Proposed 
Amendment.” 

Submittals may also be uploaded to DLCD’s FTP site 
at http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/CPU/Pages/PAPA-
Submittals.aspx. 
E-mails with attachments that exceed 20MB will not be 
received, and therefore FTP must be used for these 
electronic submittals. The FTP site must be used for 
all .zip files regardless of size. The maximum file size 
for uploading via FTP is 150MB. 

Include this Form 1 as the first pages of a combined 
file or as a separate file. 

5. File format: When submitting a Notice of a 
Proposed Change via e-mail or FTP, or on a digital 
disc, attach all materials in one of the following 
formats: Adobe .pdf (preferred); Microsoft Office (for 
example, Word .doc or docx or Excel .xls or xlsx); or 
ESRI .mxd, .gdb, or .mpk. For other file formats, 
please contact the plan amendment specialist at 503-
934-0000 or plan.amendments@state.or.us. 

6. Text: Submittal of a Notice of a Proposed Change 
for a comprehensive plan or land use regulation text 
amendment must include the text of the amendment 
and any other information necessary to advise DLCD 
of the effect of the proposal. “Text” means the specific 
language proposed to be amended, added to, or deleted 
from the currently acknowledged plan or land use 
regulation. A general description of the proposal is not 
adequate. The notice may be deemed incomplete 
without this documentation. 

7. Staff report: Attach any staff report on the 
proposed change or information that describes when 
the staff report will be available and how a copy may 
be obtained. 

8. Local hearing notice: Attach the notice or a draft 
of the notice required under ORS 197.763 regarding a 
quasi-judicial land use hearing, if applicable. 

9. Maps: Submittal of a proposed map amendment 
must include a map of the affected area showing 
existing and proposed plan and zone designations. A 
paper map must be legible if printed on 8½” x 11” 
paper. Include text regarding background, justification 
for the change, and the application if there was one 
accepted by the local government. A map by itself is 
not a complete notice. 

10. Goal exceptions:  Submittal of proposed 
amendments that involve a goal exception must include 
the proposed language of the exception.

 
1 660-018-0022 provides: 
(1) When a local government determines that no goals, commission rules, or land use statutes apply to a particular proposed change, 
the notice of a proposed change is not required [a notice of adoption is still required, however]; and 
(2) If a local government determines that emergency circumstances beyond the control of the local government require 
expedited review such that the local government cannot submit the proposed change consistent with the 35-day deadline, the 
local government may submit the proposed change to the department as soon as practicable. The submittal must include a 
description of the emergency circumstances.

http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/CPU/Pages/Plan-Amendments.aspx
http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/CPU/Pages/Plan-Amendments.aspx
mailto:plan.amendments@state.or.us
mailto:plan.amendments@state.or.us
http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/CPU/Pages/PAPA-Submittals.aspx
http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/CPU/Pages/PAPA-Submittals.aspx
mailto:plan.amendments@state.or.us
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If you have any questions or would like assistance, please contact your DLCD regional representative or the 
DLCD Salem office at 503-934-0000 or e-mail plan.amendments@state.or.us. 
 

Notice checklist. Include all that apply: 
 Completed Form 1 
 The text of the amendment (e.g., plan or code text changes, exception findings, justification for change) 
 Any staff report on the proposed change or information that describes when the staff report will be available 
and how a copy may be obtained 

 A map of the affected area showing existing and proposed plan and zone designations 
 A copy of the notice or a draft of the notice regarding a quasi-judicial land use hearing, if applicable 
 Any other information necessary to advise DLCD of the effect of the proposal 

 
 
 
 

mailto:plan.amendments@state.or.us
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2705 East Second Street  •  The Dalles, OR 97058  
p: [541] 506-2560  •  f: [541] 506-2561   •  www.co.wasco.or.us 

Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 
 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING 
WASCO COUNTY CITIZEN ADVISORY GROUP WORK SESSION 

 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the WASCO COUNTY CITIZEN ADVISORY GROUP will be meeting 
on Tuesday, March 3, 2020, beginning at 3:00 pm at the Discovery Center Lower Level 
Classroom (The Dalles, Oregon 97058).  
 
The meeting agenda includes the following topics: 
 
Wasco County 2040: 

• Work Task 18 (Big Game Habitat)  
• Goal 8 (Recreation) 
• Goal 4 (Forest Lands) 
• Goal 5 (maps only) 
• Goal 8 (Destination Resort Map) 
• Discuss Work Task 10 Policies and Implementation 

 
The meeting facility is handicapped accessible, and language interpreters are available with one 
week notice.  Please call (541) 506-2560 Monday through Friday, from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., if 
you need special accommodations to attend the meeting. 

Dated at The Dalles, Oregon on this 6th day of February, 2020 
 
[PUBLICATION DATE:  Wednesday, February 12, 2020] 
 



 

 

Citizens Advisory Group 
March 3, 2020 

Columbia Gorge Discovery Center 
5000 Discovery Drive 

Lower Level Classroom 
The Dalles, OR  97058 

 
 
CALL TO ORDER: 3:00PM 
 
Members Present: Chair Lynne Macintyre, LeRoy Booth, Mike Davis, Kathleen Willis, Marcus 
Swift, Chris Schanno, Rus Hargrave  
 
Absent Members: Vicky Ashley, Brad DeHart  
 
Staff Present: Director Angie Brewer, Long Range Planner Kelly Howsley-Glover, Planning 
Assistant Lexi Stickel 
 
Guest: Commissioner Kramer 
 
Chair Macintyre called the meeting to order at 3:05 p.m. 
 
Chair Macintyre asked for roll call. She asked if everyone had a chance to read the materials 
and reviewed the rules of the Citizen Advisory Group (CAG) Chair MacIntyre asked everyone to 
put cell phones on silent and away for the duration of the meeting. She asked for a delay in the 
approval of the Minutes until the next meeting until the Planning Coordinator is present. If 
there are any comments on the minutes, please email them to Jensi.  
 
Chair Macintyre asked if there is anything that is not on the agenda to be considered. 
Commissioner Kramer recommended Lanny Meeter to be appointed to the Planning 
Commission. He has recently submitted an application. 
 
LRP Howsley-Glover’s presented on Recreation, Forest Lands, and Sensitive Wildlife Habitat, 
which covers proposed amendments to Work Task 18 – Chapter 5; Chapter 4 and 8; as well as 
present EPD 8 map, proposed EPD 8 map, Destination Resort Eligibility Map, and proposed 
scope of changes and implementation strategies. (See Attachment A) 
 
LRP Howsley-Glover’s also presented Wasco County 2040 Outreach Report from May 2019-
March 1, 2020. (See Attachment B) 
 
Discussion:  
Chair Macintyre stated there two things that the CAG will need to come to consensus on: farm 
use exempt from EPD-12 and EPD-8.  
 



 

 

Public Testimony:  
Mr. Kelly, spoke about the map for Destination Resorts, especially the Petersburg area, stating 
he had concerns. This is where he currently farms and stated it is productive farm land. He went 
into the Planning Department this morning, and examined the map in detail and knows that 
land very well. This land is very productive farmland. He questioned what one would need to do 
to get that land removed based on the soils. 
 
LRP Howsley-Glover shared the requirements of the Destination Resorts per State Law. 
 
Shelia Dooley, spoke about the ESEE Analysis that had been presented by the Planning 
Department at the roadshow. There were no consequences for “if allowed” and wanted to 
know why. She expressed concern over the fencing standard being removed. If the fencing 
standards that are proposed are removed, she would like to ensure that the informational 
knowledge will be still be provided.  
 
Elizabeth Turner, stated she had served on the Ag Resource Commission, and has a lot of 
experience with all of this. Ms. Turner asked if anyone who sits on the (Planning) Commission 
today is an active farmer. It was noted that Vicky Ashley, Mike Davis and Chris Schanno are 
farmers. Ms. Turner expressed there are a lot of concerns brewing about EPD 8. Regarding the 
fences she noted a lot of animals died in them. Wasco County is making assumptions about 
how people should live within the resource zones. The ability to move animals around with the 
seasons can be really crucial, and how much flexibility you have. She stated she thinks the 
number one thing in farming is flexibility. The overlay zones limit what people can do with 
flexibility. She stated she can’t tell you why ODFW is important after all these years – they are 
counting animals and driving around in their trucks. We call them, but ODFW won’t come. She 
said on 8 Mile there is a proliferation of eagles. They come down and hang out with her cows. 
She stated eagles are very intelligent birds and feels hard pressed to believe that they will died 
in a wind turbine. Asking people to do things based on rules that were never approved, she 
compared it to Cap and Trade. The former Agricultural Committee have members to come to 
the office and asked to become re-involved again. In 1997, when the proposed changes to EPD 
8 occurred, there were death threats and the Ag Resource Committee was formed to help. She 
also expressed concern about Destination Resort map saying it is silly and does not make sense 
because that land does not have appropriate infrastructure. She stated none of those areas are 
feasible for a lot of reasons. She asked why Fish and Wildlife are allowed to come and tell 
people what is allowed. 
 
LRP Howsley-Glover responded that it is part of statutory law - OAR 660, Division 23.  
 
Mr. Kelly, wanted to expand his comment to say that he is the Chair of the Board of the Rural 
Fire Protection District out there (by Petersburg). As a fire district, they do not do fire 
structures, if something went up out there they couldn’t protect it. 
 
 
 



 

 

Mr. Hargrave responded saying that it will be clearer to Planners and citizens of the future to 
have a map, but noted that it is painful to establish that map. Once we have the map, it is easier 
to plan around. Mr. Hargrave said that trying to create a salad of criteria and pieces that would 
hopefully, over time, add up to good planning decisions. He stated that if you take all of these 
factors and assemble them at run time that is problematic from a policy point of view. It also 
isn’t consistent over time. He shared he thinks the map is a hard discussion, but a good 
foundational piece. 
 
Chair MacIntyre asked if we still need to have criteria along with the map. LRP Howsley-Glover 
responded that it will need criteria to make the map legally defensible. 
 
Mr. Davis expressed concerns around the logic and assumptions that this is created by what 
ODFW is doing with their map first. There’s only a few pieces left that could stay out of the 
wildlife, but what wasn’t taken into consideration -  he didn’t hear anything about soil classes. 
Regarding prime farmland, it depends on who you talk to. The only soils down south are 5 and 
higher. The prime farmland up in North is 1 – 3. We should be shoving economic opportunity in 
lower class soils. The ODFW took that map and tripled the size of wildlife protection. It 
eliminates the ability, of what we did last year, about alternative energy sources. Now the 
farmers down there don’t have the option. The concern that he has about this, is that we would 
have a lot better flexibility in where we could bring destination resorts or not.   
 
Director Brewer clarified - whether we adopt these maps or not, the maps still apply to the 
landowner, no matter what, as ODFW already uses these maps and has since 2012.  Mr. Davis 
questioned if it is new. Director Brewer stated the map is not new to us as it’s been 
implemented from ODFW with our landowners since 2012.  
 
Mr. Davis questioned the Destination Resorts map. LRP Howsley-Glover clarified that it’s been 
Wasco County’s intention to create the Destination Resort since the early 2000’s. The analysis 
was run back when Todd Cornett was the Planning Director. This map looks nearly identical to 
that analysis done in the early 2000’s. According to criteria in state law, in OAR’s, Juniper Flats 
has been the main area along with Washington Family Ranch in the south. In our map creation, 
we are required to use ODFW’s Sensitive Wildlife data/map in conducting the analysis of this 
map. 
 
Mr. Davis then expressed concern over the ODFW preventing us from any destination resorts 
anywhere else. He suggests that in the Petersburg area, those areas be considered with soil 
type.  LRP Howsley-Glover explained that unique and prime soil has very unique definitions in 
statutory law. It’s not the soil number, but a specific type. Director Brewer stated that the NRCS 
soil maps are not perfect. Soil challenges do come up from time to time and there is a process 
to challenge the soil maps. The challenge does require a soil scientist that meets state 
requirements for this work. 
 



 

 

Mr. Davis described the process of creating the map stating we did consider the ODFW maps 
when we created recreational zones, then we had to examine the soil types, then we got it to 
this map. 
 
Director Brewer then described that this was a GIS exercise of overlapping GIS layers.  
 
LRP Howsley-Glover explained that the goal was to create the map based upon state law, then 
present the raw facts to the data. Mr. Davis said that we still need rules. 
 
Mr. Booth said based on what he is hearing in the audience, they are concerned about 
restrictions - from both ODFW and the County. His understanding is that EPD 8 is already being 
used and applied, considering that farm use would be exempt from EPD8 and EPD12 is already 
exempt. They will still require it. His understanding about the overlay of areas is where the 
landowner could sell and put in destination resort. 
 
Mr. Schanno apologized for not making it to the roadshows. He stated from what he’s 
gathering and from what he knows of the area, he believe that the Petersberg destination 
resort would be considered high value farmland for Wasco County. In his opinion, that land is 
probably a mistake. They are also right about wildfire and infrastructure. If you put a bunch of 
people out there it would be a disaster. I think the Petersburg piece is probably not good. 
 
Ms. Willis said she agrees about Petersburg. She asked if anything was heard about Big Muddy. 
Have we heard if anyone wants that?  
 
LRP Howsley-Glover answered by stating what we heard at the roadshows, from people in 
Dufur in particular, people were not comfortable with the two northern areas in the 
Destination Resorts. For the reason stated - the good farmland by Petersburg. There were 
concerns of wildfires for Tygh Ridge. They were more comfortable with southern areas.  
 
Ms. Willis proposed considering the removal of those two areas. 
 
Chair MacIntyre mentioned the ability to create criteria versus removing these potential areas, 
as the criteria could relate to fire protection. Mr. Booth stated that if the community doesn’t 
want them, we should pull them out. Mr. Davis asked if this is the time where we say that we 
should remove these areas. Chair MacIntyre affirmed that this is the time for that discussion. 
 
Mr. Schanno said he agrees with the Petersburg piece and maybe Tygh Ridge. Mr. Davis also 
agrees. 
 
Mr. Hargrave said we should make a recommendation that goes to the Planning Commission. 
 
Mr. Booth motioned to remove any potentially eligible north Tygh Ridge from the Destination 
Resort map. Mr. Davis seconds motion. 
 



 

 

Director Brewer said - to be clear for the record; it is because of wildfire risk and lack of 
emergency services? Mr. Schanno responded yes and because of high value farmland. 
 
Ms. Willis asked for more discussion, and reaffirms the staff recommendation to create criteria 
versus removing those areas from the eligibility map. The Planning Commission’s role is to 
listen to the community, but also to make sure that they aren’t missing anything from the staff. 
 
LRP Howsley-Glover expressed staff’s support as long as the staff has a nexus to legally 
defensible criteria. She would ask that when we do develop criteria for the remaining eligible 
sites we consider wildlife and emergency services. Mr. Davis clarified - if we still need a 
discussion about wildfire after this. Public safety is of high concern to all of us. LRP Howsley-
Glover confirmed Mr. Davis’ concern that we are not.  Mr. Booth stated the criteria will still be 
developed, at the time of the LUDO update.  
 
Chair MacIntyre called for the vote. All in favor, the motion passed. 
 
EPD-8 Discussion:  
Mr. Schanno expressed concerns and need for more information about EPD 8 in regards to the 
300 feet from the road. LRP Howsley-Glover explained the exemptions from the dwelling view 
and returned to the EPD-8 language from the presentation. There are additional criteria that 
contains built in language for flexibility. Mr. Schanno asked if this is adopted already. Is there 
any way to get around it for replacement dwellings? LRP Howsley-Glover states that her 
understanding is that replacement dwellings would be allowed. Mr. Schanno questions when 
Planning says “farm use”, exempt for EPD-8, would that also include farm dwellings? LRP 
Howsley-Glover stated this should be considered for conversation, currently using the statutory 
definition of “farm use.” A farm dwelling is considered Subject to Standards and Planning would 
be required to notify ODFW, and they still may come back with comment. Planning did not 
want to create additional confusion, but willing to entertain farm dwellings as a part of “farm 
use.” Director Brewer said the goal is to cluster development and allow open space to remain 
open. 
 
Mr. Schanno expressed concern over the ability of farmers to build a functional dwelling. Mr. 
Davis stated he wants to support Mr. Schanno. He would encourage that we take that step to 
consider farm dwellings as a farm use. 
 
Mr. Hargrave questioned why we create our own version of the EPD 8 map versus using 
ODFW’s map? LRP Howsley-Glover stated that she has a frustrating answer. Part of the why we 
left this change for last is because it is complicated. Originally our goal was to adopt the 
Compass tool that is a dynamic map, and we pursued this at great lengths with the state offices 
of ODFW and DLCD. It clearly states in OAR’s - it must be a static inventory-based map that we 
adopt. Staff tried to look for the best solution as we heard from the community that they want 
us to use the best data available. Mr. Hargrave said that we must adopt the static map that 
ODFW utilizes and continue to utilize the dynamic map.  
 



 

 

Mr. Hargrave asks to clarify the decision around farm uses being exempt from farm uses in 
underlying zones – both EFU and Forest zones. LRP Howsley-Glover affirms that statement. 
 
Mr. Booth stated he has two issues about EPD-8. He heard numerous concerns that they could 
not build within 300 feet, about the LUDO language. LRP Howsley-Glover states the intent is to 
be flexible with ODFW.  
 
Mr. Booth stated he heard from people that they thought they couldn’t build further than 300 
ft., based upon what the public understands. This is a guideline, but not cement rule. Maybe we 
need to change this language. Director Brewer stated that the 300 ft. is being applied very 
stringently. There are few exemptions. Mr. Booth would like to make this language more clear. 
LRP Howsley-Glover stated she welcomes suggestions. Mr. Hargrave said he didn’t know we 
were updating LUDO language.  
 
Mr. Schanno clarified with LRP Howsley-Glover that if he came into the Planning Office to build 
a farm dwelling and he met the rules needed , ODFW would be notified and has the ability to 
comment. Director Brewer and LRP Howsley-Glover stated we would still be required to notice 
ODFW, in accordance with state law. Mr. Schanno stated that most people are not in favor of 
this map and consider it a nuisance map versus a wildlife map.  
 
Mr. Booth questioned if we could recommend updating the EPD-8 map as frequently as the 
EPD-12. LRP Howsley-Glover said that the cost to County is pretty significant and it wouldn’t be 
very realistic to do it every other year. EPD-12 is proposed to be updated every 5 years. Mr. 
Davis noted that ODFW can change these maps with public review and without telling Wasco 
County. LRP Howsley-Glover said she can’t speak to the process. As Wasco County Planning, we 
don’t currently get notified when the EPD-8 map is updated. Mr. Davis suggested that we 
should be updating the EPD 8 map every 5 or 10 years.  
 
Mr. Schanno asked what is stopping ODFW from putting all of Wasco County in EPD 8. Director 
Brewer stated this is the time to identify uses that are appropriate in EPD 8. Mr. Schanno said 
he wants to remove the 300 feet rule. LRP Howsley-Glover shared it is not possible to remove 
the 300 feet rule. She noted that now is the time to edit EPD 8 in the LUDO because currently 
farm uses are not exempt in EPD 8, so once this map is adopted then all farm uses will be 
elevated to a higher review and pay higher plans. LRP Howsley-Glover stated she doesn’t have 
the proposed language today.  
 
Mr. Schanno made a motion to exempt farm uses from EPD 8 map. Mr. Davis seconds the 
motion. 
 
Mr. Booth spoke about the 300 feet rule. Does that include farm dwellings or just farm use? 
LRP Howsley-Glover stated that staff wrestled with this same problem. Staff believes that farm 
dwellings, farm labor housing, and accessory farm dwellings are part of farm use. But where it 
becomes complicated, is that most farm uses are either permitted outright or they need a Type 
1 permit, which is a simple process. An exemption to that is farm dwellings – farm dwellings are 



 

 

subject to standards and there is some discretion in making findings and utilizing criteria to 
make that decision. For Subject to Standards, we must notify various partners, including ODFW. 
This applies to all Subject to Standards applications. The concern is that if we exempt farm 
dwellings, it will become confusing to applicants because we still need to notify ODFW and they 
could still hold the 300 ft. rule.  
 
Mr. Booth suggested that “farm use” is exempt, except for farm dwelling. 
 
Mr. Hargrave wants to clarify that this is for farm uses in EFU and Forest zones. Chair 
MacIntyre and Director Brewer state that is correct.  
 
Ms. Willis asked if the commission is actually resolving the confusion. 
 
Chair MacInytre called for the vote. All in favor, motion passed.  
 
Chair MacIntyre asked if there was any other input about conflicting or non-conflicting uses in 
EPD 12 and EPD 8, or the ESEE analysis. Mr. Booth had questions about the ESEE analysis with 
residential uses for EPD 8 and EPD 12. LRP Howsley-Glover explained the process. Mr. Booth  
mentioned that single family dwellings is the definition of residential use on a farm. A residence 
is a residence. Mr. Schanno clarified the difference between non-farm dwelling and farm 
dwellings. LRP Howsley-Glover stated there are very limited areas where we could permit more 
than one dwelling on a parcel, including temporary medical hardships. Mr. Booth shared that 
his confusion was around residential and farm use in the ESEE analysis. LRP Howsley-Glover 
said the ESEE analysis for residential referred to non-farm dwellings. 
 
LRP Howsley-Glover asked if there are any concerns about removal of fencing standards and 
voluntary standards. The consensus was no. Mr. Schanno is in favor of removal of fencing 
standards. 
 
Mr. Hargrave said he believes that the EPD 12 is working. He saw two eagles on his drive here. 
 
LRP Howsley-Glover summarized what she heard from the group, including removing Tygh 
Ridge and North Wasco County sites from the Destination Resort map related to wildfire and 
commercial agricultural conflicts; to exempt farm uses from EPD 8; remove fencing standards; 
and recommend 5 year cycle of updates for both EPD 8 and EPD 12. 
 
The packet will come out before March 26th along with the staff report with periodic review 
elements including Chapter 5, Chapter 4, Chapter 8 and all the maps. 
 
Discussion of other business: 
Director Brewer updated the group about the Wilson remand from LUBA back to Wasco 
County. Planning has met with the applicant to review, but hasn’t had a chance to meet with 
new legal counsel.  LUBA felt there was a piece missing, but if new information was submitted 
by the applicant, it would be an entirely new process.  



 

 

 
Director Brewer shared other things of interest around the Economic Opportunity Analysis and 
Buildable Lands Inventory with the City of The Dalles. It is relevant to Wasco County as we are 
participating heavily in the Gorge Commission’s process about Urban Area Expansion. Mr. 
Booth asked how the discussions are going with the scenic area urban area expansion. Director 
Brewer said this conversation has been happening for a long time, with the last time in 2013.  
The difference this time is that the Gorge Commission is currently in rule making for Urban Area 
Expansion. Wasco County has submitted comments, to clarify the process. The outcome is 
concerning, the draft regulations are currently 9 pages long and not finished. It seems difficult 
for a city to meet those rules considering the analysis necessary. 
 
Mr. Hargrave noted there are concerns if the web of rulemaking becomes impossible to follow.  
 
Mr. Swift wanted to thank Director Brewer and LRP Howsley-Glover along with Planning Staff 
for the roadshows and all the work that the Planning Department does to make local 
government transparent to the community.  
 
It was noted the roadshows for LUDO will be similar.   
 
Chair Macintyre adjourned at 5:25pm. 
 
 
_______________________________  ________________________________ 
Lynne MacIntyre, Chair    Angie Brewer, Planning Director 
Wasco County Citizen Advisory Group  Wasco County Planning & Development 
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MEMO: Work Task 18 Chapter 5, Chapters 4 & 8 

 

MEMORANDUM 

March 3
rd

 will be our Citizen Advisory Group meeting for Work Task 18 (#921-18-000221-PLNG), 

amendments to sensitive wildlife maps and Chapter 5 (Goal 5).  In addition, we are scheduled to work on 

(#921-19-000126-PLNG) - Chapters 4 (Goal 4: Forest Lands) and 8 (Goal 8: Recreation).  This includes the 

proposed adoption of a Destination Resort Eligibility Map. 

The packet includes drafts of the proposed EPD 8 map, the Destination Resort Eligibility Map, and a 

presentation.  The presentation focuses specifically on the proposed scope of changes and works through 

some of the potential policies and implementation strategies that may result from public input and work 

on these goals.  To review current policies and implementation measures related to these goals, please 

see the Comprehensive Plan Chapter 15 Goals 4, 5 and 8 

(https://cms5.revize.com/revize/wascocounty/docs/Planning%20Reference/CompPlan_Ch1-

20_MERGED_Searchable.pdf).   

Please note the maps are drafts and subject to refinement so are only intended for illustrative purposes. 

SUBJECT:  Work Task 18, Chapters 4  and  8 

TO:  CITIZEN ADVISORY GROUP 

FROM:  KELLY HOWSLEY-GLOVER, LONG RANGE PLANNER 

DATE: 2/20/20 
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Recreation, Forest Lands and  
Sensitive Wildlife Habitat 

“Planning Department” 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Overview 

 Forest Lands 

 Recreation 

 Goal 5 Sensitive Wildlife 

 Feedback from Roadshow 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Goal 4: Forest Lands 

 New format 

 Clarifying language 

 Adding some recommendations from 
CPAW/NHMP 

 Consistency with Forest Practices Act 

Planning 
Citizen Advisory Group Agenda Packet 
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Presentation Notes
Was not identified in visioning phase as a work plan itemClean up language/make more consistent with current practiceMake consistent with other goals
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Goal 8: Recreation 

 New format 

 Adding policies to achieve balance 
between private property and recreation 

 Encouraging agency partnerships 

 Adopt a destination resort map/policy 

 Connections with Goal 5 and Goal 2 

Planning 
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Presentation Notes
What we heard in roadshows: Recreational bicycle use on County RoadsBalancing of recreational/natural resourcesOpportunities for private and public recreation should be supported by land use planningCoordinate with key partnersReduce maintenance liability on dedicated open spaceConsider impacts to emergency services when increasing activity/developmentRecreation is one of Wasco County’s greatest assetsRecreational homes on ranchettes
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Goal 8: Destination Resort Map 

 Map must be adopted for siting 
 Must be: 
 On 160 acres+ 
 50%+ dedicated to open space 

 Cannot be: 
 On a site with 50+ acres of unique/prime farm land 
 Within the National Scenic Area 
 In Sensitive Big Game Habitat as mapped by ODFW 

Planning 
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What we heard in roadshows: Recreational bicycle use on County Roads
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic and 
Historic Areas, and Open Spaces 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic and 
Historic Areas, and Open Spaces 

 Revise sensitive wildlife language 
 ODFW has asked for a 5 year update cycle 

for EPD 12 
 Make revisions to 

historic/cultural/archaeological 
 Clean up of aggregate language 
 Proposing updating EPD 8 in LUDO 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Update Process 

• ODFW provides new maps based on 
studies/COMPASS tool 

• Wasco County conducts an ESEE Analysis 

• Goes through a legislative process 
(hearings before Planning Commission 
and Board of County Commissioners) 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

ESEE Analysis 

• Identify conflicting uses  

• Determine the impact area (buffer 
dictated by ODFW) 

• Analyze the ESEE consequences 
(Economic, Social, Environmental, Energy) 

• Develop a program to achieve Goal 5 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Conflicting Uses 

• Look at outright permitted and 
conditional uses in the underlying zone 

• Determine what could conflict with 
resource (wildlife) 

 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Roadshow Feedback 

 

   

Planning 

Intentionally left blank for upcoming 
feedback 
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At the stations there are Maps for EPD 8 and Destination Resorts.  We can’t show EPD 12 resources, as its confidential.We also have lists for checking whether you think a use is conflicting or not and where you can identify the ESEE consequences of restriction or prohibition
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

What’s Next 

 

   

Planning 

• Planning Commission Hearing Thursday 
April 2nd  

• BOCC Hearings in May/June 

• Next tentative CAG Meeting: August 4th 
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3/1/2020 Outreach Results and Summary 

 

In February 2018, the Wasco County Planning Department officially 

entered Periodic Review and commenced work on the 

Comprehensive Plan update, Wasco County 2040.  The process 

includes public outreach efforts to engage ci�zen involvement in 

updates.  This report is a summary of those efforts, including 

feedback received through online comments, email, mailed in 

comments, online surveys, and at workshop events. 

 

The Wasco County Ci�zen Advisory Group set a goal for total 

par�cipa�on of 20% of the popula�on, roughly 1,629 residents 

living outside UGBs (this number includes children). In 2017, 

outreach efforts engaged 8901 people including 60 key stakeholders 

and over 830 residents.  Between the end of 2017 and June 2018, 

outreach efforts engaged an addi�onal 1,014 people.  From June 

2018 un�l April 10, 2019, par�cipa�on numbers totaled over 1,447 

interac�ons.  Between May 2019 and February 2020, there were 

over an addi�onal 2,072 contacts with the public through either 

public mee�ngs, comments, website visits, phone calls or emails. 

 

This brings the total reach to over 5,400 interac�ons.  Due to 

ongoing par�cipa�on of some of our ci�zens, and the nature of 

coun�ng interac�ons that are in some cases anonymous, it’s difficult 

to conclude exactly how many discrete contacts have been made 

over the last several years.  Planning staff es�mates, based on 

                                                
1 This number counts each interaction as unique (e.g., survey filled, meeting attendance, etc.).  Because many of the activities 
were anonymous, staff could not identify all interactions as discrete.  We also had some people participating separately as 
citizens and stakeholders.  The same count method was used in 2018, 2019, and 2020.   
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available data, that roughly have of the total 5,400 interac�ons are 

discrete which far exceeds the 20% goal set by the Ci�zen Advisory 

Group.   

 

This interac�on percentage also does not include the mailers sent 

every year to every property owner in unincorporated Wasco 

County.  Total recipients for the postcard in 2020 were 3,694 

residents.  Many new faces were at the February 2020 roadshow 

mee�ngs and told staff they were specifically in atendance because 

of the mailer. 

 

Planning staff and the Ci�zen Advisory Group will con�nue, in the 

last year, to work to improve total reach and encourage public 

par�cipa�on.  The inten�on is to build on the momentum of 

outreach from Wasco County 2040 for the Land Use and 

Development Update in 2021-2022. 
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Wasco County 2040 Outreach Report 
 
O U T R E A C H  R E S U L T S  A N D  S U M M A R Y  

Online Exercises 
To model ac�vi�es at the 2020 roadshow mee�ngs, staff developed a survey tool to seek public input about 
the Economic, Social, Environmental and Energy (ESEE) Analysis needed to update the sensi�ve wildlife 
maps.  In par�cular, par�cipants were asked to iden�fy possible conflic�ng uses and poten�al ESEE 
consequences of limi�ng those conflic�ng uses. 

The surveys were posted online on February 17, 2020 and shared through links on the Wasco County main 
the Wasco County 2040 project website and Wasco County Planning social media.   

The surveys were closed on February 28th to tabulate results. 

The survey received a total of 0 responses.   

Online Comment Submissions 
To make it easy for residents and businesses to 
submit comments, an online comment 
submission form was created in 2017 and posted 
on the project website.  

8 comments were received from the online 
submission form between May 2019 and 
February 2020. Online comments can be read in 
Appendix A.  We have redacted email addresses. 

Emailed Comments 
Community members were encouraged to email 
planning staff at any �me during the 
Comprehensive Plan Update process to voice 
their hopes, concerns, and other feedback for 
Wasco County 2040. 

No comments were received via email in 2020. 

Mailed Comments 
Community members were also encouraged to 

mail comments to planning staff at any �me during the Comprehensive Plan Update process to provide 
feedback for Wasco County 2040. 

No mailed comments were received to date in 2020.  
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Phone Calls and Counter Visits  
Between May 2019 and February 2020, staff received 24 inquiries by phone or at the counter related to 
Wasco County 2040.   

September 2019 Open House 
On September 19, 2019 Wasco County Planning held an open house to share informa�on with the public 
on updates to Goal 5, Goal 7 and Goal 13. 
 
There were 3 people in atendance. 
 

October 1st Citizen Advisory Group Meeting 
In October, a Ci�zen Advisory Group mee�ng was held to review proposed amendments to Chapters 5, 7, 
11, and 13 of Wasco County 2040.  There were 2 members of the public in atendance. 

 
November 5th Hearing 
In November, a Planning Commission mee�ng was held to review proposed amendments to Chapters 5, 7, 
11, and 13 of Wasco County 2040.  There were 2 members of the public in atendance. 

The Planning Commission recommended approval of the amendments to the Board of Commissioners.   

 
December Board of County Commissioner Meetings 
The Planning Commission recommenda�ons were presented to the Board of County Commissioners in two 
separate hearings in December.  No members of the public were present to provide tes�mony. 

 
2020 Roadshow Work Sessions 
As part of work task 18, staff and the Ci�zen Advisory Group held four community workshops to address 
topics of sensi�ve wildlife, forest lands, and recrea�on.  Interested in understanding community visions for 
policy and implementa�on, the sessions were structured to be two hours long and consisted of a short 
presenta�on, three informa�onal tables with exercises, and a large group discussion. 

• The Dalles Atendance: 52 ci�zens, 3 CAG members, 1 BOCC, 1 ODFW, 4 staff 
• Dufur Atendance: 72 ci�zens, 2 BOCC, 1 ODFW, 4 staff 
• Wamic Atendance: 63 ci�zens, 3 CAG members, 1 BOCC, 1 ODFW, 5 staff 
• Mosier Atendance: 50 ci�zens, 2 CAG member, 2 BOCC, 1 ODFW, 5 staff 

Notes from each mee�ng can be seen in Appendix B. 
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Par�cipants were also encouraged to make writen comment on comment cards at the mee�ngs.  We 
received 17 comment cards that can be seen in Appendix C. 

At the roadshow mee�ngs, staff requested the public support the ESEE Analysis by iden�fying poten�al 
land use conflicts and ESEE consequences.  The exercises can be seen in Appendix D. 

Ad Hoc Meetings 
Although they were offered, no ad hoc mee�ngs were requested of staff. 

Social Media Engagement 
The Planning Department currently maintains 4 social media accounts, in addi�on to the project website, 
including YouTube, Facebook, Twiter, and Pinterest.  These accounts are used to push out material from 
the project website in order to increase audience engagement and capture.  All accounts have restricted 
comments in order to funnel comments through official methods. 

The Facebook page has con�nued to grow in followers and has been helpful in direc�ng visits to the project 
website.  Over 600 visitors to the website were referred to Wasco2040.com between May 2019 and 
February 2020. 

 

    
Followers 271 54 142 (views) 3 
Likes 84 7 1 NA 
Shares   11 1 0 NA 
Posts 64 89 2 102 

 
Media Coverage 
Staff sent a press release to all regional media, including the newspapers and radio sta�ons for updates in 
2019 and 2020.   

Radio: 2 radio interviews with Mark Bailey of KIHR radio, BiCoastal Media Columbia River (July 31, 2019 and 
January 22, 2020) 

Websites:  Reprint of Press Release on Gorge Country Radio website homepage  

 

https://www.facebook.com/wasco.wasco.73
https://twitter.com/WascoCoPlanning
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaWcgyXpQ0KAJDWqo8yIRjg?view_as=subscriber
https://www.pinterest.com/wascocounty/
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Project Website 

In March 2017, a project website (wasco2040.com) was launched to house informa�on about the 
Comprehensive Plan Update, including data and research about Wasco County, upcoming events, ways to 
par�cipate, and results from public par�cipa�on. 

In addi�on to sharing informa�on, the project website’s main goal is to channel public par�cipa�on into 
methods that could help support visioning efforts including promo�ng the survey, offering an online 
comment submission form, links to social media pages, and offering a variety of ways to sign up for 
no�fica�ons on news and events. 

In 2017, the project website had a total of 2,494 views by 749 visitors.  In 2018, the website had 1,657 
views by 509 visitors.  The project website currently has 48 followers by email (a 28 person increase in 
2020), 325 by social media and 10 by feed.  Between May 2019 and February 2020, the website had 1,800 
visitors that resulted in 5,089 views. 
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The most popular pages are:  Progress to Date, Wasco County 2040: Look Ahead, References, and 
Par�cipate.  There were also a significant number of views to the Wildlife Habitat Overlay Zone Updates 
during this cycle. 

The website has a steady readership of between 200 to 500 views a month. 

Notification List  
Staff has compiled a list, through mee�ngs and the website, of all ci�zens who have indicated that they 
want no�fica�ons about news and events related to Wasco County 2040.  To date, the list has 184 
individuals signed up.   

Staff sends out email no�ces for upcoming events and other news as they happen. 

Analysis and Recommendations 
 

Goal 4  

The primary expressed concern at all public mee�ngs to date with forest lands is wildfire risk.  There was 
some discussion and ques�ons related to buildability of forest lands by individual property owners, but by 
in large the community feels current regula�ons are consistent with values of residents and goals for the 
future.   

Staff is recommending revisions to Goal 4 focus on ensuring the language, policies and implementa�on 
strategies are consistent with the Natural Hazards Mi�ga�on Plan, Community Planning Assistance for 
Wildfire recommenda�ons, and the Community Wildfire Protec�on Plan. 

Destination Resorts 

Ci�zens were concerned about impacts to water and increased fire risk of des�na�on resorts.  In par�cular, 
areas of concern were in the north east por�on of the County that is largely winter wheat crops.   When 
shown the correla�on between fire protec�on districts and the eligible des�na�on resort sites, the 
feedback by in large preferred the loca�on around Pine Grove and at the Big Muddy Ranch.   

Staff proposes that we address this concern by a). adding fire risk/emergency service availability to the 
eligibility criteria for mapping  or b). as part of the criteria for approval of a des�na�on resort .  To address 
water, staff proposes we address this concern as an analysis required at the �me of approval. 

 Additional Goal 8  

There con�nues to be significant concern over the conflict between recrea�on and commercial agricultural 
ac�vity, par�cularly on the transporta�on network.  Staff is recommending an implementa�on strategy to 
increase educa�on and outreach to recreators and partners about harvest seasons and hazards, and to 
work with Public Works to no�fy residents when major events are happening on the roadway. 

Sensitive Wildlife  
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The next step to adopt revised maps for Environmental Protec�on District 8 (Sensi�ve Wildlife/Big Game 
Habitat) and Environmental Protec�on District 12 (Sensi�ve Birds) is to conduct an Economic, Social, 
Environmental and Energy (ESEE) analysis.  The roadshow mee�ngs were focused on solici�ng feedback 
that would be helpful to staff in conduc�ng this analysis. 

Here are the primary takeaways based on public input: 

• Farm uses should be exempt from addi�onal restric�ons in EPD 8 
• Maintain exemp�ons for dwelling setback requirements if there are beter alterna�ves on site for 

protec�ng habitat in EPD 8 
• Remove fencing standards (they don’t make sense and don’t keep cows/livestock in) from EPD 8 
• Update Sensi�ve Bird map on more frequent basis 
• Most non resource uses pose poten�al conflict with Goal 5 wildlife resources 
• There are significant ESEE consequences for prohibi�on of any land use 

The recommendations based on public feedback are as follows: 

• Revise EPD 8 to remove voluntary standards, including fencing, exempt farm uses and maintain 
exemptions for dwelling setback in case of better alternatives 

• Add an implementation strategy to have EPD 12 evaluated on a five year cycle 
• In the ESEE Analysis, ensure the ESEE consequences for prohibition of uses are clearly reflected 
• Tie these recommendations into implementation measures and references to clearly identify public 

input 
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Appendix A –  
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Appendix B – Roadshow Meeting Notes 

 

WASCO COUNTY 2040 Roadshow 
February 19, 2020 

5:30pm 
Columbia Gorge Community College  

 

Staff present: Kelly Howsley Glover, Angie Brewer, Daniel Dougherty, Lexi S�ckel 

CAG Members present: Leroy Booth, Kate Willis, Lynne McIn�re 

CALL TO ORDER (5:30pm): 
 

Long Range Planner Kelly Howsley Glover called the mee�ng to order. Howsley Glover then gave 
introduc�ons, went over the agenda for the mee�ng, and presented the Wasco County 2040 PowerPoint 
presenta�on.  At 6:05, the group was split up into three sta�ons. 

Group was reassembled at 7:00PM for ques�on and answer. 
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Question: Sensitive wildlife habitat (property north of me is not in it) and they’ve put in orchards land and 
have fences. Will new regulations apply to them. 

Answer: Ag fences have changed migratory paths of animals, but actually excluding that wildlife from those 
high intensity ag zones is good for species in the long run. We create those overlay zones assumed habitat 
ulitization from December to April – deer or elk would utilize during that critical period. 

March 3rd is the Citizen Advisory Group work session --- not March 7th 

Enforcement question. Answer: we don’t do code enforcement unless there is a compliant. If there’s a compliant 
our code enforcement officer will investigate and work with the land owner for abatement. 

Question: Looking at the EPD 8, I see that my neighbors are within it, but they didn’t receive a postcard. 

Answer: Everyone outside of the NSA and outside of incorporated area received a postcard 

Question: Possible property value changes? 

A: That language is required by state law. It’s hard for planners to estimate a potential loss of value maybe – 
typically it happens if you weren’t able to build a certain type of development.  

Question: “May” is concerning word, I should prefer “shall” 

Answer: It’s hard to say with certainty when we haven’t done the analysis yet. And the analysis requires citizen 
involvement and feedback. 

Question: Exceptions for use, what does that mean? 

Answer: This is referring to concerns about south Wasco County moving into EPD 8, and A1-160 isn’t 
concerning as it provides a lot of protection for deer and elk and those typical activities of farming doesn’t 
concern ODFW. Unusual uses on A1-160 is what concerns ODFW, however, those uses are already CUPs and 
as part of that process and in reality we’re already doing that work. 

Question: There’s more talk of parcels being available… website… more parcels for development within the 
sensitive areas?  

Answer: Without seeing the context, it’s hard to see. Please contact me and we can chat through that and I can 
provide context. 

Question: If you are in EPD 12, are you still able to use your land in the same way, for instance, can you still 
cut your hay during the same time as birds nesting. Can I still use my property in the same way? 

Answer: We wouldn’t limit any current uses.  We would look at proposed uses – new development.  

Question: What if you purchased a house, 20 years ago, that was never permitted. 

Answer: We do have something within our LUDO called a non-conforming use, and we have some previsions in 
state law that would allow us to approve a dwelling that wasn’t permitted. It’s tricky, but there are options to 
make the house permitted and legal. 

Question: Why are deer and elk important to Wasco County? Is it a Wasco County rule or ODFW? 

Answer: Wasco County is required to protect anything that has been identified by ODFW. Deer and elk are 
the species that we have the greatest data due to hunting we are required to gather data on these two 
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species and they serve as a surrogate for all the other species that rely on open space. We also believe in 
our hunting heritage. It serves a far greater purpose than just deer and elk. There’s a long list of species that 
we know migiate or depend on some level of movement – big horned sheep, beer, coyote, antelope. Some of 
the last good habitat for some of these species is located in Wasco County. Part of the comprehensive plan, 
we list all the species that exist in Wasco County (birds and fish too). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WASCO COUNTY 2040 Roadshow 
February 20, 2020 

5:30pm 
Dufur School 

 

Staff present: Kelly Howsley Glover, Angie Brewer, Daniel Dougherty, Lexi S�ckel 

CAG Members present:  

CALL TO ORDER (5:30pm): 
 

Long Range Planner Kelly Howsley Glover called the mee�ng to order. Howsley Glover then gave 
introduc�ons, went over the agenda for the mee�ng, and presented the Wasco County 2040 PowerPoint 
presenta�on.  At 6:07, the group was split up into three sta�ons. 

Group was reassembled at 6:50PM for ques�on and answer. 

Question: I noticed that the boundary for voluntary participation has been taken away and that expands this 
map into legal requirements. Can we lessen the law? 
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Answer: We can more strict in our rules, but not less strict. In terms of our maps, it up to Wasco County and our 
partners to develop our inventories.  

Question: So you had an advisory committee that helped put this together and you as the planner guided 
their work? 

Answer: Voluntary advisory committee (wide diversity), and naming the farmers who helped. This map was not 
created. Process moving forward with March 3rd 3-5pm at the Discovery Center at the Citizen Advisory 
Group.  

Question: Why do I feel like this has already been decided? It feels like my feedback isn’t taken seriously. 

Answer: We talk your feedback very seriously, it’s gone a long way in shaping our work plan and policies. 
The only decision that’s been made is that we need to use the maps provided by ODFW.  

Question: Destination resort – there’s a placement of a destination resort on the highest value farmland in the 
county. Why? 

Answer: Based on NRCS data that state requires us to use –  

Question: If we don’t want to adopt the new map, does public comment make a change – specifically wildlife? 

Answer: We are required by state law (OAR 660, division 23) to update maps.  

Question: You mentioned mitigation? What do you mean? If there potential to change the maps from ODFW? 

Answer: The only time ODFW would comment on uses within that new zone, mainly A1-160, is for unusual uses. 
For example, if an energy  

Question: Lot line adjustment, affect Sensitive Birds 

Answer: I think the concern is that if you create a new property then there’s an increased a likelihood of new 
development. To date there’s only been one application in the last 15 years that I’ve been here with ODFW, 
there’s only been one application. The lot line adjustment becomes a concern when it crosses over into a buffer 
zone (or creates an unbuildable land). 

Comment: Destination resorts – in unprotected areas for fire prevention – our resources are so limited right 
now that it could be an huge issue if something were to happen. The cost of that resort will be rolled over onto 
the community.  

Comment: Water constraints are also very real so these areas and if there’s limited water  

Question: Along with fire, bicyclists with farm equipment, and now with a destination resort now there will be 
more traffic year round and now it would create more interaction on road with bicyclists. Also they might be 
selling this destination resort as a quiet place, but then a tractor rolls through loud in the morning – they may 
not like that, but that’s how we make our living. 

Question: Are the maps set in stone, or will they change? 

Answer: Maps have been quite static for some time, they were updated in 2012. These are statewide map. 
We need to have a county go through periodic review for the update then there would be a public process. 
These a conglomeration of protections for  
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Question: Where did you get your directive to erase the boundary for the voluntary changes? 

Answer: The County map is reflective of old data that the County has been using, but we haven’t been using 
that for ODFW. As an agency directive comes from ODFW Commission. As I’ve gone back through the files, 
and looked at the original map, Ag 1-160 inherently provides more protection than other zones. The farm 
land community already provides that protection. We’ve had conflict and confusion arise when energy 
developers come in, ODFW comments off of our map. Through that process, we realized that it would be nice 
if the maps were the same so when an applicant looks at the county map they can see what the map will be 
that their application is actually based off of. We will want mitigation measures taken into account. It’s helpful 
to uncouple the protections from A1-160 parcel size from EDP-8. This makes it really, really clear what exists 
on your property and what resources need to be protected. 

Question: On fencing, if that was to be incorporated into all that area – is that retroactive? 

Answer: No, new development only. ODFW would not recommend any language around any voluntary 
fencing standards in Ag1-160 (if at all). Handout for county for new landowners about wildlife friendly 
fencing.  

Question: You know you’re constantly repairing fences, because of the wildlife. 

Question: Will we be voting on this? So as landowners we don’t have a say? 

Answer: We take your feedback to the CAG and the Planning Commission. 

Comment: Postcards were really great. 

 

 

 

WASCO COUNTY 2040 Roadshow 
February 26, 2020 

5:30pm 
Wamic School Community Center 

 

Staff present: Kelly Howsley Glover, Angie Brewer, Daniel Dougherty, Lexi S�ckel, Brent Bybee 

CAG Members present: Leroy Booth, Kate Willis, Vickie Ashley 

CALL TO ORDER (5:32pm): 
 

Long Range Planner Kelly Howsley Glover called the mee�ng to order. Howsley Glover then gave 
introduc�ons, went over the agenda for the mee�ng, and presented the Wasco County 2040 PowerPoint 
presenta�on.  At 6:04, the group was split up into three sta�ons. 

Group was reassembled at 6:55PM for ques�on and answer. 
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Question: So you don’t have the maps available unless we come into the office. What are you using on our 
private property to determine these sites? 

Answer: We don’t maintain that map set, it’s maintained by ORBIC. It’s probably within 6 miles of an energy 
proposal. Most of those nests are within the Deschutes River corridor, Columbia Gorge condor in public lands. 
Located in rim rock canyon cliffs. Only time in 15 years I’ve been here there’s only been one time that I’ve 
made a comment 

Question: How come we don’t have those maps? Why don’t we have them more specific. Nice Kate is going to 
charge us by the mile to drive into the office. 

Answer: When it comes to Big Game Winter Range, it’s publically available. You can call or email and we 
can send you a zoomed in map that shows on your property. 

Question: What do you consider big game? Why are 200 elk on my property? What happened to the fence? 
What about these damned goose? Can I send you a bill? 10,000 goose on your property to destroy the 
wheat? You going to fix my fence. (Juniper Flat) 

Answer: We can help with tags and deterrents. You can call our office. We haven’t had many damage 
management complaints. You need to call our office so we know what’s going on. We can absolutely work 
with landowners to help?  

Comment: Elk crossing Deschutes River. 

Question: 42 inches – not a cow or horse that will stay in with only 42 inches.  

Answer: My recommendation is to remove that requirement. This is why we recommend that those rules are 
removed. We aren’t following those requirements either. It’s my understanding  

Question: I just need to get rid of these elk.  

Answer: I have till May to lethally remove elk (kill). I need a phone call. I know that not all of my solutions 
work.  

Question: What about the wolves? We have them on Juniper Flats. They came right over on Victor Road.  

Answer: The current pack is 7 of the White River Pack – mostly hanging out on the reservation. 

Question: EPD 8, we’re intermixed with the forest service and white river management area. It doesn’t really 
bother use to see the big game on the forest ground, but the rules that get adopted here for our land (above 
the Indian Reservation) – the Forest Service adopts rules based on County and ODFW rules, we have timber 
sales but you can only log from winter…. Subtlety over time the rules affect us. 

Answer: Agency to agency collaboration with the Forest Service to help with the rules. They have their own 
overlay for big game. 

Question: Kelly, you mentioned that you have no jurisdiction over publically owned land. Where’d you get the 
authority to have all the rules over us? If it’s state law, why do we need you? Can’t we just follow state law? 
It’s 5th amendment takings – courts and law won’t say it is. French revolution there’s a man who said “I don’t 
care, I’m going to die anyway, I’m going to say. It’s call legal plunder.”  

Answer: It’s to help citizens navigate state law. We want to become subject experts to help citizen navigate 
regulations. Land use is all about regulations between  
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Question: Who is on the Citizen Advisory Group that’s here tonight? What are the other categories besides 
ranching and farming? 

Answer: Business owners, ODOT government worker, attorney, real estate (we used to have someone in 
forestry), and someone with food systems/nonprofit sector 

Question: I don’t understand the correlation between someone who owns a business up in The Dalles – I don’t 
understand why they have the power to create laws that govern our land when they don’t understand our 
lifestyle.  

Answer: Process – voluntary, applications, Planning Commission. We care very much about what we get back 
from us. That’s why we do so much public meetings. Wasco County is very diverse and it’s incredibly hard to 
find a handful of volunteers who represent the county. We encourage you to apply to the Planning 
Commission. Leroy and XX are examples of that. Don’t have vacancies right now, but the applications are 
always online.  

Question: Elk problem on the flats. Who could harvest the elk?  

Answer: At this scale, I would work with the landowners, they can determine who they want on their land as 
long as they didn’t get a tag in 2019, and then ODFW issues them a tag (must pay for hunting license and 
tag).  

 

 

 

 

 

WASCO COUNTY 2040 Roadshow 
February 27, 2020 

5:30pm 
Mosier Grange Hall 

 

Staff present: Kelly Howsley Glover, Angie Brewer, Daniel Dougherty, Lexi S�ckel, Will Smith 

CAG Members present: Leroy Booth, Rus Hargrave 

CALL TO ORDER (5:30pm): 
 

Long Range Planner Kelly Howsley Glover called the mee�ng to order. Howsley Glover then gave 
introduc�ons, went over the agenda for the mee�ng, and presented the Wasco County 2040 PowerPoint 
presenta�on.  At 6:10, the group was split up into three sta�ons. 

Group was reassembled at 6:55PM for ques�on and answer. 
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Question: Energy facilities – but there’s solar and wind, and there’s a difference between one versus the other. 
A lot of the stuff is so general, it’s hard to understand and hard to comment on the ESEE analysis. But if you’re 
in support of protecting the birds, and you want to change some of the rules to protect. For big game, why 
aren’t you protecting just elk and deer. 

Answer: There’s indicator species (elk and deer) and their habitat and migrations tend to help inform about a 
lot of other species. Once we get this high level feedback, we’re able to start narrowing it down to more 
specifics. The proposed specifics will be available on March 26th – it will be posted on the Wasco County 
2040 website and planning website. You can also come down to our office to pay for a copy. 

Question: How does the sensitive bird map relate to wind farms, which are notorious for killing birds? How 
does it related to siting of wind farms? 

Answer: We’re not ODWF staffer. The new data is by and large related to all the wind farm activity. EPD 12 
the only tie-in is related to all the data/surveys we had to gather due to the wind farm activity. The data 
tends to be pretty accurate – I trust the professional who conducts these studies for a lot of the wind farms. 
Bird habitat tends to change more rapidly, and one thing we’re discussing is to update that map more 
frequently. 

Question: Can you tell us how many acres in Wasco County are public lands versus private ownership? It 
would seem like the public lands are much higher than other private. So with all the thousands of acres that 
timber companies hold, why are you expanding big game habitat down to Mosier?  

Answer: Spilt between 60% of private land, and 40% public. The majority of lands from Mosier to Mt Hood 
are privately held by timber companies. A lot of the areas that we’ve developed used to be the best habitat 
for deer and elk, and now we need to more land for them to survive in the winter on less than ideal land.  

Question: ODFW used to have a recommendation, but now it’s a rule that the County enforces that you have 
to build within 300 ft of an existing road. I was told that I may impact the migration of big game 

Answer: Our recommendation (ODFW) was originally one house on every 160 acres on the habitat. It was 
negotiated with the County to determine how to condensed development in currently impacted corridors.  

Question: The result is that you could have 10,000 acres, you’d have to build within 300 ft of an existing road 
or easement – in the dust zone within the county road. 

Answer: If you read the code, and you can demonstrate that you can maintain that habitat, Wasco County 
would go with ODFW’s recommendation. The goal is not to create additional burden on the landowner, but to 
work with the landowners to create ways to maintain critical habitat. 

Question: So 160 is no longer the minimum parcel size? 

Answer: Our resource zones are 80 minimum, and then there are some mixed farm forest parcels with a 10 
acres minimum. In the Ag 1-160, if someone wants to explore uses beyond agriculture is that the applicant 
meets with ODFW to discuss mitigation. We’re not telling land owners no, it’s telling the land owners that we 
need a mitigation plan. We find other areas that need restoration. This doesn’t change the underlying zoning. 

Question: Are there, within EPD8, are there restrictions on logging? 

Answer: No. The County doesn’t have the power to restrict forestry practices. We want to protect resource 
lands to be able to use that land for that resource in the future – as the foundation of the Oregon system. It 
would be counter-intuitive to put restrictions  
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Question: In F-2 (80) can you build a dwelling?  

Answer: There’s two ways to build a new dwelling – either lot of record (you or your family has owned that 
land since 1985) or large tract tested (240 contagious acres of land). You’d still have to apply through our 
office and through a STS application (fire site safety standards, setback standards). You could apply for a 
land use application, and then sell that approved application with the parcel then it could be developed (only 
one time). It’s intended to balance resource zones with residential development. 

Question: Why is map regarding birds confidential?  

Answer: Federally protected species because they cross state lines, and therefore the information is 
confidential.  

Question: So it doesn’t impact underlying zoning, this is for future development. If you get a lot of kickback 
from the community about this, will the map be re-shaped?  

Answer: We don’t have flexibility on the map. State law requires that we use ODFW’s map. Where we have 
flexibility is the rules we use to enforce these maps. We could exempt things from the overlay zones, like farm 
uses or forestry practices. What ODFW is most concerned is conditional use permits like large scale energy 
projects, rezoning. 

Question: How much are we talking about opinion versus scientific data? 

Answer: Public input is really critical to land use, and actively involve the public in the analysis. We do the 
analysis based upon scientific data, then we go out to the public looking to gut check that. It’s a way to 
ground truth and test. 

Question: Does Wasco County work with ODF about wildfire? For the most part they will not fight a structure 
fire. At some point in time, they will need to have a year round fire protection. Does Wasco County or 
Commissioners? 

Answer: We can’t speak for Commissioners. ODF does comment in development applications. Wildland fire 
fighters in Oregon don’t have the equipment or expertise to fight structure fires.  

Question: All our neighbors and myself don’t have fire protection from a fire district so it’s a big concern that 
we don’t have fire protection. ODF won’t come fight fires. 

Answer: Yeah, the best we can do at the Planning Department can do on the front hand to help prevent or 
prepare applicants for fire. CWPP process will be beginning soon, and work with partners like ODF, ODFW, 
BLM, etc. 

Questions: Any interest in expanding the fire districts? 

Answer: It would be a fire district questions, I believe you can apply if you live close-by. All these are all 
voluntary run fire district. A lot of recommendations from the fire marshal is to install sprinklers to help prevent 
fires. 

Question: Are you required to have a well for new development? 

Answer: Fire safety standards, if you’re outside the fire district there are requirements for gallons of water 
onsite. Inside the fire district, the fire marshal makes comment 

Question: Are there any proposed questions for water quality? 
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Answer: Water was a big issue that arose during the visioning process in 2017. What we heard loud and 
clear is that Wasco County Planning is not water experts and we don’t want more rules or conservation plan. 
What the community wanted from us was good quality data about water. 

Question: Multi dwellings for family members? 

Answer: We’re still waiting for the rural-residential zones to be in state law as an allowable use.  

Question: How big are those zones? 

Answer: Rural residential zones are typically 5 or 10 acres. Though it would be an accessory dwelling, and 
would typically be smaller or be hooked up to same septic. 

Question: What happens when that family member dies? 

Answer: Accessory dwellings are different than a temporary hardship or temporary medical hardship, in those 
instances it would have to removed after the hardship is over. ADU’s are different and would not be required 
to be for a family member. 
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
 

2705 East Second Street  •  The Dalles, OR 97058  
p: [541] 506-2560  •  f: [541] 506-2561   •  www.co.wasco.or.us 

Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 
 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING 
WASCO COUNTY CITIZEN ADVISORY GROUP WORK SESSION 

 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the WASCO COUNTY CITIZEN ADVISORY GROUP will be meeting 
on Tuesday, August 4, 2020, beginning at 3:00 pm.  This meeting will be offered remotely ONLY.  
Language interpreters are available with one week’s notice.   
 
Information on how to attend from your telephone and/or computer will be available at least 
one week prior to the meeting on the Wasco County website:  
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php 
 
The meeting agenda includes the following topics: 
 
Wasco County 2040: 

• Introduction Chapter 
• Revisions Process Chapter 
• Exceptions Chapter 

 
As time allows, the CAG may revisit tasks from the March work session, including: 

• Work Task 18 (Big Game Habitat/Goal 5)  
• Goal 8 (Recreation & Destination Resort Map) 
• Goal 4 (Forest Lands) 

 
Please call (541) 506-2560 Monday through Friday, from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., if you need special 
accommodations to attend the meeting. 

Dated at The Dalles, Oregon on this 15th day of July, 2020 
 
[PUBLICATION DATE:  Wednesday, July 15, 2020] 
 

https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php


 

Citizen Advisory Group 
August 4, 2020 

Virtual Meeting via Zoom 
https://wascocounty-

org.zoom.us/w/84016344611?tk=ia7Oi6uQbML6AmD0OtOvb41IB6296Jpgf61pjGSR03Q.DQIAA
AATj8OuIxZvUklNdkRNQ1Q3MjZnNy1PRmlnaG5RAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

The Dalles, OR  97058 
 

 
Audio Recording is official record for this meeting. It can be found here. 
 
CALL TO ORDER: 3:00 PM 
 
Members Present: Chair Lynne Macintyre, Rus Hargrave, Vicky Ashley, Mike Davis, Kathleen 
Willis, LeRoy Booth and Marcus Swift 
 
Absent Members: Chris Schanno, Brad DeHart 
 
Staff Present: Director Angie Brewer, Long Range Planner Kelly Howsley-Glover, Planning 
Coordinator Jensi Smith  
 
Chair Macintyre called the meeting to order at 3:00 p.m.  
 
Chair Macintyre asked for roll call.  
 
2:23 – Chair MacIntyre reviewed rules for the meeting. 
 
4:20 - Chair Macintyre asked for comment on the Minutes from October 1, 2019. and the 
Minutes from March 3, 2020. No adjustments noted.  
 
4:41 - A motion to approve the Minutes as submitted was made by Mr. Davis. Motion seconded 
by Mr. Booth. Chair MacIntyre called for the vote. All in favor, motion carried.  
 
5:03 – Chair MacIntyre asked for comments not on agenda. None noted. 
 
5:32 - Mr. Booth asked about recognizing Alternates as voting members.  Long Range Planner 
(LRP) Howsley-Glover stated all would be considered voting members. 
 
5:54 - Chair MacIntyre asked for the staff presentation. (Attachment A) LRP Howsley-Glover 
presented on the Comprehensive Plan Final Draft: Introduction, Goal Exceptions and Plan 
Revision.  
 
7:09 - Chapter 15 – Planned Revisions Process overview 
 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/w/84016344611?tk%3Dia7Oi6uQbML6AmD0OtOvb41IB6296Jpgf61pjGSR03Q.DQIAAAATj8OuIxZvUklNdkRNQ1Q3MjZnNy1PRmlnaG5RAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1596308278891000&usg=AOvVaw12d47WgR2noa4T1hU6Zkwh
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/w/84016344611?tk%3Dia7Oi6uQbML6AmD0OtOvb41IB6296Jpgf61pjGSR03Q.DQIAAAATj8OuIxZvUklNdkRNQ1Q3MjZnNy1PRmlnaG5RAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1596308278891000&usg=AOvVaw12d47WgR2noa4T1hU6Zkwh
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/w/84016344611?tk%3Dia7Oi6uQbML6AmD0OtOvb41IB6296Jpgf61pjGSR03Q.DQIAAAATj8OuIxZvUklNdkRNQ1Q3MjZnNy1PRmlnaG5RAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1596308278891000&usg=AOvVaw12d47WgR2noa4T1hU6Zkwh
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/agenda_details_T15_R642.php


 

8:32 - Chapter 16 – Goal Exceptions Process overview  
 
17:17 – Introduction Chapter overview  
 
21:15 - Comments and Questions from Advisory Group members.  
 
Comments included: 

 Congratulations to LRP Howsley-Glover and the Wasco County Planning Department. 

 Important to understand where we have been to plot the course to where we want to 
go. 

Questions: 

 Why have we not implemented the Template Test and the background of that decision? 
 

24:45 – Staff Presentation (Attachment B) 

 Work Task 18 (Goal 5)  
o Update to EPD 8 (Sensitive Wildlife Habitat) 
o Update to EPD 12 (Sensitive Birds) 
o Update Policies/Implementation 
o Update Ordinance language for EPD 8 

44:00 

 Goal 4 (Forest Lands)  
o Water resources and wildfire risk 

47:38 

 Goal 8 (Recreation) 
o Parks and Activities 
o Conflicts between visitors and commercial agriculture 
o Safety on roadways 
o Increasing opportunities for outreach and engagement 
o Destination resort eligibility map 
o Land Use and Development Ordinance update timeline 

58:18 

 Additional Goal 5 Updates 
o Historic Landmarks Commission change 
o Modified aggregate and mining language 
o Other edits 

 
1:00:50 - Citizen Advisory Group Questions/Comments: 

o Concerns about the language ‘Non-motorized verses motorized.’  
o Concerns about conflicts between state and federal guidelines and definitions. 
o Language is taken directly from state law. 
o The definition for an electric motor.  
o Staff will seek guidance from our state advisors for definition; will report back to 

Planning Commission 



 

o  Sensitive wildlife and Type 1 applications for agriculture development and 
applying this to Forest uses; proposal based on the ESEE analysis and feedback 
from the public.  

o Goal 4 and the Template Test, which is allowed by the state. Public feedback was 
to not be more restrictive than the state.  

o Review of feedback during this process - the difference between agriculture 
property owners desires verse forest property owners, the interest in more or 
less restrictions. Public concerns regarding water resources and fire risk. Some 
want more opportunities for development, others less  

o Template Test was explained. Forest lands in resource zones have more 
limitations on potential residential development. Mechanisms to apply for 
dwelling.  

1:15:00  
o Conversation regarding the Transitions Lands Study Area (TLSA) analysis. 

Property owners wanting opportunities to develop; the protections of resources, 
watersheds, habitat and wildlife. 

 1:18:00 
 

o More agricultural land than forest land, making the comments consistent with 
that ratio. Making voices heard when creating new rules.  

 
1:20:47 

o Community feedback. More conflicts with more restrictions. Some want more 
restrictions, some want less. What is the better option?  

1:22:35 
o Use of the Template Test and using state mandates or more restrictions. 

Discussion about concerns regarding water resources and wildfire risk. Being 
responsive to the diverse perspectives. Need to be fair and consistent.  

 
1:34:37 

o 2040 goals, scope and intent. Not about state level requirements but the needs 
of the public. The history of the forest zone, protections of the resources. Public 
outreach is more than most other jurisdictions. Concerns rose regarding water 
and fire on these lands.  

o Residents for and against fewer restrictions. Threading the needle to find the 
balance between private property rights and what the community determines as 
the public good. Safety should not be compromised and need to consider the 
short term but also the long term needs.  

 
1:42:02 Chair MacIntyre called for public comment from the list of those who had registered to 
speak. Staff stated that if someone was in attendance that had not registered they could enter 
their name in the chat feature and they would be called on in the order received. 
 

 Gabe Watson was called to speak. There was no response. 



 

 1:43:35 Scott Edleman: He stated he had registered to speak in case anyone had any 
questions for him. He doesn’t have any specific comments, just to state a few general 
things. First, when the work plan came to DLCD , the county was told it was entirely too 
ambitious. It was refined and they thought it was still too ambitious. But the county 
went forward with it. He congratulates them on this. He offered congratulations to the 
Advisory Group members, noting this work went beyond what other counties have 
done. This work is providing an example for others. The introduction is a ‘how to guide’ 
for others. Staff and Planning Commission have done an exemplary job. This clearly ties 
state goals to local needs. This is impressive to read, clear for the citizen. A lot of 
documents are typically full of jargon. This is outstanding. Thank you staff for the great 
work you have done.  

 1:47:00 Nichole Chaisson: Ms. Chaisson stated she has no questions at this time. 

 1:47:55 Lanny Meetter: Mr. Metter stated he is from Antelope.  He has sent a couple 
dozen questions to the Planning Commission. They went as far as they wanted to with 
them, then they were turned over to the attorney. The attorney recommended he turn 
it over to the County Commissioners. There will be plenty of questions and plenty of 
comments. You are talking about applying whatever tools you have available to do 
whatever you need to do to take control of private property. There is a tool that we 
have also to completely eliminate this whole process that has been going on for the last 
43 years. It just been getting bigger and bigger, more people getting involved, more 
people trying to get control. The tool available to the people is called Article 1, Section 1 
of the Oregon Constitution. He read: ‘The natural rights inherent in the People. We 
declare that all men, when they form social compact, are equal in right. That all power is 
inherent in the People and all free governments are founded on their authority and 
instituted for their peace, safety and happiness. And they have it at all times, to right, 
alter, or reform or abolish the government in such manner as they may think proper.’  
Mr. Meetter stated these rules and regulations, state laws don’t lend themselves to 
peace, safety and happiness to the people who have been buying this property, working 
hard to hold onto it, trying to make a living on it, putting together something they hope 
will be a future for their children, then find it is being depreciated, their rights are being 
taken away from them, and they are losing everything in the process because of a bunch 
of bureaucrats down in there. They come up with a bunch of ideas they tell the County 
Commissioners that they have to do because of state law. Mr. Meetter stated he is 
totally against everything you are doing. His recommendation to the County 
Commissioners is to completely eliminate the Planning Department of Wasco County. 
The rest of his comments he will save for them. Thank you. 

 Chair MacIntyre called again for Gabe Watson. No response.  
 
1:51:30 - Chair MacIntyre closed the public comment period. 
 
1:51:50 - LRP Howsley-Glover stated that Sheila Dooley would like to comment.  

 Sheila Dooley commented that many in the forest zones would like to see more 
restrictions for forest lands. It seems like it is a danger to those who live in those areas 
because of the fire risks. Many are not in a fire district. Not only the concerns about 



 

water and fire but many of the roads are impassable, private roads that have no fire 
truck access. She stated she supports the Goal 4 changes as proposed, being consistent 
with current practice and adding the wildfire recommendations. Ms. Dooley stated that 
regarding the Template Test, she had heard from Dawn Baird that it would be a 
nightmare. Looking at a three month period where they had an application period and 
it was a nightmare. They need more services like electricity and fire protection. Last 
year in the legislature there was a group convened by the House Committee on 
Agriculture and Land Use to study the Template Test, because there were so many 
problems with it. They found it was being exploited by people who were adjusting lot 
lines, reshuffling deeds and property lines, reviving dormant, zombie parcels and 
manipulating the position of the template in order to qualify for additional dwellings. 
Trying to cheat the system and avert the original intent of the statute. She feels like it 
isn’t really linked to any resource use, the template test concerns dwellings and areas of 
high fire risk. It was determined in 1997 Wasco County rejected the use of the Template 
Test, feeling it would not work well here. We have many illegal dwellings and it would 
be arbitrary.  Lots from the early 1900s were part of larger tracts and are under forest 
production. Ms. Dooley stated she had read that now the Template Test is considered 
all contiguous lots and under one ownership or one tract. Under these 1993 conditions, 
who would the burden of proof be on to show the legal lots and the legal dwellings? If 
you found illegal dwellings, would these be removed? Otherwise, the message is, why 
apply for a legal dwelling when you can just put one up. It would be based on the 
conditions of 1993, the lot lines, the legal dwellings. Who would research that? After 
the TLSA study it was determined that based on the criteria and statute for applying the 
Template Test, which included things like facilities, service capabilities in the area, that 
there would be a denial of all applications in the TLSA area due to lack of road capacity 
and fire protections. Ms. Dooley commented on Goal 5 stating that if you remove the 
fencing standards, she hopes there will be handouts for new land owners. She stated is 
seems that people in the Ag zones don’t like the fencing standards but thinks there are 
people in the forest zones that would voluntarily comply with this if they knew about it. 
Regarding Goal 8, Ms. Dooley stated for the implementation of policy 8.1.3 which talks 
about discouraging illegal recreational access to private agricultural land – shouldn’t 
this be all private lands? She noted maybe this is just a problem in ag lands, that’s why 
it is stated that way. She questioned if hunting is considered a recreational use, noting it 
is not listed. We have a lot of problems with illegal hunting and trespassing. There are 
also problems with bicyclists on Seven mile, noting she is not sure what you could do 
with this. She stated the cyclists don’t stay in a line but group together. Maybe that is 
an educational thing?  

 
1:57:00 

o Staff responded to Ms. Dooley comments. On the 2040 project website there 
are new maps that show if you are on private land to help with the trespassing. 
This kind of outreach will continue to help reduce trespassing. This is a carryover 
policy that has been strengthened from the public feedback. We are always 
happy to advance public outreach and education. 



 

 
o Trespassing dangers on forest lands and potential fire risks. Hunting is 

considered recreation. Including forest lands on maps to help with trespassing. 
 

 
2:00:00 – Chair MacIntyre asked for a recommendation from the group to be advanced to the 
Planning Commission on all of the amendments and changes that have been presented.  
 
Mr. Booth motioned to approve the document that was presented with the modifications and 
clarifications as noted. (Staff read notes of amendments stated during the meeting, which will 
be updated prior to presentation to the Planning Commission). Mr. Hargrave seconded the 
motion.  
 
2:01:27 Chair MacIntyre called for further discussion. There were none noted.   
 
2:01:30 Chair MacIntyre called for the vote. All in favor, motion carried. Chair MacIntrye state 
this amendments will be taken up by the Planning Commission on September 1st.  
 
2:02:02 

o Because of official request for an extension, a county wide bi-fold notice in 
English and Spanish will be sent to all addresses. A handout will be crafted for 
Commission members and the County Commissioners to help respond to 
questions.  

o Because there is so much information, September 15 has been held for any 
needed continuances.   

 
2:05:53  

 Mr. Davis stated he believes that Director Brewer and LRP Howsley-Glover did an 
outstanding job. He noted the professionalism and said this will be the baseline for 
every county in this state will have to achieve. He complimented them on their 
leadership and tolerance for those who have less knowledge and have depended on 
them. Thank you.  

 Director Brewer stated they have worked to make a plan that will work for the 
residents, to thread the needle. It is difficult to make everyone happy but have tried 
to listen with an open mind and provide an opportunity to hear feedback. It has 
been fun. She feels privileged to do this work.  

 LRP Howsley-Glover offered sincere thanks to all of the group members for the 
commitment as volunteers that they have made to this process and the support they 
have shown to staff. She thanked them for rallying their communities to participate, 
noting the level of community outreach that has been achieved has exceeded all 
expectations. This could not have been achieved without the support of the Board of 
County Commissioners and county leadership. This has been a very rewarding 
professional experience. Thank you.  

 



 

2:08:21  
Chair MacIntyre asked for Director Comments. Director Brewer stated she will send the list of 
things via email. She stated the Gorge Commission 2020 is wrapping up right now; public 
meetings will be next week. You can pre-register to attend if interested. She will prepare a 
summary with upcoming dates and projects.  
 
2:09:40  
Chair MacIntyre stated she is joyful this has moved forward so marvelously and thanked the 
great work of members who got community members involved. She is looking forward to the 
implementation process.  
 
Chair MacIntyre adjourned meeting at 5:11 pm. 
 
 
 
_______________________________  ________________________________ 
Lynne MacIntyre, Chair    Angie Brewer, Planning Director 
Wasco County Citizen Advisory Group  Wasco County Planning & Development 
 



Wasco County 2040 Updates 

“Planning Department” 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Overview 

 Revisions Process Chapter 

 Goal Exceptions Chapter 

 Introduction 

 Work Task 18 (Time Permitting) 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 15: Plan Revisions Process 

 Previously Chapter 11 

 New format 

 Move definitions to sidebar 

 Renumber criteria 

 Add a finding 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 15 Purpose 

 Criteria for updates (what we use in staff 
reports) 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A
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Chapter 16: Goal Exceptions 

 What is a Goal Exception/Committed 
Lands? 

 Land designated for non-resource use (not 
farm or forest) 

 Committed lands meet criteria for being 
committed to non-resource/exempting them 
from Goals 3 or 4 

 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A
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Chapter 16: Goal Exceptions 

 Previously Chapter 13 

 New format 

 Distinguish NSA lands 

 Revise format based on statutory 
requirements/DLCD consultation 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 16 Purpose 

 As committed lands inventory required by 
OAR 660-004 

 Research for development applications 

 

Planning 
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Map with consistent colors, updated 
parcels 

Updated map and taxlot(s) 

Past and current zoning 

Date/method of approval 

Brief description/reason for exception 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Introduction Chapter 
 New Chapter 

 Includes: 

 Overview 

 History of Planning in Wasco County 

 Wasco County Zoning History 

 Legal Framework 

 Statewide Planning Goals 

 Components of the Comprehensive Plan 

 Plan Development Process 

 Using the Plan 

 Future Updates, Revising the Map and Inventories 

 Purpose Definitions of Map Classifications on the Comprehensive Plan Map 

 Definitions on Existing Land Use Maps 

 Adopted by Reference 

 Values and Vision 

 Definitions 
Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Wasco County 2040 Updates 

“Planning Department” 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Overview 

 Work Task 18 (Sensitive 

Wildlife/Goal 5) 

 Goals 4 (Forest Lands) & 8 

(Recreation) 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Work Task 18: Goal 5 

 Update EPD 8 (Sensitive Wildlife Habitat) 

 Update EPD 12 (Sensitive Birds) 

 Update Policies/Implementation 

 Update Ordinance language for EPD 8 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT B
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EPD 8 Map 
 Map modified to match ODFW Compass Map 

 

Planning 
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• Adding exempt uses (like 
farm use, farm dwellings) 

• Removing voluntary siting 
standards 

• Removing fencing 
standards 

• Removing additional 
notification requirements 
that are redundant 

Net Result for Existing EPD-8 Areas 
ATTACHMENT B
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Net Result for New EPD-8 Areas 

• Make clear what areas in 
Wasco County ODFW 
considers sensitive habitat 
for deer and elk 

• Type II uses (partitions, 
wineries, utilities) will need 
addditional staff review and 
ODFW review 

• Conditional uses (mining, 
commercial energy, non farm 
dwellings) are already 
reviewed by ODFW, but will 
now also need staff review 

ATTACHMENT B
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What Happens During Review? 

 ODFW might recommend development 
modifications like moving site 

 ODFW might recommend mitigation measures  

 Staff is required to make findings in the staff 
report about ODFW recommendations and 
how those mitigate impact to wildlife 

ATTACHMENT B
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EPD 12 

 Update map with new nesting sites, 
removed old/nonviable sites (from 2005) 

 Map is confidential 

 Notified individual property owners 
impacted 

 

Planning 
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Why Update Now? 

 OAR 660-023-0250 requires at Periodic 
Review to amend Comp Plan if new 
information about inventories is provided 
during work plan development 

 Required by OAR 660-023-0110 (2) to obtain 
current habitat inventory from ODFW and 
others 

 Rule OAR 660-023-0110 (4)(a-e) required we 
rely on this info  

Planning 
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Ordinance Language for EPD 8 
 Section 3.924 – Exempt Uses 
  
 All uses permitted without review in the underlying zone are exempt from provisions and 
siting standards in this Section. 
  
All uses in A-1 (160) that are permitted subject to Type I Review are exempt from provisions 
and siting standards in this Section. 
  
Farm dwellings, accessory farm dwellings, and relative farm dwellings in A-1 (160) are 
exempt from provisions and siting standards in this Section but still require notice to ODFW 
consistent with subject to standards review. 
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Ordinance Language for EPD 8 
• Remove “Permitted Uses” and “Conditional Uses” for clarity. 
• Remove fencing standards 
• Remove “Other Provisions” 
• Modify Siting standards for clarity: 
 
Section 3.925 - Siting Standards 
  
Within EPD-8, subject to standards uses permitted in the underlying zone are subject 
to notice to and comment from the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.  
  
Within EPD-8, conditional uses permitted in the underlying zone are subject to notice 
and comment from the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.  This includes 
conditional use requirements per Section 5.020 F. 
  
Within EPD-8,the following siting standards shall be applied as a condition of approval 
for all new dwellings in all zones not exempt under Section 3.924 
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Goal 4 (Forest Lands) 

• Focused on updating language to be 
consistent with current practice 

• Made wildfire recommendations consistent 
with CPAW and CWPP 
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Goal 8 (Recreation) 

• Identify community planning issues 

• Make outreach, notifications, and 
coordination transparent 

• Adopt destination resort map 

ATTACHMENT B
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Destination Resort Eligibility Map 

What it Does What it DOES NOT DO: 

Shows where, given state law perimeters, 
destination resorts could be permitted in 
Wasco County 

Permit a destination resort 

For eligible properties, allow for potential 
for a new use (destination resort) 

Waive any permitting process or 
requirements for a destination resort 

Eliminate opportunities for modification 
to the map 

ATTACHMENT B
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• Eligibility map does NOT equal a permit 

• If a property owner wants to develop a destination 
resort they will need to apply for a permit 

• At the time of permit, partners will be invited to 
comment on things like fire, water, roads, etc 

 

Destination Resort Eligibility Map 
ATTACHMENT B
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Destination Resort Next Steps 

• Adopt EPD 15 standards/criteria/regulations, 
consistent with state law during our 2021-
2022 LUDO Update 

• Public will be invited to evaluate state criteria 
and make comment about possible additional 
standards/regulations 

ATTACHMENT B
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Additional Goal 5 Updates 

• Switched from Historical Landmarks 
Commission to Planner Director for review 

• Modified aggregate/mining language to clarify 
based on OARs 

ATTACHMENT B
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Other Edits  

• Slightly modified format to make findings 
endnotes 

• Removed two column format throughout 
policy section  

ATTACHMENT B
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NOTICE OF LEGISLATIVE PUBLIC HEARING 
WASCO COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 

 
HEARING DATE & LOCATION INFORMATION: NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the WASCO COUNTY PLANNING 
COMMISSION will conduct a public meeting on Tuesday, September 1, 2020. This meeting will be offered remotely 
ONLY.  Language interpreters are available with one week notice.   
 
Information on how to attend from your telephone and/or computer will be available at least one week prior to the 
meeting on the Wasco County website:  
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php 

Hearings before the Wasco County Planning Commission are governed by ORS 197.763, 215.223, 215.402 to 215.431, 
215.503, Chapter 2 & 9 of the Wasco County Land Use and Development Ordinance, Chapter 11 of the Wasco County 
Comprehensive Plan, and the Rules of Procedure of the Wasco County Planning Commission. The meeting agenda 
includes the following public hearings: 
 
HEARING DETAILS:  The meeting agenda includes the following topic: Wasco County 2040 Periodic Review Work 
Task 18, revisions to Goal 4, 5, 8, Goal Exceptions, Revisions Process and the addition of an Introductions Chapter.  
(1) Staff will be presenting proposed updates to Wasco County’s Comprehensive Plan.  (2) An opportunity will be 
available for public comment about the proposed updates. 
 
These tasks are part of the broader Wasco County 2040, Comprehensive Plan update process.  For more 
information visit the project website at http://Wasco2040.com. 
 
QUESTIONS/COMMENTS are to be submitted in writing to the Wasco County Planning and Development Office, 
2705 East Second St., The Dalles, Oregon 97058, or verbally, via video or phone, at the hearing.  Testimony and 
evidence must be directed toward the proposed amendments or the listed review criteria or land use regulation 
which the person believes to apply to that decision or recommendation.  Questions and comments should be 
directed to:  Kelly Howsley Glover, Long Range Planner at kellyg@co.wasco.or.us.   
 
AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION:  Any report, applications, applicable criteria, and other documentation or evidence 
relied upon by Wasco County or submitted by any citizen used at this hearing shall be available for inspection at no cost 
at least seven (7) days prior to each hearing at 2705 East Second Street, The Dalles, OR  97058.  Copies of this 
information will also be provided upon request at a reasonable cost any time it is available.   
 
Documents will also be available online at:  http://co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/index.php.   
 

[Publication Date: August 19,  2020]  

https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php
http://wasco2040.com/
http://co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/index.php


 

 

 
WASCO COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING  

September 1, 2020 
3:00 p.m.  

Presented via Zoom: 
https://wascocounty-

org.zoom.us/w/82619252715?tk=fyC0rSRqitJBZqvfQn7ezoohXUx3YUjI9AwE_zc3YW0.DQIAAAAT
PH2_6xZYdEo1UXlzMVFlT2N1ZE9lRVV0Zm53AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

by phone: 1 (253) 215 8782 
Meeting ID: 826 1925 2715 

 
The official record for this Hearing is the audio recording that can be found here.  
 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
ROLL CALL: 
Members Present: Chair Chris Schanno; Vice Chair Lynne MacIntyre; Mike Davis; Vicki Ashley; Russell 
Hargrave; Kate Willis; Alternate LeRoy Booth; Alternate Marcus Swift (arrived after roll call) 
  
Absent Members: Brad DeHart 
 
Staff Present:  Planning Director Angie Brewer, Long Range Planner Kelly Howsley-Glover and Planning 
Coordinator Jensi Smith 
 
Meeting began at 3:01 pm. 
 
0:59 - Chair Schanno asked Director Brewer for roll call. 
 
 2:45 – Chair Schanno reviewed hearing protocol.   
 
PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS: 
3:36 - Chair Schanno asked for comments on non-agenda items.  
 
3:55 - Joseph M. Pearson, Florence OR. Mr. Pearson stated he owns lands in Wasco County..  
 
5:00 - Long Range Planner (LRP) Howsley-Glover replied to Mr. Pearson’s comment. 
 
5:47 - John Pearson, Mosier.  
 
9:13 - Director Brewer responded to both Mr. Pearson’s comments. She clarified criteria for public 
comment on the record.   

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/w/82619252715?tk%3DfyC0rSRqitJBZqvfQn7ezoohXUx3YUjI9AwE_zc3YW0.DQIAAAATPH2_6xZYdEo1UXlzMVFlT2N1ZE9lRVV0Zm53AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1601147676637000&usg=AOvVaw2kNPw9V-bkjBvvKkgQtizb
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/w/82619252715?tk%3DfyC0rSRqitJBZqvfQn7ezoohXUx3YUjI9AwE_zc3YW0.DQIAAAATPH2_6xZYdEo1UXlzMVFlT2N1ZE9lRVV0Zm53AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1601147676637000&usg=AOvVaw2kNPw9V-bkjBvvKkgQtizb
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/w/82619252715?tk%3DfyC0rSRqitJBZqvfQn7ezoohXUx3YUjI9AwE_zc3YW0.DQIAAAATPH2_6xZYdEo1UXlzMVFlT2N1ZE9lRVV0Zm53AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1601147676637000&usg=AOvVaw2kNPw9V-bkjBvvKkgQtizb
https://cms5.revize.com/revize/wascocounty/agenda_details_T15_R652.php
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PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING: 
11:00 - Chair Schanno opened the hearing at 3:12 p.m.  
 
Chair Schanno opened the hearing in the following manner:  
The public hearing is now open for the purpose of the Planning Commission’s consideration of land use 
application file 921-18-000221, Periodic Review Work Task 18,  921-19-000126, a Post 
Acknowledgment Plan Amendment to revise Goals 4 & 8, and 921-20-000072, a Post Acknowledgment 
Plan Amendment to revise the Plan Revisions Process and Goal Exception Chapters and adopt a new 
Introduction to Wasco County 2040, the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Because of the impacts to many residents as the result of the recent Mosier Creek Fire, staff has 
requested we continue the hearing until September 15th for deliberation. 
 
11:51 - Chair Schanno requested a motion to continue the hearing on Tuesday, September 15, 2020 for 
Planning Commission deliberation and recommendation to the Board of County Commissioners. 
 
12:05 - Commissioner Hargrave motioned to continue the deliberation until the subsequent hearing on 
September 15th. Commissioner Davis seconded.  
 
12:35 - Chair Schanno called for discussion. There were no comments.  
 
Discussion on members in attendance and the need to have alternates to vote.  
 
13:45 - Chair Schanno noted that Commissioner Swift had joined the meeting. He recognized Alternate 
Booth is as a voting member.  
 
14:10 - Chair Schanno called for the vote.  
 
The motion was approved 7 to 0; (1 Absent – Commissioner DeHart;)  
A listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statute 192.650.c. is as follows: 
Chair Schanno – yes 
Vice Chair MacIntyre- yes 
Commissioner Hargrave – yes 
Commissioner DeHart – absent 
Commissioner Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Davis – yes 
Commissioner Willis - yes 
Alternate Booth – yes 
Alternate Swift – NA 
 
14:30 - Tonight will be reserved for a brief staff presentation followed by public comment.  Planning 
Commissioner deliberation and recommendations will be made on Tuesday, September 15th from 3pm-
5pm.  A registration link for that hearing is available on the project website (wasco2040.com). 
 
14:50 - Chair Schanno shared the procedure he would like to follow: 
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15:10 - The Rules of Evidence  
 
15:51 - Disclosure of Interest of Ex Parte Contact  

 
17:10 – Chair Schanno called for the staff presentation. 
 
17:17 - LRP Howsley-Glover presented on Ordinance 20-004 (Attachment A) 
 
26:30 - LRP Howsley-Glover presented on Ordinance 20-001 (Attachment B) 
 
56:09 - Chair Schanno called for public comment. He asked LRP Howsley-Glover to call in order the 
names of those who have registered to speak.  
 
Public Comment: 
 
57:00 - Katherine Filbin 
 
58:06 - Dezi Remington, Petersburg. 
 
58:35 - Kyle Popma - No response when name was called.  
 
59:03 - Mary Bushman, 2280 Dundas Way, Mosier.  
 
1:07:43 - Christa Louise - No response when name was called. 
  
1:08:00 - John Sleavin, 1932 Further Valley Road, off Osburn Cutoff.  
 
1:11:07 - Shelly Filgo – No response when name was called.   
 
1:12:03 - Sheila Dooley, 3300 Vensel Road, Mosier  
 
1:16:01 - Josh Ellyson  
 
1:16:48 - John Pearson – No response when name was called.  
 
1:17:32 - Kim Meade, Victor Road, Juniper Flat.  
 
1:18:04 - LRP Howsley-Glover called the names of those on the list that had not spoken previously.  
 
1:18:43 – LRP Howsley-Glover offered an opportunity for those who were not registered but would like 
to give comment: 
 
1:19:47 - Joseph Pearson.  
 
1:20:34 - John Pearson, 1000 Wilson Rd, Mosier.  
 
1:23:15 - Director Brewer replied to Mr. John Pearson’s question and comments.  
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1:24:37 - Vicki Ashley, Bakeoven – (Beginning audio inaudible). 
 
1:25:48 - LRP Howsley-Glover called for any others to speak.  
 
1:26:40 - Kathy Cantrell, 81692 Dufur Valley Rd. (Beginning Audio inaudible)  
 
1:47:42 - LRP Howsley-Glover responded to Ms. Cantrell’s request.  
 
1:31:04 – Amanda Meeker. 
 
1:13:14 - LRP Howsley-Glover responded to Ms. Meekers’s request. 
 
1:31:38 - Jayme Hunt, 6670 Boyd Loop Rd.  
 
1:32:17 - LRP Howsley-Glover responded to Ms. Hunt’s comment.  
 
1:33:34 - LRP Howsley-Glover asked for any other comment. There were none.  
 
1:33:58 - LRP Howsley-Glover noted outline of future Planning Commission and Board of County 
Commissioner meetings and ways to submit public comment. She thanked everyone for their 
participation.  
 
1:35:50 - LRP Howsley-Glover called again for comments.  
 
Director Brewer noted Commissioner Willis had her hand raised. Commissioner Willis’s audio was 
inaudible. Commissioner Willis called in to state that it was unintentional and please disregard.  
 
1:37:08 – Director Brewer statement on presentation. She also thanked everyone for their participation.  
 
1:38:16 - Chair Schanno thanked LRP Howsley-Glover.  He stated the Hearing will be continued until 
September 15 and the record will remain open. There will be a chance to comment until that time, via 
mail or email. There will also be an opportunity to submit comment at the September 15th Hearing. 
  
APPROVAL OF PAST MINUTES: 
1:38:50 - Chair Schanno called for comments on the Minutes from May 5, 2020. 
 
Commissioner MacIntyre made a motion to approve the Minutes of May 5, 2020. Commissioner Willis   
seconded.  
 
1:39:18 – Chair Schanno asked for discussion. There were no comments.  
 
1:39:26 - Chair Schanno called for the vote.  
 
The motion was approved 7 to 0; (1 Absent – Commissioner DeHart;)  
A listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statute 192.650.c. is as follows: 
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Chair Schanno – yes 
Vice Chair MacIntyre – yes 
Commissioner Hargrave – yes 
Commissioner DeHart – absent 
Commissioner Ashley –yes 
Commissioner Davis – yes 
Commissioner Willis – yes 
Alternate Booth – yes 
Alternate Swift – not voting. 
 
1:39:46 - Director Brewer’s Report. 
 
1:44:27 - Chair Schanno called for a motion to adjourn. 
 
1:44:32 - Commissioner Booth motioned to adjourn. Commissioner Macintyre seconded. All in favor. 
Hearing was adjourned at 4:47 pm. 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________  ________________________________ 
Chris Schanno, Chair     Angie Brewer, Director 
Wasco County Planning Commission    Wasco County Planning & Development 



Wasco County 2040 Updates 

“Planning Department” 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Overview 

 Revisions Process Chapter 

 Goal Exceptions Chapter 

 Introduction 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 15: Plan Revisions Process 

 Previously Chapter 11 

 New format 

 Move definitions to sidebar 

 Renumber criteria 

 Add a finding 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 15 Purpose 

 Criteria for updates (what we use in staff 
reports) 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 16: Goal Exceptions 

 What is a Goal Exception/Committed 
Lands? 
 Land designated for non-resource use (not 

farm or forest) 

 Committed lands meet criteria for being 
committed to non-resource/exempting them 
from Goals 3 or 4 

 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 16: Goal Exceptions 

 Previously Chapter 13 

 New format 

 Distinguish NSA lands 

 Revise format based on statutory 
requirements/DLCD consultation 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 16 Purpose 

 As committed lands inventory required by 
OAR 660-004 

 Research for development applications 

 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Map with consistent colors, updated 
parcels 

Updated map and taxlot(s) 

Past and current zoning 

Date/method of approval 

Brief description/reason for exception 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Introduction Chapter 
 New Chapter 
 Includes: 

 Overview 

 History of Planning in Wasco County 

 Wasco County Zoning History 

 Legal Framework 

 Statewide Planning Goals 

 Components of the Comprehensive Plan 

 Plan Development Process 

 Using the Plan 

 Future Updates, Revising the Map and Inventories 

 Purpose Definitions of Map Classifications on the Comprehensive Plan Map 

 Definitions on Existing Land Use Maps 

 Adopted by Reference 

 Values and Vision 

 Definitions 
Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Wasco County 2040 Updates 

“Planning Department” 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Overview 

 Work Task 18 (Sensitive 
Wildlife/Goal 5) 

 Goals 4 (Forest Lands) & 8 
(Recreation) 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Work Task 18: Goal 5 

 Update EPD 8 (Sensitive Wildlife Habitat) 

 Update EPD 12 (Sensitive Birds) 

 Update Policies/Implementation 

 Update Ordinance language for EPD 8 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Why Make These Updates 

• Periodic Review Requirement  
• Make maps consistent with ODFW’s, which are 

already used for CUPs 
• Streamline existing permitting process 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Why Update Now? 

 OAR 660-023-0250 requires at Periodic 
Review to amend Comp Plan if new 
information about inventories is provided 
during work plan development 

 Required by OAR 660-023-0110 (2) to obtain 
current habitat inventory from ODFW and 
others 

 Rule OAR 660-023-0110 (4)(a-e) required we 
rely on this info  

Planning 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

EPD 8 Map 
 Map modified to match ODFW Compass Map 

 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

• Adding exempt uses (like 
farm use, farm dwellings) 

• Removing voluntary siting 
standards 

• Removing fencing 
standards 

• Removing additional 
notification requirements 
that are redundant 

Net Result for Existing EPD-8 Areas 
ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Net Result for New EPD-8 Areas 
• Make clear what areas in 

Wasco County ODFW 
considers sensitive habitat 
for deer and elk 

• Type II uses (partitions, 
wineries, utilities) will need 
addditional staff review and 
ODFW review 

• Conditional uses (mining, 
commercial energy, non farm 
dwellings) are already 
reviewed by ODFW, but will 
now also need staff review 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

What Happens During Review? 

 ODFW might recommend development 
modifications like moving site 

 ODFW might recommend mitigation measures  

 Staff is required to make findings in the staff 
report about ODFW recommendations and 
how those mitigate impact to wildlife 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

EPD 12 

 Update map with new nesting sites, 
removed old/nonviable sites (from 2005) 

 Map is confidential 

 Notified individual property owners 
impacted 

 This EPD already exempts farm/forest 
practices and uses 
 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Ordinance Language for EPD 8 
 Section 3.924 – Exempt Uses 
  
 All uses permitted without review in the underlying zone are exempt from provisions and 
siting standards in this Section. 
  
All uses in A-1 (160) that are permitted subject to Type I Review are exempt from provisions 
and siting standards in this Section. 
  
Farm dwellings, accessory farm dwellings, and relative farm dwellings in A-1 (160) are 
exempt from provisions and siting standards in this Section but still require notice to ODFW 
consistent with subject to standards review. 
 
  
  
 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Ordinance Language for EPD 8 
• Remove “Permitted Uses” and “Conditional Uses” for clarity. 
• Remove fencing standards 
• Remove “Other Provisions” 
• Modify Siting standards for clarity: 
 
Section 3.925 - Siting Standards 
  
Within EPD-8, subject to standards uses permitted in the underlying zone are subject 
to notice to and comment from the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.  
  
Within EPD-8, conditional uses permitted in the underlying zone are subject to notice 
and comment from the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.  This includes 
conditional use requirements per Section 5.020 F. 
  
Within EPD-8,the following siting standards shall be applied as a condition of approval 
for all new dwellings in all zones not exempt under Section 3.924 
 
 
 
  
  
 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Goal 4 (Forest Lands) 

• Focused on updating language to be 
consistent with current practice 

• Made wildfire recommendations consistent 
with CPAW and CWPP 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Goal 4 (Forest Lands) 

• Flag: Policy 5 was a scrivener error/repeated 
from Policy 4.  Existing policy 5 is: Dwellings 
should be permitted on lands owned prior to 
extensive implementation of Goal 4 protection 
(Jan. 1985) where consistent with the 
Transition Lands Study Area study dated 
September 17, 1997. 
 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Goal 8 (Recreation) 

• Identify community planning issues 
• Make outreach, notifications, and 

coordination transparent 
• Adopt destination resort eligibility map 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Why Adopt a Destination Resort 
Eligibility Map? 

• A new opportunity for economic development 
for eligible property owners 

• Reduce staff time spent answer eligibility 
queries 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Destination Resort Eligibility Map 
What it Does What it DOES NOT DO: 

Shows where, given state law perimeters, 
destination resorts could be permitted in 
Wasco County 

Permit a destination resort 

For eligible properties, allow for potential 
for a new use (destination resort) 

Waive any permitting process or 
requirements for a destination resort 

Eliminate opportunities for modification 
to the map 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

• Eligibility map does NOT equal a permit 
• If a property owner wants to develop a destination 

resort they will need to apply for a permit 
• At the time of permit, partners will be invited to 

comment on things like fire, water, roads, etc 

 

Destination Resort Eligibility Map 
ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Destination Resort Next Steps 

• Adopt EPD 15 standards/criteria/regulations, 
consistent with state law during our 2021-
2022 LUDO Update 

• Public will be invited to evaluate state criteria 
and make comment about possible additional 
standards/regulations 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Additional Goal 5 Updates 

• Switched from Historical Landmarks 
Commission to Planner Director for review 

• Modified aggregate/mining language to clarify 
based on OARs 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Other Edits  

• Slightly modified format to make findings 
endnotes 

• Removed two column format throughout 
policy section  

ATTACHMENT B



PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
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2705 East Second Street  •  The Dalles, OR 97058  
p: [541] 506-2560  •  f: [541] 506-2561   •  www.co.wasco.or.us 

Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 
 

NOTICE OF LEGISLATIVE PUBLIC HEARING 
WASCO COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 

 
HEARING DATE & LOCATION INFORMATION: NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the WASCO COUNTY PLANNING 
COMMISSION will conduct a public meeting on Tuesday, September 15, 2020. This meeting will be offered remotely 
ONLY.  Language interpreters are available with one week notice.   
 
Information on how to attend from your telephone and/or computer will be available at least one week prior to the 
meeting on the Wasco County website:  
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php 

Hearings before the Wasco County Planning Commission are governed by ORS 197.763, 215.223, 215.402 to 215.431, 
215.503, Chapter 2 & 9 of the Wasco County Land Use and Development Ordinance, Chapter 11 of the Wasco County 
Comprehensive Plan, and the Rules of Procedure of the Wasco County Planning Commission. The meeting agenda 
includes the following public hearings: 
 
HEARING DETAILS:  The meeting agenda includes the following topic: Wasco County 2040 Periodic Review Work 
Task 18, revisions to Goal 4, 5, 8, Goal Exceptions, Revisions Process and the addition of an Introductions Chapter.  
(1) Staff will be presenting proposed updates to Wasco County’s Comprehensive Plan.  (2) An opportunity will be 
available for public comment about the proposed updates. This meeting will be a continuance from September 1st, 
2020 to allow for maximum public participation. 
 
These tasks are part of the broader Wasco County 2040, Comprehensive Plan update process.  For more 
information visit the project website at http://Wasco2040.com. 
 
QUESTIONS/COMMENTS are to be submitted in writing to the Wasco County Planning and Development Office, 
2705 East Second St., The Dalles, Oregon 97058, or verbally, via video or phone, at the hearing.  Testimony and 
evidence must be directed toward the proposed amendments or the listed review criteria or land use regulation 
which the person believes to apply to that decision or recommendation.  Questions and comments should be 
directed to:  Kelly Howsley Glover, Long Range Planner at kellyg@co.wasco.or.us.   
 
AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION:  Any report, applications, applicable criteria, and other documentation or evidence 
relied upon by Wasco County or submitted by any citizen used at this hearing shall be available for inspection at no cost 
at least seven (7) days prior to each hearing at 2705 East Second Street, The Dalles, OR  97058.  Copies of this 
information will also be provided upon request at a reasonable cost any time it is available.   
 
Documents will also be available online at:  http://co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/index.php.   
 

[Publication Date: August 26, 2020]  

https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php
http://wasco2040.com/
http://co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/index.php


 

 

 
WASCO COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING  

September 15, 2020 
3:00 p.m.  

Presented via Zoom: 

https://wascocounty-

org.zoom.us/w/88581010184?tk=DsEAE0tXAU5slCgrSMzeBVZExosYDT1uDI7fW1mhmo8.DQIAA

AAUn9bzCBZNY0RUZ2phdFFOdTJ0ZnlvZkpjSXd3AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA                     

by phone: 1 (253) 215 8782 
Meeting ID: 885 8101 0184 

 
 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
 
ROLL CALL: 
Members Present: Chair Chris Schanno; Vice Chair Lynne MacIntyre; Mike Davis; Vicki Ashley; Russell 
Hargrave; Kate Willis; Alternate LeRoy Booth; Alternate Marcus Swift  
  
Absent Members: Brad DeHart 
 
Staff Present:  Planning Director Angie Brewer and Long Range Planner Kelly Howsley-Glover  
 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) Staff Present: Jeremy Thompson and Joy Vaughn 
 
Chair Schanno recognized Alternate Booth as a voting member for today’s session. 
 
3:11 Chair Schanno announcement on meeting protocol. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS: 
4:06 Chair Schanno asked for comments on non-agenda items. There were none. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING: 
4:44 Chair Schanno opened the hearing at 3:12 p.m.  
 
Chair Schanno opened the hearing in the following manner: These hearings are a continuance from 
September 1, 2020.  Based on public request, we have separated the two Ordinances into two separate 
hearings for clarity.  The public hearing is now open for the purpose of the Planning Commission’s 
consideration of land use application file 921-18-000221, Periodic Review Work Task 18,  921-19-
000126, a Post Acknowledgment Plan Amendment to revise Goals 4 & 8.  
 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/w/88581010184?tk%3DDsEAE0tXAU5slCgrSMzeBVZExosYDT1uDI7fW1mhmo8.DQIAAAAUn9bzCBZNY0RUZ2phdFFOdTJ0ZnlvZkpjSXd3AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1600026787672000&usg=AOvVaw1Fnnzkseg6Ay2snyjvwJWU
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/w/88581010184?tk%3DDsEAE0tXAU5slCgrSMzeBVZExosYDT1uDI7fW1mhmo8.DQIAAAAUn9bzCBZNY0RUZ2phdFFOdTJ0ZnlvZkpjSXd3AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1600026787672000&usg=AOvVaw1Fnnzkseg6Ay2snyjvwJWU
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/w/88581010184?tk%3DDsEAE0tXAU5slCgrSMzeBVZExosYDT1uDI7fW1mhmo8.DQIAAAAUn9bzCBZNY0RUZ2phdFFOdTJ0ZnlvZkpjSXd3AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1600026787672000&usg=AOvVaw1Fnnzkseg6Ay2snyjvwJWU
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5:24 Chair Schanno stated the procedure he would like to follow: 
o Planning Department Staff will present their report. 
o Provide an opportunity for the public to testify 
o The hearing is scheduled for 2 hours. We will try to conclude the hearing by 5:00pm. Testimony 

will be limited to 3 minutes.  Staff will time each comment period and mute when the 3 minutes 
have expired. 

 
5:54 The Rules of Evidence  
 
6:57  Disclosure of Interest of Ex Parte Contact 
 
7:20  Commissioner Ashley stated that several residents of Juniper Flat contacted her. 
 
7:44 Chair Schanno asked for guidance from Director Brewer. 
 
7:45 Director Brewer asked Commissioner Ashley if she felt she could be impartial. 
 
7:53 Commissioner Ashley stated that she could.  
 
8:33 Chair Schanno asked for any audience challenges to authority/hearing. 
 
8:58 Chair Schanno called for the staff presentation. 
 
9:06 LRP Howsley-Glover presented on Ordinance 20-001 (Attachment A) 
 
36:30 Chair Schanno asks if any members of the Commission have questions for LRP. 
 
36:35 Commissioner Booth asks LRP about safe harbor, related to Goal 5. 
 
36:47 LRP Howsley-Glover explains safe harbor and the resource protection methods. 
 
38:38 Commissioner Booth asks LRP for confirmation that the safe harbor method was used. 
 
38:41 LRP Howsley-Glover confirms the safe harbor method was used. 
 
38:45 Commissioner Booth asks if we know how ODFW determines sensitive wildlife habitat and how 
frequently that information is updated. 
 
39:00 LRP Howsley-Glover acknowledges ODFW representatives and invites them to respond directly. 
 
39:13 ODFW Thompson explains data sources and the timelines for updates. 
 
40:06 Commissioner Booth asks for confirmation of timelines. 
 
40:12 ODFW Thompson clarifies the timelines. 
 
40:50 Commissioner Ashley states she has a question. 
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40:53 Chair Schanno recognizes Commissioner Ashley. 
 
40:55 Commissioner Ashley asks ODFW a question about Columbia District being omitted and asks LRP 
about the destination resort eligibility map and impacts to White River Wildlife area. 
 
41:32 ODFW Thompson answers the Columbia District question. 
 
42:08 LRP Howsley-Glover speaks to setbacks related to proposed EPD-15. 
 
43:14 Chair Schanno asks for additional questions.  Hearing none, he calls for public comment. 
 
Public Comment: 
 
43:40 LRP Howsley-Glover announces the first three names signed up to testify. 
 
44:22 Nicole Chaisson – No response when called. 
 
44:42 Brit Storkson- No response when called. 
 
45:01 Kristin Currin – stated she had no comments at this time. 
 
45:23 Tom Peters – stated he had no comments at this time. 
 
45:32 Elizabeth Turner –No response when called. 
 
45:57 John Pearson – Made statements regarding concerns about notifications and property rights. 
 
47:07 Sheila Dooley – Made comments related to wildfire and support for amendments to Goal 4. 
 
48:58 Jill Barker – Made statements in support of amendments to Goal 4 and against expansion of 
residential uses in forest lands.  Asked a question related to rural fire district contracts. 
 
51:18 LRP Howsley-Glover answered question. 
 
52:21 Director Brewer encourage Ms. Barker to contact staff outside of the hearing. 
 
52:49 Shilah Olson – Representing SWCD, stated support for agricultural exemptions and wish to 
continue offering exemptions for voluntary natural resource conservation and enhancement. 
 
54: 47 John Gill – Expressed concerns about EPD-8 asked a question about language. 
 
55:34 LRP Howsley-Glover asks for clarity of question and then explains current EPD-8 language. 
 
56:07 John Gill asks about variances to the 300 ft. siting rule. 
56:10 LRP Howsley-Glover confirms there is a variance option when working with ODFW over 300 ft. 
siting rule. 
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56:16 John Gill makes a statement about elk populations and hunting tags. 
 
57:18 LRP Howsley-Glover calls again for those who signed up to testify but did not respond. 
 
57:21 Chair Schanno requests that all public comments are limited to matters related to the criteria and 
not use the time for questioning staff.   
 
57:48 LRP Howsley-Glover resumes calls for those who signed up to testify but did not respond. 
 
58:03 Kristin Currin- No comment at this time. 
 
58:14 LRP Howsley-Glover continues to call for those who signed up to testify but did not respond and 
then invites callers on the phone to unmute themselves to testify. 
 
58:40 Lanny Metteer – Requests staff prepare a two page synopsis for proposed revisions. 
 
1:00:58 Kathleen Cantrell – Asked a question. 
 
1:01:23 LRP Howsley-Glover states that Chair has directed staff not to answer any more questions. 
 
1:01:29 Kathleen Cantrell- States that she is frustrated by the public comment allowances. 
 
1:02:15 LRP Howsley-Glover calls for any additional comment.  Hearing none asks Chair to give one last 
call for public comment. 
 
1:02:52 Chair Schanno gives one last call for public comment. 
 
1:03:18 Chair Schanno asks if Commission members have any questions for commenters. 
 
1:03:49 Chair Schanno closes the public hearing and opens for Commissioner deliberation.   
 
1:04:31 Chair Schanno asks for any motions. 
 
1:04:36 Commissioner McIntyre makes a motion to recommend approval by the Board of County 
Commissioners. 
 
1:05:04 Commissioner Ashley asks for discussion  
 
1:05:11 Commissioner McIntyre calls point of order, needing second before discussion. 
 
1:05:22 Commissioner Booth states he has a question. 
 
1:05:28 Chair Schanno asks for a second first. 
 
1:05:32 Commissioner Davis calls point of order, states he will second Commissioner McIntyre’s 
motion. 
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1:05:43 Chair Schanno asks Commissioner McIntyre to restate the motion. 
 
1:05:53 Commissioner McIntyre restates the motion. 
 
1:06:02 Commissioner Davis seconds the motion. 
 
1:06:07 Chair Schanno opens up for discussion, recognizes Commissioner Ashley. 
 
1:06:21 Commissioner Ashley requests that the Planning Commission not adopt proposed EPD-15, the 
Destination Resort Eligibility Map based on public feedback she heard directly. 
 
1:06:50 Chair Schanno recognizes Commissioner Booth. 
 
1:06:54 Commissioner Booth wanted clarification on which Ordinance the motion referenced. 
 
1:07:06 Commissioner McIntyre clarifies.  
 
1:07:10 Commissioner Booth asks for further clarification. 
 
1:07:14 Commissioner Hargrave further clarifies. 
 
1:07:33 Commissioner Booth restates his question. 
 
1:07:48 Director Brewer clarifies this hearing relates to Ordinance 20-001. 
 
1:08:01 Chair Schanno asks LRP Howsley-Glover for clarification about Commissioner Ashley’s request. 
 
1:08:38 LRP Howsley-Glover clarifies Commissioner Ashley’s request. 
 
1:08:56 Chair Schanno asks for clarifications about proposed EPD-15 from staff. 
 
1:09:35 LRP Howsley-Glover confirms that it is a tool to illustrate eligibility. 
 
1:09:55 Commissioner Booth asks for confirmation that one of the criteria for eligibility is absence of 
high value farm land. 
 
1:10:09 LRP Howsley-Glover confirms and explains the eligibility criteria in brief. 
 
1:10:57 Commissioner Ashley disagrees that they are not high value. 
 
1:11:01 LRP Howsley-Glover clarifies that the eligible properties are not considered high value farmland 
based on statewide definitions of high value farmland. 
 
1:11:08 Director Brewer reminds Commissioners they have the ability to modify the map, and did so 
previously based on agricultural, water, and fire concerns of community members and reiterates the 
purpose of the map. 
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1:12:19 Commissioner Ashley asks to make a further statement. 
 
1:12:27 Chair Schanno recognizes Commissioner Ashley. 
 
1:12:29 Commissioner Ashley states that production rather than soil types should be considered. 
 
1:12:48 Chair Schanno asks staff for clarification on who determines high value farmland. 
 
1:12:57 LRP Howsley-Glover confirms high value farmland is determined by state law. 
 
1:13:00 Commissioner Davis states that EPD-8 limits the destination resorts, and states the map 
showcases eligibility not approval.  Commissioner Davis recommends approval of the eligibility map as 
presented. 
 
1:14:38 Chair Schanno asks for any additional discussion of the motion. 
 
1:14:44 Commissioner Booth asks if it will be modified to reflect reference to Ordinance 20-001. 
 
1:14:55 Chair Schanno confirms that can be done and calls for a vote. 
 
1:15:43 Commissioner Ashley asks for clarification on which they are voting on. 
 
1:15:47 Chair Schanno clarifies what the vote is for. 
 
1:15:58 LRP Howsley-Glover further clarifies the specific elements of Ordinance 20-001. 
 
1:16:16 Director Brewer asks if the Chair would like her to call for a vote. 
 
1:16:20 Chair Schanno indicates he is ready for the vote. 
 
1:16:29 Director Brewer calls roll for a vote. 
 
The motion was approved 6 to 1; (1 Absent – Commissioner DeHart) 
A listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statute 192.650.c. is as follows: 
Chair Schanno – Yes 
Vice Chair McIntyre-Yes 
Commissioner Ashley – No 
Commissioner DeHart – absent 
Commissioner Hargrave – Yes 
Commissioner Davis – Yes 
Commissioner Willis - Yes 
Commissioner Booth –Yes 
Alternate Swift - NA 
 
1:17:21 Chair Schanno reads the BOCC hearing dates, closes the hearing and calls for an eight minute 
recess. 
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1:28:40 Chair Schanno opened the second hearing in the following manner: These hearings are a 
continuance from September 1, 2020.  Based on public request, we have separated the two Ordinances 
into two separate hearings for clarity.  The public hearing is now open for the purpose of the Planning 
Commission’s consideration of land use application file 921-20-000072, a Post Acknowledgment Plan 
Amendment to revise the Plan Revisions Process and Goal Exception Chapters and adopt a new 
Introduction to Wasco County 2040, the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan. 
 
1:29:10 Chair Schanno states the procedure of the hearing. 
 
1:29:37  The Rules of Evidence.  
 
1:30:28  Disclosure of Interest of Ex Parte Contact. 
 
1:30:57 Chair Schanno asked for any audience challenges to authority/hearing. 
 
1:31:32 Chair Schanno called for the staff presentation. 
 
1:31:38 LRP Howsley-Glover gives presentation (see Attachment B) 
 
1:41:48 Chair Schanno calls for questions of the staff.  Hearing none, asks for LRP to call for testimony. 
 
1:42:12 LRP Howsley-Glover states only one person has signed up to testify. 
 
1:42:28 Tom Peters – States he has no specific comment, only that it is a large packet that is hard to 
follow. 
 
1:42:56 Chair Schanno asks LRP if anyone else has signed in to testify 
 
1:43:00 LRP Howsley-Glover states there were no additional registered commenters, invites additional 
comments from public.  There were no additional commenters. 
 
1:43:46 Chair Schanno closes the hearing and invites deliberation. 
 
1:44:31 Commissioner Booth makes a motion to adopt the amendments. 
 
1:44:40 Both Commissioner Ashley and Commissioner Davis moved to second. 
 
1:44:45 Chair Schanno restates the motion and Commissioner Ashley’s second.  Opens for discussion.  
Hearing none, asks for Director Brewer to call role for a vote. 
 
1:45:25 Director Brewer calls roll for a vote. 
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The motion was approved 7 to 0; (1 Absent – Commissioner DeHart) 
A listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statute 192.650.c. is as follows: 
Chair Schanno – Yes 
Commissioner McIntyre-Yes 
Commissioner Ashley – Yes 
Commissioner Hargrave – Yes 
Commissioner DeHart – Absent  
Commissioner Davis – Yes 
Commissioner Willis - Yes 
Commissioner Booth –Yes 
Alternate Swift - NA 
 
 
1:46:47 Chair Schanno recommends approval of amendments to the Board of County Commissioners 
and closes the hearing. 
 
APPROVAL OF PAST MINUTES: 
 
1:47:24 Chair Schanno invites discussion for approval of minutes from September 1, 2020. 
 
1:47:35 Commissioner Ashley moves to approve the minutes. 
 
1:47:40 Commissioner Davis seconds the motion. 
 
1:47:45 Chair Schanno calls for a vote by “Ayes”.  The motion passes unanimously.  Chair Schanno asks 
for the Director’s Report. 
 
1:48:39 Director Brewer states she does not have a Director’s Report, but expresses her thanks for the 
Commission’s dedication to updating the Comprehensive Plan over the last several years. 
 
1:51:59 Chair Schanno asks for a motion to adjourn. 
 
1:52:04 Commissioner McIntyre moves to close and Commissioner Ashley seconds. 
 
1:52:12 Chair Schanno calls for a vote.  It is unanimous.  The meeting is adjourned. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________  ________________________________ 
Chris Schanno, Chair     Angie Brewer, Director 
Wasco County Planning Commission    Wasco County Planning & Development 
 



Wasco County 2040 Updates 

“Planning Department” 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Overview 
Ordinance 20-001 is to update the Comprehensive Plan 
with the following Chapters: 
 Goal 5 (Natural Resources, Scenic, and Historic 

Areas and Open Spaces) 
 Goal 4 (Forest Lands) 
 Goal 8 (Recreation) 
Revisions to the following maps: 
Environmental Protection District (EPD) 8 
EPD 12 
And the addition of a new map 
Destination Resort Eligibility (EPD 15) 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Work Task 18: Goal 5 

 Update EPD 8 (Sensitive Wildlife Habitat) 

 Update EPD 12 (Sensitive Birds) 

 Update Policies/Implementation 

 Update Ordinance language for EPD 8 

Planning 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Why Make These Updates 

• Periodic Review Requirement  
• Make maps consistent with ODFW’s, which are 

already used for CUPs 
• Streamline existing permitting process 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Why Update Now? 

 OAR 660-023-0250 requires at Periodic 
Review to amend Comp Plan if new 
information about inventories is provided 
during work plan development 

 Required by OAR 660-023-0110 (2) to obtain 
current habitat inventory from ODFW and 
others 

 Rule OAR 660-023-0110 (4)(a-e) required we 
rely on this info  

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

EPD 8 Map 
 Map modified to match ODFW Compass Map 

 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

• Adding exempt uses (like 
farm use, farm dwellings) 

• Removing voluntary siting 
standards 

• Removing fencing 
standards 

• Removing additional 
notification requirements 
that are redundant 

Net Result for Existing EPD-8 Areas 
ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Net Result for New EPD-8 Areas 
• Make clear what areas in 

Wasco County ODFW 
considers sensitive habitat 
for deer and elk 

• Type II uses (partitions, 
wineries, utilities) will need 
addditional staff review and 
ODFW review 

• Conditional uses (mining, 
commercial energy, non farm 
dwellings) are already 
reviewed by ODFW, but will 
now also need staff review 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

What Happens During Review? 

 ODFW might recommend development 
modifications like moving site 

 ODFW might recommend mitigation measures  

 Staff is required to make findings in the staff 
report about ODFW recommendations and 
how those mitigate impact to wildlife 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

EPD 12 

 Update map with new nesting sites, 
removed old/nonviable sites (from 2005) 

 Map is confidential 

 Notified individual property owners 
impacted 

 This EPD already exempts farm/forest 
practices and uses 
 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Ordinance Language for EPD 8 
 Section 3.924 – Exempt Uses 
  
 All uses permitted without review in the underlying zone are exempt from provisions and 
siting standards in this Section. 
  
All uses in A-1 (160) that are permitted subject to Type I Review are exempt from provisions 
and siting standards in this Section. 
  
Farm dwellings, accessory farm dwellings, and relative farm dwellings in A-1 (160) are 
exempt from provisions and siting standards in this Section but still require notice to ODFW 
consistent with subject to standards review. 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Ordinance Language for EPD 8 
• Remove “Permitted Uses” and “Conditional Uses” for clarity. 
• Remove fencing standards 
• Remove “Other Provisions” 
• Modify Siting standards for clarity: 
 
Section 3.925 - Siting Standards 
  
Within EPD-8, subject to standards uses permitted in the underlying zone are subject 
to notice to and comment from the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.  
  
Within EPD-8, conditional uses permitted in the underlying zone are subject to notice 
and comment from the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.  This includes 
conditional use requirements per Section 5.020 F. 
  
Within EPD-8,the following siting standards shall be applied as a condition of approval 
for all new dwellings in all zones not exempt under Section 3.924 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Goal 4 (Forest Lands) 

• Focused on updating language to be 
consistent with current practice 

• Made wildfire recommendations consistent 
with CPAW and CWPP 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Goal 8 (Recreation) 

• Identify community planning issues 
• Make outreach, notifications, and 

coordination transparent 
• Adopt destination resort eligibility map 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Why Adopt a Destination Resort 
Eligibility Map? 

• A new opportunity for economic development 
for eligible property owners 

• Reduce staff time spent answer eligibility 
queries 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Destination Resort Eligibility Map 
What it Does What it DOES NOT DO: 

Shows where, given state law perimeters, 
destination resorts could be permitted in 
Wasco County 

Permit a destination resort 

For eligible properties, allow for potential 
for a new use (destination resort) 

Waive any permitting process or 
requirements for a destination resort 

Eliminate opportunities for modification 
to the map 

ATTACHMENT A



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

• Eligibility map does NOT equal a permit 
• If a property owner wants to develop a destination 

resort they will need to apply for a permit 
• At the time of permit, partners will be invited to 

comment on things like fire, water, roads, etc 

 

Destination Resort Eligibility Map 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Destination Resort Next Steps 

• Adopt EPD 15 standards/criteria/regulations, 
consistent with state law during our 2021-
2022 LUDO Update 

• Public will be invited to evaluate state criteria 
and make comment about possible additional 
standards/regulations 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Additional Goal 5 Updates 

• Switched from Historical Landmarks 
Commission to Planner Director for review 

• Modified aggregate/mining language to clarify 
based on OARs 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Other Edits  

• Slightly modified format to make findings 
endnotes 

• Removed two column format throughout 
policy section  
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Wasco County 2040 Updates 

“Planning Department” 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Overview 

Ordinance 20-004 is to update the 
Comprehensive Plan with the 
following Chapters: 

 Revisions Process  

 Goal Exceptions  

 Introduction 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 15: Plan Revisions Process 

 Previously Chapter 11 

 New format 

 Move definitions to sidebar 

 Renumber criteria 

 Add a finding 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 15 Purpose 

 Criteria for updates (what we use in staff 
reports) 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 16: Goal Exceptions 

 What is a Goal Exception/Committed 
Lands? 
 Land designated for non-resource use (not 

farm or forest) 

 Committed lands meet criteria for being 
committed to non-resource/exempting them 
from Goals 3 or 4 

 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 16: Goal Exceptions 

 Previously Chapter 13 

 New format 

 Distinguish NSA lands 

 Revise format based on statutory 
requirements/DLCD consultation 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Chapter 16 Purpose 

 As committed lands inventory required by 
OAR 660-004 

 Research for development applications 

 

Planning 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Map with consistent colors, updated 
parcels 

Updated map and taxlot(s) 

Past and current zoning 

Date/method of approval 

Brief description/reason for exception 

ATTACHMENT B



Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 

Introduction Chapter 
 New Chapter 
 Includes: 

 Overview 

 History of Planning in Wasco County 

 Wasco County Zoning History 

 Legal Framework 

 Statewide Planning Goals 

 Components of the Comprehensive Plan 

 Plan Development Process 

 Using the Plan 

 Future Updates, Revising the Map and Inventories 

 Purpose Definitions of Map Classifications on the Comprehensive Plan Map 

 Definitions on Existing Land Use Maps 

 Adopted by Reference 

 Values and Vision 

 Definitions 
Planning 

ATTACHMENT B



 
WASCO COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION NOTICE OF RECOMMENDATION 

TO THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
 

FILE NUMBERS: 921-18-000221, 921-19-000126, 921-20-000072 

HEARING DATE: SEPTEMBER 15, 2020 

DECISION DATE: SEPTEMBER 15, 2020 

 
YOU ARE RECEIVING THIS NOTICE BECAUSE YOU RECENTLY PARTICIPATED IN THE PLANNING 
COMMISSION HEARING.  THIS NOTICE WAS EMAILED OR MAILED TO ADDRESS PROVIDED TO STAFF 
DURING THE PROCEEDINGS, ON SEPTEMBER 16, 2020, 21 DAYS BEFORE THE BOARD OF COUNTY 
COMMISSIONER HEARING IS SCHEDULED TO OCCUR. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENTS: As part of Periodic Review for the Comprehensive Plan Update, Wasco 
County Planning Staff proposed amendments to Wasco County 2040 Chapters 5 and Comprehensive 
Plan Zoning Maps for EPD-8 and EPD-12.  These were related to Periodic Review Work Task 18. 
 
The proposed revisions were to adopt updates to EPD 8 and EPD 12 maps with current data from ODFW 
to be in compliance with Goal 5, as required by law.  Revisions were also made to the Chapter 5 (Goal 5) 
text, including corrections to language and/references, the addition of ESEE Analysis to the Appendix, 
and revisions to implementation strategies related to Mineral and Aggregate Resources, Sensitive 
Wildlife, and Historic Resources. 
 
To complete a Comprehensive Update of Wasco County 2040, staff also submitted Post 
Acknowledgment Plan Amendments related to File numbers 921-19-000126 (Revisions to Goal 4 and 8) 
and 921-20-000072 (Revisions to Goal Exception and Plan Revisions process, and the creation of an 
Introduction Chapter). 
 
Updates to Chapters 4 (Goal4) and 8 (Goal 8) are related to policy and implementation strategies 
resulting from public outreach on forest lands and recreation.  This included updates to language about 
fire mitigation strategies in Goal 4 and the introduction of a destination resort eligibility map and 
corresponding policy for Goal 8. 
 
The Plan Revision Process (Chapter 15) has been modified to the new Comprehensive Plan format.  The 
Goal Exception (Chapter 16) has been significantly updated to comply with state law requirements for 
the inventory of goal exceptions.  The introduction chapter is a new addition which includes historical, 
process, map, and guiding instructions on how to use Wasco County 2040. 

 
DECISION: On September 15, 2020 The Wasco County Planning Commission voted 6 to 1 to recommend 
approval Ordinance 20-001, proposed changes to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan (Wasco 
County 2040), to the Wasco County Board of Commissioners. The changes proposed are to adopt 
revisions to Goal 4, 5, and 8, including map revisions to EPD-8 and EPD-12, with the addition of a new 
destination resort eligibility map (EPD-15).   
 
The Planning Commission also voted 7 to 0 to recommend approval of Ordinance 20-004, proposed 
changes to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan, to the Wasco County Board of Commissioners.  
These changes include a new Introduction chapter, and revisions to the Plan Revisions Process and Goal 
Exceptions chapter. 

 
 
 
 



 
Final adoption of the amendments is pending Board of County Commissioner approval. The matter is 
tentatively scheduled to be heard by the Board on October 7th and October 21st, 2020. 

 
AFFECTED PROPERTIES: The amendments apply to lands in unincorporated areas of Wasco 
County (outside of Urban Growth Areas), excluding Tribal lands and lands located within the 
Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. 

 
FINDINGS OF FACT: Proper notice was given and the hearing was held in accordance with 
procedural rules for legislative hearings and in conformity with said requirements as set forth 
in the Wasco County LUDO and Comprehensive Plan, and consistent with State law. 

 
AVAILABLE INFORMATION: Documentation, evidence, findings and other information relied 
upon by Wasco County in this matter is available online: 
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/planning/agendas_and_minutes.php 

 
APPEAL PROCESS: Appeals of a legislative amendment to the Land Use Board of Appeals are 
governed by ORS 197.620. 
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT  
 
 
 
 

WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
Notice of Public Hearing for October 7, 2020 

 
HEARING DATE & LOCATION INFORMATION: NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF 
COMMISSIONERS will conduct a public meeting on Wednesday, October 7, 2020, beginning at 10:00 AM via online video 
conferencing.  The packet and information on how to attend are available one week prior on the Wasco County 
Website: 
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/board_of_county_commissioners/agenda_board_packet_and_minutes.php 
 
Language interpreters or other accommodations are available with one week notice.  Please call (541) 506-2560 Monday 
through Friday, from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., if you need special accommodations to attend the meeting. 

Hearings before the Wasco County Board of County Commissioners are governed by ORS 215.402, 215.503, 215.431 and 
Section 2.180, 2.190 and 2.200 of the Wasco County Land Use and Development Ordinance.  
 
 HEARING #1 DETAILS:  Ordinance 20-001  Wasco County 2040 Periodic Review Work Task 18 and Post Acknowledgment 
Plan Amendments 921-19-000126.  (1) Staff will be presenting proposed updates to Wasco County’s Comprehensive Plan 
Goal 4, 5 &8 include revisions to maps for EPD-8, EPD-12, and proposed new EPD-15 as well as revisions to Land Use and 
Development Chapter 3.920.  Review Authority:  Chapter 2 and 9 of the Wasco County Land Use and Development 
Ordinance and Chapter 11 of the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan. Review Criteria: Chapter 11 of the Comprehensive 
Plan and Oregon Administrative Rules 660-025.  This will be the first reading of Ordinance 20-001. 
 
HEARING #2 DETAILS:   Ordinance 20-004 Post Acknowledgment Plan Amendments 921-20-000072  (1) Staff will be 
presenting proposed revisions to the Comprehensive Plan including the addition of an Introduction Chapter and revisions to 
the Plan Revisions Process and Goal Exception chapters. Review Authority:  Chapter 2 and 9 of the Wasco County Land Use 
and Development Ordinance and Chapter 11 of the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan. Review Criteria: Chapter 11 of the 
Comprehensive Plan and Oregon Administrative Rules 660-025.  This will be the first reading of Ordinance 20-004. 
 
QUESTIONS/COMMENTS: Comments may be submitted in writing, up to the date of the hearing, to the Wasco County 
Planning Department, at 2705 East Second St., The Dalles, Oregon 97058, by email to: kellyg@co.wasco.or.us, or in 
person at the hearing.  Written testimony and evidence must be directed toward the listed review criteria or other 
criteria in the plan or land use regulation which the person believes to apply to that decision.  Questions about the 
appeal should be directed to:  Kelly Howsley Glover, Long Range Planner, at 541-506-2560 or kellyg@co.wasco.or.us.  
 
AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION:  Any staff report used at the hearing shall be available for inspection at no cost at least 
seven (7) days prior to the hearing.  If additional documents or evidence are provided by any party, the local government 
may allow a continuance or leave the record open to allow the parties a reasonable opportunity to respond.  Copies of the 
application(s) and all documents and evidence relied upon by the applicant(s), all applicable criteria, and any staff reports 
are available for inspection at no cost and will be provided at reasonable cost at 2705 East Second Street, The Dalles, OR  
97058.   
 
Documents will be available online at:  
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/board_of_county_commissioners/agenda_board_packet_and_minutes.php 
 

            2705 East Second Street  •  The Dalles, OR 97058  
                    p: [541] 506-2560  •  f: [541] 506-2561   •  www.co.wasco.or.us 

Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 
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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

REGULAR SESSION 

OCTOBER 7, 2020 

This meeting was held on Zoom  

https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/j/3957734524 

or call in to 1-253-215-8782 Meeting ID: 3957734524# 

PRESENT: Scott Hege, Chair 

Kathy Schwartz, Vice-Chair 

Steve Kramer, County Commissioner 

STAFF: Kathy Clark, Executive Assistant 

Tyler Stone, Administrative Officer 

Chair Hege opened the session at 9:00 a.m. Ms. Clark asked Emergency Manager 

Sheridan McClellan to the Discussion List to present some wildfire relief funding 

updates. 

Mr. McClellan shared and reviewed several documents (attached) with the Board. 

He explained that some of the funding is not available for the Mosier Creek Fire due 

to the timing of the fire; however, funding for hazard mitigation can be applied to 

the Mosier Creek Fire. Other funds deal with conservation and forest restoration. 

The Department of Agriculture has funding to assist landowners in restoring 

farmlands and trees. Each funding opportunity has a deadline – most anywhere 

from October 30th to December 30th; the hazard mitigation funds have a longer time 

frame.  

Commissioner Kramer asked if there is a final report on the White River Fire. Mr. 

McClellan replied that he does not expect the same kind of report as we have for 

the Mosier Creek Fire as no structures were lost in the White River Fire.  

Vice-Chair Schwartz said she would be interested in learning more about the 

mitigation piece as it might apply to our vulnerable population. She asked for 

Sheridan to follow up with her later. Mr. McClellan said that he would add Senior 

Planner Will Smith to that conversation as he does a lot of the management of that 

process. 

Discussion List – Wildfire Recovery Funding Updates 

https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/j/3957734524
tel://(phone%20number)/
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At 10:05 a.m. Chair Hege opened the hearing for 921-18-000221 and 921-19-000126, 

a review of a recommendation made by the Wasco County Planning Commission 

for:  

A legislative hearing to consider approving amendments to the Wasco County 

Comprehensive Plan, Comprehensive Plan Zoning Map and Land Use and 

Development Ordinance primarily relating to policies and implementation 

strategies for Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas and Open Spaces, 

Forest Lands and Recreation.  Amendments also include the adoption of a new 

format for the plan.  These amendments relate to work tasks 18 of Wasco County’s 

Periodic Review to update the Comprehensive Plan and the Post Acknowledgment 

Plan Amendment to update Goals 4 and 8 of the Comprehensive Plan. 

 

The proposed amendments will have a widespread affect, on many properties and 

zones, and is therefore a legislative amendment.  

 

As a reminder, the process for this amendment has been consistent with the notice 

procedures required by Chapter 2 of the LUDO, this hearing was advertised for 

today, October 7, 2020, 10:00 a.m. via electronic video conferencing, as permitted 

by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.640 and192.670. Notice was provided in the 

newspaper and on the County’s website.  

 

This hearing is the first of two Board of County Commissioners hearings scheduled 

for this text amendment.   The second hearing will be on October 21, 2020 at 10:00 

AM. 

 

The criteria for approval of this request include: 

 

 Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Chapter 11 and Oregon Administrative 

Rules 660-025 

 The hearings process, notice and appeal period are governed by ORS 

197.612 and by ORS 197.763 and qualify as a land use decision under ORS 

197.015(11). 

 The proposed amendments must comply with the Wasco County 

Comprehensive Plan.   

 

Chair Hege explained that the procedure for this hearing is as follows: 

 

(a) The Planning Department will provide a brief overview of their 
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September 15, 2020 presentation of the amendments recommended by 

the Planning Commission. 

(b) The Board of Commissioners will ask questions of staff. 

(c) Members of the public are asked to testify. 

(d) The Board of Commissioners will deliberate and will provide direction to 

staff for any additional information or amendments they would like to see 

for the next hearing. 

 

Chair Hege asked the following questions: 

 

1. Does any Commission member wish to disqualify themselves for any personal 

or financial interest in this matter? There were none 

2. Does any member of the audience wish to challenge the right of any 

Commission member to hear this matter? There were none. 

3. Is there any member of the audience who wishes to question the jurisdiction of 

this body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter? There were none 

 

Commissioner Kramer stated that he has received a number of emails from citizens 

regarding the proposed ordinance; those are included in the packet. He further 

stated that he feels able to remain neutral in this matter.  

 

Chair Hege said that this has been an ongoing process with this particular section of 

the plan taking approximately 3 years to update. He went on to say that the update 

process has included a number of public meetings that all of the Commissioners 

have attended with many citizens talking to Board members regarding this topic. 

Many citizens have sent emails. He said that from his standpoint he feels fully 

qualified to remain neutral on this matter. Vice-Chair Schwartz also stated her 

confidence in her ability to remain neutral. She added that although most of the 

emails she has received are included in the Board Packet, she has forwarded a few 

additional messages to the Planning Department for inclusion in the record. She 

said that those emails will not jeopardize her ability to remain neutral. 

 

Chair Hege asked Long-Range Planner Dr. Kelly Howsley-Glover to commence the 

staff presentation.  

 

Dr. Kelly Howsley-Glover reviewed the following slides. She stated she is happy to 

answer any questions the Commission may have 
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Dr. Howsley-Glover explained the items that have been updated in the Ordinance 

saying that this is for Work Task 18, the final task to the updates of the Wasco 

County Comprehensive Plan 2040. In addition, they are proposing changes to 

Chapters 4 and 8 – Forest Lands and Recreation, respectively. This carries with it 

modifications and revisions to 2 sensitive wildlife maps which are in the 

Comprehensive Plan. These are maps for the Environmental Protection Districts 

(EPD) 8 and 12 which are winter habitats for deer and elk and sensitive birds, 

respectively. They are also proposing a new EPD – EPD 15 for Destination Resort 

Eligibility – which is related to Goal 8 for recreation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work Task 18 is the final review work task. When we go through this process, in 

addition to getting public input to design the scope and work plan, we also have to 

solicit feedback from our partner agencies and organizations. At that time, Oregon 

Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) notified the County that our sensitive 

wildlife maps were no longer consistent with the maps that ODFW advises the 

public on. Due to triggers in Goal 5 state rules, we are required to update those 

maps. Specifically EPD 8 wish is Sensitive Wildlife Habitat Winter Range and EPD 12 
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which is Sensitive Birds. In conjunction with that, Planning is also proposing some 

update to policies and implementation strategies to insure consistency in 

implementation as required by state law and to eliminate any potential conflict 

between the new maps and existing regulations, particularly based on the analysis 

that they had to conduct to protect the resources as far as sensitive wildlife. She said 

that they are also proposing in conjunction with this, modification to language in the 

Land Use and Development Ordinance for EPD 8. 

 
Dr. Howsley-Glover went on to say that these updates are a periodic review 

requirement that we contact partner agencies and that if they notify us that changes 

are needed, we are required by law, particularly with Goal 5 issues, to make those 

updates at the time of Periodic Review. ODFW advised that they updated their maps 

in 2012 and are using them to advise on development particularly on conditional 

use permits all over Wasco County. That has resulted in some confusion among 

applicants when they notice the discrepancy between maps. Aside from the update 

being a State requirement, we want to make sure that applicants are well aware of 

the sensitive wildlife in the areas that ODFW has identified. The Planning 

Department believes this will make a significant improvement in streamlining the 
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permitting process and remove any late-stage surprises for applicants. 

 
 

Dr. Howsley-Glover explained that Goal 5 rules are laid out in Oregon 

Administrative Rules (OAR 660, Division 23). These are specific steps we have to 

take in terms of conversations with ODFW, how we define impact areas and the 

analysis that we have to conduct in order to design a program to protect the 

resource, in this case sensitive wildlife – deer, elk and birds. This includes getting 

input from subject matter experts in biology to tell us where the species live and the 

best way to mitigate and then we can negotiate, based on the analysis, what the 

potential consequences of protections are and mitigate adverse impacts. 
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Dr. Howsley-Glover continued by saying that ODFW modified their maps in 2012 

using a compass tool. It is available online. That update brought in a significant 

portion of Exclusive Farm Use (EFU) lands that previously were identified but not 

mapped because ODFW believed at the time that the 160 acre minimum 

requirement protected the resources. She said that she thinks some of the changes 

are the result of significant changes that have happened in our farm lands in the 

state. They wanted to make sure that the habitat that they are charged with 

protecting is transparent to the public. You will see that the map as we are 

proposing to change it, compared with the compass map on the following slide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover stated that they wanted to summarize for the public what the 

net result would be for existing EPD-8 areas. That is obviously the biggest concern 

for residents and property owners. We do have a portion of Wasco County already 

in EPD-8 (deer and elk winter range). The net results for people in that area either 

will be status quo – not much change – or that, particularly if they are in the 

Exclusive Farm Use Zone, they will actually see some benefits to these proposed 

revisions. Specifically, with the addition of some exempt uses, particularly with farm 
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uses and farm dwellings. We’ve also, in doing the analysis and having 

conversations with ODFW, identified several voluntary standards, including fencing 

standards, that the public told us were particularly frustrating; so, we have 

proposed to remove those. There were also some additional notification 

requirements that we found redundant with work that we do, that we are proposing 

to remove from this chapter. We hope that the result is less restriction; in this case, 

restriction that still protect the resource, but removing any of that redundancy 

makes this process confusing for residents. 

 
Dr. Howsley-Glover continued by saying that for the areas that are being proposed 

to being added in, the first result of this is obviously to make clear to Wasco County 

residents where ODFW considers sensitive habitat to exist. The biggest change will 

be for Type II uses (partitions, wineries and utilities) where there will be additional 

staff review required. Sometimes it will require additional time for development 

applications as well as some additional costs. She said that she wants to make clear 

that Conditional Use Permits already have to meet some standards related to 

wildlife regardless of whether or not they are in this EPD; so, again, the only change 

there will be this additional staff review. 
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Dr. Howsley-Glover explained that for folks who have not gone through the review 

process, it may be very abstract. Generally, we rely on ODFW to consult with the 

property owner of the specific development. They do it on a case by case basis, site 

by site basis because, as we all know, Wasco County is very diverse; so they really 

need to look at the site and the proposed development to determine potential 

impacts. This isn’t a prohibition on any uses or activities. What the end result would 

be is they might recommend some mitigation measures. We commonly see that and 

it is written into the Land Use and Development Ordinance to have a 300 foot 

requirement for a house to be located next to a roadway or access point. It may look 

something like that – where they request that the development actually occur at a 

specific site or maybe some modifications are made to the proposed development 

to make sure that access to habitat and migration paths for wildlife. The reason we 

have that additional staff time and the additional criteria is that staff needs to make 

findings in staff reports to demonstrate ODFW’s recommendations and how the 

proposal will meet those mitigation measures.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover stated that EPD 12, unfortunately, the information regarding the 

nesting sites is confidential so she is not able to share the map. All affected property 

owners were notified directly if they were either coming into or going out of the 

revised map so they could be aware of their particular issues. Basically, as a result 

of a lot of commercial energy facilities in Wasco County, there were a significant 

number of studies done to identify new nesting sites in Wasco County. The net 

result is this proposed revision. She said that she wants to make it clear that EPD 12 

already exempts farm and forest practices and uses, so it is really targeting those 

kinds of unusual uses that occur in our resource zones, like commercial/industrial 

activities and those kinds of uses.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that the next proposed update in this packet is for Goal 4. 

This wasn’t a part of the work plan, but they wanted to make sure that all of our 

chapters are updated to current conditions. She said they really felt that, based on a 

lot of public input and work that Senior Planner Will Smith has done on making sure 

that the wildfire recommendations are enforced, that these plans are also up to 

date. So you will see some modifications proposed related to wildfire. In particular, 

we want to make sure we referenced all those efforts that Senior Planner Smith has 

done with the Community Planning Assistance for Wildfire and the current work 

that is underway for the Community Wildfire Protection Plan.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that regarding Recreation, Chapter 8/Goal 8, they 

received a lot of feedback mostly related to transportation over the last several 

years. She said they have identified those as community planning issues, things that 

they would want planners and the community to keep top of mind in the future. Via 

the same public input, they have identified specific strategies and implementation 

methods to alleviate some of the identified conflict between visitors to Wasco 

County and, in particular, commercial agriculture. She said that they also heard, 

during the visioning phase and throughout the initial stages of Wasco County 2040, 

an expressed interest, predominantly among the population in south Wasco 

County, for more economic development opportunities in farmlands. She said they 

really tried to throw everything and the kitchen sink in.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the provisions in State law permits for destination resorts. The first step of 

that, to even consider it, is to adopt what is called a destination resort eligibility 

map. There are some really strict rules and regulations that we have to follow in 

identifying those places – it is not arbitrary; it is very prescribed. The sum total of 

that is that we actually identified 4 places. The public got back to us early in March 

with a request that we remover 2 locations – 1 up in the Petersburg area and 1 along 

Tygh Ridge. The Planning Commission did remove those. That leaves 2 areas – 1 

along Juniper Flats/Walters Corner/Pine Grove and the other down in Washington 
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Family Ranch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

She said that she wants to stress that this map is an eligibility map; it is not a tacit 

approval. Developers would still have to go through the application process and 

because right now we only have criteria that is in State Law, it is Wasco County’s 

Planning Department intent that with the Land Use and Development Ordinance 

updates that kick off next year, to spend a considerable amount of time with the 

public crafting criteria, particularly to address community around fire and water.  

 

Another addition benefit of the map to offer economic development opportunities 

for landowners is that current planning staff does spend a considerable amount of 

time fielding questions from both residents and outsiders who are interested in 

developing a destination resort. By having an eligibility map, we are able to very 

clearly answer where that use could occur in Wasco County and not have to 

reinvent the wheel every time which really impacts their ability to turn out permits.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover explained that what the eligibility map really does is that it 

does not permit a resort, but shows where, given state law parameters, destination 

resorts could be permitted in Wasco County. It does allow for a potential new use 

for those properties identified an eligible but it does not waive any permitting 

process or requirements for a destination resort. We would still have opportunities 

in the future with more information or change in circumstance to modify the map. 

There are time caps on how often we can modify something; it is not something we 

can do on a frequent basis, but there is the opportunity to change if needed. 
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Dr. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover continued by saying that the next steps for destination resorts 

would be to adopt criteria during the Land Use and Development Ordinance update 

which will be a robust public process. There will be lots of time for the public to be 

involved in the criteria.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that there are some additional updates to Goal 5 that she 

wants to make sure the Commission is aware of. After extensive conversations and 

input from the public, we have removed the requirement for our Historical 

Landmarks Commission and moved those responsibilities to the Planning Director 

for review. That is to, again, streamline the process. Usually these things come up 

for additions or modifications to historical structures or development occurring 
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around archeological sites. Having to convene another organization that does not 

meet frequently, as we see these types of requests only once every decade; being 

able to have the Planning Director do it should streamline that process for members 

of the public.  

 

She said that they also got some feedback that some of the aggregate/mining 

language was confusing. We have modified that for clarity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that since a lot of people are familiar with the format for 

Wasco 2040, she wants to point out that they have slightly modified the format to 

make findings endnotes to make them more directly tied to what they are 

referencing for clarity. They also removed the two-column format throughout the 

policy section for readability.   
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Dr. Howsley-Glover concluded her presentation and said she is happy to answer 

any questions that the Commission may have. 

 

Commissioner Kramer stated that he has no questions of staff at this time; he said 

that he would like to hear from our constituents. Chair Hege said that he also wants 

to hear from constituents but has some questions of his own as well. He noted that 

Jeremy Thompson with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife is here. He 

asked Mr. Thompson to give a brief overview of ODFW’s role in particular 

regarding the changes; what potentially might change from where we are at today 

to where we might be at going forward.  

 

Mr. Thompson said that looking at the process, the map that was shared with the 

County is a map that was developed by the ODFW in conjunction with the 

guidelines laid out by the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife (WAFW). This is 

our internal wildlife winter range map. It is what ODFW has used for large scale 

developments within the county already. It has been used for projects such as 

Summit Ridge Wind, Bake Oven Wind, Brush Canyon – a lot of the wind facilities; 

this is the map that is referenced. In working with County development staff, we 

brought the map forward in order to reduce a lot of confusion we have had with 

some of the energy developers in the county. The intent of updating the map is 

solely to provide that clarity for those developers. Because of that, in developing 

the LUDO language, we’ve attempted to exempt anything we can think of that is 

associated with farm use; essentially, not putting any additional burden on that farm 

use. But just providing that clarity up front for energy developers when they come 

in looking for an energy project within the county, they recognize that ODFW will 

provide comment – looking for planning on their part due to winter range, which is 

a fairly common occurrence for these wind developers. They are used to this; it is 

something we have worked on. He said he thinks he has had 12 energy projects 

within his District; most of them are associated at least in part with winter range. It is 

not outside the norm for them. In total, when you look at the entire winter range 

package, he said he feels that have reduced some of the burden that will be put on 

the general populous throughout the county. There have been voluntary standards 

in the past, where many landowners, especially in the northern part of the county, 

County Planning would ask them to meet with ODFW. ODFW would give them a list 

of things they would like for the owner to do, but it wasn’t regulation. That has all 

come off – those voluntary standards have been dropped. Historically, there was a 

fencing standard in the county associated with winter range. He said he also 

recommended that be removed because it is counter-intuitive to some of the 

fencing that even ODFW supplies at times. When you look at the orcharding 
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community, ODFW supplies 8 foot high fence that was completely out of spec for 

what the county winter range standards was. In total, he said he thinks the 

recommendations is a net decrease in actual regulations. This is just on the winter 

range side for the map, recognizing that the map is a knee jerk – a large increase in 

the area recognized as winter range. But the goal in working with County Planning 

staff was to not put any burden of regulation associated with that outside of potential 

energy development.  

 

Chair Hege thanked Mr. Thompson for his insights. He said that there are a couple 

of things he wants to make sure to get on the table. Based on what Mr. Thompson 

just said about the voluntary siting standards going away and the other thing that is 

interesting and maybe Dr. Howsley-Glover can comment about the exempted uses 

because he thinks that is where it seems fairly important that the farm uses are 

exempt.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said when we make Goal 5 revisions to our inventory, which is 

essentially what this map change is; we have to go through what is called an 

economic/social/environmental and energy analysis. That is where we identify 

potential conflicts between proposed and allowed uses and the resource. We also 

identify consequences based on the economic/social, environmental and energy 

components. In doing that analysis, we are also tasked with getting public input 

which we did during the road shows as well as online for the public’s insight on 

their landscape and properties. We wanted to know what they saw as the potential 

consequences of restrictions would be; what they thought the conflicts were. We 

were able to use that in addition to feedback we got back from ODFW as well as the 

research into peer reviewed literature on wildlife mitigation strategies to really 

identify that for agricultural uses. Because the size and types of operations in 

agriculture in our county don’t typically have a direct impact on wildlife habitat, we 

were able to exempt those uses and create a whole category of exemptions where 

we didn’t have those before. That happened through conducting the analysis 

process. 

 

Chair Hege said that throughout the marked up version of the document, there are a 

lot of sections that are completely in red which indicates to him that it is a new 

section. Then those sections are completely struck out as if they were added and 

then completely removed. He asked if he is reading that correctly. 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover asked what section he is referencing specifically. Chair Hege 

replied that it is page 84 of the packet or BOC 1-49 of the planning document. Dr. 
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Howsley-Glover said that the section he is referencing that was struck out was the 

finding section, so it was removed from that format and placed it into the end notes 

format. So that material did not get completely removed, it just got changed in how 

it was formatted.  

 

Chair Hege asked if that was new information that was developed as part of this 

process. Dr. Howsley-Glover replied affirmatively.  

 

Chair Hege said he has a lot of other questions but will just ask one regarding the 

destination resort element. He asked how we identify the locations that those 

developments would be permitted. Also, is it possible to change or remove those? 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said to answer the second questions first, yes – it is possible to 

remove them. You would not be able to propose other areas in the county. They are 

highly prescriptive where those can be located. They can’t be located in sensitive 

wildlife areas which removes a big portion of the county. There are soil 

considerations that are made which, again, anybody who is well-versed in the soils 

in Wasco County knows it is patchy. So, we have these sections that are rated class 

6 or class 7 along with 4s and 5s. That really significantly narrowed the window of 

where we would be able to permit these. There should be more succinct details in 

the staff report. She said that she can certainly pull that up and cite it chapter and 

verse if requested.  

 

Chair Hege replied that it would be necessary and he appreciates the explanation. 

He observed that there were a lot of written comments that were concerned about 

the areas that were left based on water and fire. He said he just wants to make sure 

that it is something that could eventually be modified or removed if we so choose to 

do that. He said that he thinks the idea behind the destination resort is obviously to 

give opportunity for economic development and job creation. At the same time, if 

folks don’t want it, then it is certainly not something we are necessarily pushing. At 

the same time, we are charged with trying to help the county have economic 

opportunities. He said he is sure we will talk more about that.  

 

Chair Hege stated that he has more questions but is going to stop for now to let the 

other commissioners ask questions and allow time for public testimony. Neither 

Vice-Chair Schwartz nor Commissioner Kramer had any questions at this time. 

Chair Hege opened the floor to public comment. He explained that those providing 

public comment must provide their name and address for the record.  
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Don Gomes at Eagle Valley Ranch in Antelope, PO Box 70, said he just wanted to 

say a few things. One thing is the wind and solar is causing a lot of damage to the 

animals. The thing to start with is it’s unconstitutional and I know you guys know that 

because this is on private land not on public land. The ranchers already take better 

care of the species and the land than anybody else will. The more pressure that you 

put on the ranchers and every little thing they try to do, you will put them out of 

business and eventually you will have houses and you will like that a lot less. That is 

all I have to say. 

 

Chair Hege thanked Mr. Gomes for taking the time to testify – we appreciate your 

comments.  

 

Bob Mannus, 57014 Campbell Road in Wamic, said that the word oath in the phrase 

due solemnly swear referred to a solemn vow. So help me God is a phrase often 

used to give as an oath. The essence of the phrase is to emphasize that one means 

what one is saying or said. It, therefore, implies greater care than usual in the act of 

performing one’s duty. The use of the phrase implies a greater degree of 

seriousness and obligation. It is perhaps the most important principal of leadership 

and dependent on integrity and demands truthfulness and honesty. Reputation is 

the way you are viewed by people and by your community and the way people 

think of you. What will history say about your integrity and your reputation? Your 

character and your reputation is much easier kept than recovered. So let me read to 

you your oath of office: I, [Your Name], do solemnly swear to support and defend 

the Constitution of the United States of America and the Constitution of the State of 

Oregon and the laws thereof. That I will faithfully and honorably discharge the 

duties of Wasco County Commissioner to the best of my ability so help me God. 

And then you signed it. Live up to your oath of office, support and defend the 

Constitution of the United States of America and protect private property rights and 

leave a legacy your family can be proud of. Thank you. 

 

Chair Hege thanked Mr. Mannus for taking the time to be here.  

 

Liz Turner, 7000 8-Mile Road, The Dalles, said that the prior to the final hearing and 

vote, she would ask that Wasco County Planning Department and the Board of 

Commissioners get ahold of Wasco County Soil Book. It is extensive in its definition 

of soils and what those soils are capable of for a number of reasons. She said that 

she could not begin to tell them as it is too much information. She said that she 

believes that for our ordinance and for destination resorts and all of these issues it is 

really vital to understand that book. It teaches us about what is possible on soils in 
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Wasco County, because we don’t want to pave over with anything, soils that are 

capable of producing viable crops. That could be a lot of different kinds of crops 

from trees to fruit to small grains hay and so on. Wasco County as an abundance of 

soils that are not productive that we can plant houses on. She thinks that that 

document would give a lot of information that might make it easier to make 

decisions. She said that she wants to start by commenting a little bit about the fire 

ordinance; She said she spent a long time reading it and asked a couple of 

questions of Commissioner Kramer about it. She said she believes it is way too long 

and whenever you have documents that are pages and pages long with a lot of 

repetition, it becomes almost impossible for the public to decipher all that. She said 

she would ask that it be cut down in size by half – just get the main items in the 

report. If you want to have supporting documents for staff or something, but the 

rules and the main objectives need to be much more defined and much shorter so 

that people understand them. She said that her concern about fire is always that we 

maintain local control and that our Sheriff who works with the volunteer fire 

departments has full authority all the time to do what he knows needs done working 

with those volunteer people. She said that she understands that we have a person at 

the Planning office now with a lot of fire information and knowledge and she thinks 

that is really great – he can interface with people, but when you have a fire it isn’t 

the time to discuss what we are going to do for an hour. She said that is what she has 

seen cause most of the fires that get away is that we have so many rules in the forest 

zone and certain things that they cannot respond. They will come and they will 

stand there and they can’t even turn on their water because nobody has told them 

they can turn on the water. She said that she has seen incident after incident where 

too many rules has caused fires to enlarge because nobody knew what to do or they 

were too afraid to do it for fear of breaking some rule. She said that is her major 

concern about fires is that we keep it simple and if we want to do training using 

expertise off-season, that’s great. But, when a fire happens, the people who know 

what to do should not be hindered from making those steps and they should not be 

afraid that some rule might get them in trouble later She said that the fish and 

wildlife ordinance – Jeremy’s on here and maybe could speak about a couple of 

things she is going to say. She said that basically, her understanding of what’s 

happened in the big game management area is that animals have moved out of the 

zone closer to the forest which is now a band of CRP that has been let go for a long, 

long time. It’s dead and animals go where food is viable that they can live on. They 

need a certain protein level just like any other animal that’s domestic. Should we 

ever renovate these CRP acres that are in a band from north to south right next to 

the forest zones, those animals would probably all move back over there because 

there is a lot more shelter, a lot more privacy, and a lot more water. They moved out 
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of those areas because the food source was no longer adequate. She said she was 

on a committee that Mr. Thompson had at one point, looking to use the federal 

management center in southern Oregon that could have come up and done some 

studies – like if we renovated CRP so it would come up green every year; would 

they add practices in the NRCS, information and so on to allow that in order to 

facilitate wildlife. That process was not completed and we didn’t get the study done 

by the people who could have advocated for it to see those changes. She said she is 

still an advocate of seeing that because the truth is that those animals would love to 

be back up there if was a viable food source. She said that is one of the issues she 

considers to be the biggest in why they are saying those animals are now in other 

areas and that could be changed.  

 

Chair Hege asked that she wrapped up or he can come back to her. He wants to 

make sure others have time. 

 

Ms. Turner said that she does not have too much more. She said that they need to 

study the soil books about the destination resorts. The fish and wildlife overlay does 

have a very large effect on that. I think we have to say no to destination resorts 

because we don’t have infrastructure to support them in any area such as roads or 

medical. The fish and wildlife overlay and destination resorts are intertwined 

because of how they impact each other. You will have to consider that in how you 

vote. She said that the other thing she wants to say that will really help those of us in 

the ag zone and anyone that is very knowledgeable is that the maps from Planning 

need to have townships, range and section on them. She said she could have told 

them a lot more specifically why she didn’t think a certain area was viable for 

destination resort if she actually could look it up in soils book to tell them about 

those soils. Because there is not township, range and section, it is impossible to do 

that. Those should be included for the maps because you can’t enlarge them 

enough in the system we are using in COVID-19 to even see the roads or read the 

road names. That makes it supremely difficult to really comment specifically about 

them. She said that she has more but can save that for the next hearing. She said she 

is not in favor of either the destination resort or the fish and wildlife one. She said 

she thinks that someday we will have some destination resorts but she does not 

know if they will be in those areas. She said she thinks they will end up being where 

we get more services and when we will be able to expand some of our smaller 

towns and have more services there and then at some point we will find their areas 

appropriate for them. She said she understands that the one in way south county is 

already doing some things and she can’t comment on that; she hasn’t been there 

and can’t look it up on the map because she can’t identify exactly where it is and so 
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she can’t really speak specifically about it. She said she thinks that in general we 

don’t put things where we don’t have resources. We designed the ag ordinance 

specifically so that we could not plant houses where we couldn’t support them with 

services from the road department or the school bus. She said that she thinks that is 

still really vital in our county that we do not do that. She said she hopes the fire 

ordinance will stay even if it is a specific fire ordinance because people need to be 

able to come into Planning and say this is the property and tell me all the things that 

I must do about anything and so she thinks fire needs to stay in the ag ordinance as 

well as anywhere else so people have a one-time thing to come in and say 

everything you need to know is here so they aren’t looking at 10 different things to 

understand what they could or couldn’t do. 

 

Chair Hege thanked Ms. Turner for taking the time to be here. He reminded the 

audience to remain muted if not speaking and that they can use the chat box for 

questions or comments.  

 

Sheila Dooley, 3200 Vinsel Road, Mosier, said that she wants to voice her support 

for the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan amendments as recommended by the 

Planning Commission. As you know, these amendments represent many years of 

work – an unbelievable amount of work – on the part of the Planning staff and 

Planning Commission. The Comprehensive Plan also reflects the input of citizens at 

workshops held throughout the county and testimony received at Planning 

Commission meetings. She said she especially appreciates the addition of wildfire 

mitigation recommendations to Goal 4 forest lands. These also reflect updates made 

in Goal 7 Natural Hazards. Wild fire has been on everyone’s minds this summer as 

the frequency and severity of fires are increasing. We are lucky the Mosier Creek 

fire happened when it did and there was availability of many other fire fighters to 

help out. If it had happened later it probably would have been much worse; who 

knows how far it would have reached. She thanked the Board for this opportunity to 

comment.  

 

Chair Hege thanked Ms. Dooley saying that he knows where she lives and how 

challenging that fire must have been for her.  

 

Kathleen Cantrell, 81692 Dufur Valley Road, Dufur, said that she thinks the 

Commissioners have a tremendous load to carry during this update and review 

process. For reference or credibility, she said she wants to state that she is a 

relative newcomer to the process. She said she joined in around the first of the year 

in 2020 and has followed the process through several of the hearings. She said she 
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wants them to know that she has worked on her testimony for many hours and has 

reworked it and condensed it, timed herself multiple time and realized that she was 

not going to be within the 3-minute time allotment, exceeding it by a minute and 

forty seconds. She said she did not want the Board to cut her off. 

 

Chair Hege stated that he would not cut her off.  

 

Ms. Cantrell said that she condensed her testimony. She said that she does have 

testimony with supporting facts that is a little lengthier with photo exhibits and some 

other facts that she wants to make sure that the County Commissioners are aware of. 

She said she will be sending that to their addresses at the County Courthouse and 

would ask that it be included in the record for this hearing.  

 

Ms. Cantrell went on to say where else but the government can the employee tell 

their employer “We think you people are incompetent and destructive. We don’t 

want you walking around your property disturbing sensitive bird nesting sites. So if 

you want to review the true ‘confidential’ maps, that were used to create this 

overlay on your property you need to come into the office.” Transparency is a buzz 

word used but seems to only apply to the benefit of the stakeholders whoever they 

may be. Tucked inside these 565 pages of land use updates are nuances that stand 

to further erode our local authority. The decision-making process that you, the 

people we elect to help us make our decisions will be further eroded. To 

understand the language and amendments of these updates, one must be steeped 

in land use planning, be a land use lawyer or a genius and I am none of those. Why 

has planning become so complex and so confusing? Has it become a tool to confuse 

landowners while continuing to erode property rights? She said she would much 

rather stand before you and testify in-person. I would hope that in some point in 

time, the elected officials would look at those public comment laws for public 

meetings and really delve into the intent of those. If you need to go to our state 

legislature, I really encourage that you would do that because she really thinks that 

matters that are this important – pertaining to our land use and personal property 

rights – were not intended to be covered in electronic meetings. Many people do 

not have access. She said she is terrible at technology so she can be used for an 

example. There is a question to be answered. As you know there have been rumors 

flying around. She has a question that begs to be answered: If you conduct the 

people’s business as though their input really mattered, yet you come with a pre-

determined decision and prepared to bow down to the dictates of the State, what 

purpose do you truly serve other than to create a façade and continue to lead as 

though we are a free people? Thank you very much.  
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Chair Hege thanked Ms. Cantrell.  

 

Nicole Chaisson, 7250 Mill Creek Road, The Dalles, said she owns a hay farm on 

Mill Creek Road. In all transparency, she is already impacted by the current 

sensitive animal overlay. She said that she knew this going in when she was buying 

her property. She said she is speaking on behalf of all of her neighbors that are 

going to be affected by this. She said that she is asking that they vote “no” on this 

Ordinance 20-004 and 20-001. She said that when she says “no,” she means don’t 

add any new amendments. We have already satisfied the law which states that we 

do have to do a review but that does not mean we need to make any changes. 

Going back to Zoom, with it not working at her house, it has been a big problem 

joining the last 4 meetings. She thinks that if they are making decisions on citizens’ 

property rights, they should be able to meet as a community. We can meet socially 

distancing at the Civic Center or the courthouse. This has been an unprecedented 

pandemic and she feels that these decisions should be shelved until we can meet in 

person. She said she will be sending in her testimony – this has been an abridged 

version. She said that her husband would be here but is fixing a broken irrigation 

pipe but will probably be on the next meeting. She said that driving down Mill 

Creek today, she reflected on how much the sensitive overlay is going to affect her 

neighbors. The Planning Department and ODFW are asking that maps be extended 

from Reservoir Road to Orchard Road. If any of you know Mill Creek, and she knows 

Kathy Schwartz knows Mill Creek. Orchard Road is 1 mile from The Dalles city 

limits. These property owners are no going to face going to the Planning 

Department to discuss putting up a fence around their garden. A lot of them are not 

in farm use; on my road there are many houses not in farm use. She said that she 

even had a neighbor that bought an old stone house and they were denied putting 

up a fence at their house because they were not considered farm use. The County 

Commissioners take an oath to listen to the people. In your own words, Chair Hege, 

you will be acting on behalf of Wasco County. We ask you to listen to us, not the 

lobbyist and the super PACs in Salem. We elect you to make decisions in our best 

interest not the interests of environmental groups in our state. If you vote “yes” on 

this, landowners will remember when we drop our ballots in the ballot box. She 

said that she would also like to note that when this passes, and as the postcard says 

“may affect the value of our land,” then this may open up a door where we, the 

people, may sue the County for the value loss of our property. In Lane County, a 

good example of how this is going to affect Wasco County as well, there is a case of 

an elderly couple that lost their house to the Holiday Fire. Talking about fires all 

over the place and what’s going on, this could easily happen in Wasco County. 

They are now faced with not being able to rebuild due to a flood map overlay. Is 
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that the future for our county? Maybe your decision now seem right but then down 

in the future, when our houses burn down are we not going to be able to rebuild 

due to these sensitive overlay maps? She said she will be sending also to public 

record results of a survey that was sent out to all the landowners in Wasco County. 

She wants to put that out there now. It is probably something a little bit different 

doing a survey but nowadays with technology and computers and stuff, we are able 

to track who answered the survey and know that they are Wasco County 

landowners by IP address, name and so you will be receiving that as well. She says 

that she hopes the Board will make a good decision and will think about our best 

interest and you will also think about the interest for the property for our future 

generations. Thank you so much.  

 

Linda Passhon (sp), said that due to all the fires and smoke, she has pretty much lost 

her voice and so will have Sherlene Bowen read her testimony. Sherlene Bowen 

stated that she is at 3200 W. 10th Street, The Dalles, and is reading on behalf 0f Linda 

Passhon, 4300 Brown’s Creek Road, The Dalles. I will be sending my testimony to 

you Commissioners at your mailing address at the Wasco County Courthouse, I am 

requesting this testimony be made a part of the record for the hearing of Wasco 

County 20-40 and the 2 ordinances, Ordinance #20-001 and Ordinance #20-004. We 

are much opposed to the Wasco County 2040 update and the 20-001 and 20-004 

Ordinances. As was stated in the Wasco County Planning Department notices, 

adoption of this ordinance may affect the permissible uses of your property and 

may change the value of your property. It is also troubling to think that by adopting 

these updates, the Wasco County planners will decide whether or not notice is 

redundant and whether or not it will be sent out. According to the public notice 

laws, there is no mention of authority given to any planner to decide when to notify 

or not. It is the law to notify. Of course, if you pass this update, you will only be 

giving more authority to a body that has no right to use their sole discretion in the 

decision-making process, thereby leaving you, our elected officials out of the 

equation. This is a perfect example of unelected departments taking away from the 

people and the County Commissioners authority. If it has ever crossed your mind 

why you may feel your hands are tied or that you have no other option but to pass 

today’s proposed updates and feel that you are bound to a law that you must pass, 

Please look no further than the above mentioned example. The update is filled with 

similar usurpation of authority that, unless you pour over the 565 page document for 

hours and did not rely on Planning to explain the small details to you, you would 

clearly understand how our in our county public notices where published in a 

timely manner. Many people in my age bracket are not technically savvy or 

equipped to attend these important hearings via Zoom. It is not only a privilege but 
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a right, for us to assume that by way of your oath you will protect and see to it that 

we meet with you in person when an issue of such importance that may affect the 

uses and value of our properties. If the law says one thing, perhaps you would 

communicate with our state elected officials on our behalf to get clarification of the 

intent and encourage common logic to be applied to the law pertaining to 

conducting public meetings electronically. I am a lifelong resident of Wasco 

County. My husband and I have owned property for almost 50 years – 47, to be 

exact. We’ve held long-term jobs, served in various volunteer capacities, 

contributed in many ways to our community and county, including the payment of 

taxes. We have given the youth the experience of horseback riding, packing and 

camping the back roads and hills of Wasco County. They have learned respect and 

care for their horse while on the trail and formed bonds of camaraderie with horse 

and youth, all while enjoying the outdoors. Some years back, ODFW closed the area 

we road on near Ketchum Road. It was for the protection of the elk calving season. 

Before we knew it, a law was passed to permanently close and lock these roads with 

a metal gate. The places we used to ride are no longer accessible to the kids or 

anyone, even though on public land. Those old logging roads provide valuable fire 

breaks. Now they are deteriorating with overgrowth and it seems only a matter of 

time before Mother Nature sets about her business of cleaning the land according 

to her ways. Any time you are presented an opportunity to take away rights, uses or 

value of private property, please remember it is not your duty to do so. You each 

have been placed in a position to protect your constitutions’ rights not take them 

away by allowing any government agency the chance to put their ever-changing 

overlays on the farmers, ranchers and rural landowners in Wasco County. Please do 

more action than by acknowledgement to the State. Wasco County has fulfilled its 

requirement to review the present plan. Thank you for your time. 

 

Chair Hege thanked her for her comments and said he has a question for staff. We 

are after 11 o’clock; he is not sure how many more people will want to testify but we 

are obviously going to be running behind because this is just the first of 2 

ordinances. He asked if we want to continue this hearing to a later date or do we 

want to just charge through this.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover responded that it really is up to the Commission. The only 

timeline she is operating under to wrap up the periodic review is the end of 

November. That means she will need time to turn around meeting minutes from any 

additional hearings. Typically, in her experience, doing that, given all the things 

that Kathy Clark has a full plate with, she will need at least several weeks to get 

meeting minutes in order to make that part of the record that’s due to the 
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Department of Land Conservation and Development. To be clear, to pass any 

legislative ordinance, we need to have the 1st hearing where you decide whether or 

not to approve and recommend adoption and then you have a second reading 

which takes place at a date and time certain following So, it can’ happen 

simultaneously in the same meeting. So, if the Board were to continue, and I believe 

that you have indicated that you are leaving the record open, you are talking about 

3 additional hearings for a total of 4 hearings.  

 

Mr. Stone said that if the Chair would like, he can start working on moving the other 

agenda items to either another date or a later time this afternoon while the Board 

continues the hearing.  

 

Chair Hege agreed to Mr. Stone’s proposal. Mr. Stone said that he sees Paul Cirner 

on the call which is our 1:50 a.m. appointment and also MCEDD and CGCC. So, for 

those of you that are on the call and have agenda items, please call or email to work 

out an alternative time. 

 

Chair Hege asked that they standby as if no one else wants to testify, we may be 

able to move on now.  

 

County Clerk Lisa Gambee said that her agenda item is time-sensitive and must be 

heard today.  

 

Ms. Clark said that if the Board is willing to postpone the afternoon work session to 

another day, we can move other agenda items to the afternoon and let this take as 

much time as it needs. Commissioner Kramer said he thinks that is a great idea.  

 

Chair Hege said we will continue with the testimony and wait for Mr. Stone to report 

progress is rescheduling agenda items.  

 

Will Van Vactor, 960 SW Disc Drive, Suite 101 Bend, said that he is speaking on 

behalf of his family this morning. He said that his question is limited to procedure. 

He said he just wants to make sure that the record is going to remain open through 

the next hearing. He said his is a little behind the gun in terms of getting up to 

speed on this and prefers to reserve his comments until the next hearing if that’s 

possible.  

 

Chair Hege said he believes that is the case and asked Dr. Howsley-Glover to 

confirm. Dr. Howsley-Glover replied that typically at a first hearing the Board would 
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make a call and at the second hearing you would typically read. Generally the 

record wouldn’t be kept open between now and the second hearing. If you would 

like to keep the record open and have a second hearing, we would need to add a 

third hearing. That is up to the Commission. 

 

Chair Hege said he does not have a problem keeping the record open and asked 

for the other Commissioners’ thoughts. Commissioner Kramer said he agrees with 

that. He said he wants to make sure the Board hears from everyone and give them 

all ample time. He said he realizes that we have been in the process for some time, 

but for those who have been challenged by technical difficulties and whatever else 

they may have been held by, this still gives them an opportunity. He said he 

believes we can work with our partners in Salem to get extensions for this. He said 

he wants to make sure that everybody is heard.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that she just wants to be clear that we are on our last 

extension. We did receive and extension in March given COVID and we’ve pushed 

it to the very last. We need to be completed with periodic review in 2020. 

Unfortunately, she does not think the State would be amenable to an additional 

extension. Commissioner Kramer said we can ask – they can say no.  

 

Vice-Chair Schwartz said that if it is going to require additional meetings, she is 

totally okay with that.  

 

Chair Hege said that he thinks the answer is that we are going to leave the record 

open at least until the next meeting.  

 

Lanny Mateer, Eagle Valley Ranch, Antelope, said that he thinks it is a good idea 

coming up with maybe having some more meetings. If it is the last extension, cancel 

it and start again because there’s an awful lot of people that don’t know what’s 

going on. The more people he talks to, the more he finds out that they’re not even of 

what’s going on. He said he knows they’ve received the notices, he knows they’ve 

received the idea that they could lose value and lose rights on their property but 

they kind of just keep going on and they think it’s never going to happen. He stated 

that it is happening. He said he didn’t realize how much it was happening. He said 

he has to thank them for the 565 pages in the agenda because it has really opened 

his eyes. He said that the only thing of it is, is that it is a little frustrating because he 

can’t reprint it and mark it up a little it; it’s on a PDF file and he doesn’t know how to 

do all that. He said that if he comes down to The Dalles, it would cost him $141.25  to 

get a copy of it. He said that in that file he learned of many regulations that have 
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gone on for the past 47 years. He said that he finds out that we’re already pretty 

badly tied up. It looks like that even if we have mineral rights, it’s going to be 

illegal if we mine unless we maybe go down there and get somebody else to tell us 

whether we can or not. It might be a ministerial decision. He said he didn’t know 

what ministerial decision was and then he found out that ministerial has to do with 

the administrator decides. He said he guesses that’s kind of like minister and that’s 

getting kind of close to God. He said he supposes that’s God’s decision now. He 

went on to say that the 300 foot road access where you have to be within 300 feet of 

the road to build, that’s kind of an imposition for somebody that owns private 

property and might want to build someplace else. He said it seems to him like not 

only is it an imposition, it’s really messing with our property rights and our values 

because at some point somebody’s not going to be able to build, therefore the 

value of their property goes down. Therefore, if they’re in a position where they 

can’t do anything else in the way of making a living because agriculture has 

completely gone to pieces for them, which there’s been a tendency that way for 

many, many years – 100 years or more, we’re going to be in a position where we 

can’t do anything with our private property. Finally, we’ll have to sell out cheap and 

when we sell out cheap there’s going to be somebody right there that has the 

power to change the laws, change the planning rules and do whatever they want to. 

They are called developers. By the way, he said, if there is anybody, any of the 

County Commissioners that are developers, or have a partnership in a 

development firm, or have anything to do with developing anything or plan on it, it 

seems to me that it would be appropriate for you to recuse yourself from this 

situation because you’re dealing with people who are about to lose value in their 

property and it would be an opportunity for opportunists such as developers to take 

us over. As far as the destination resorts are concerned, he said we already have 

destination resorts. They are getting more so all the time. We can thank the Fish and 

Wildlife Department for that. They’ve planted animals into the county, they’ve 

allowed animals in the county – animals that none of us in these rural areas need 

and in many cases don’t want. We’d be penalized if we take them for our own use, 

but meanwhile we have lots of fair weather friends and lots of trespassers and lots of 

State Policemen out there hassling us that wouldn’t be if we didn’t have those 

animals. Now you are talking about bringing some wildlife department to the 

Planning Commission, basically, so they can have the last say and decide what we 

do with our properties if we happen to end up in this big game winter range 

sensitive habitat situation. That includes the sensitive bird areas. All these different 

maps that the Board is considering adopting would just tie us up – Fish and Wildlife 

Department would tell us that even if we do have an opportunity to build according 

to your rules, they would tell us where we can and where we can’t build and 
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probably stop it all together, probably in the long run – chances are. The planners 

have been using this term mitigation quite a little bit. Mitigation – that just means 

soften the blow in the meantime, then eventually they will come down on us harder 

and they’ll draw harder lines. Besides that, if you adopt a map, a map’s a picture. 

Originally when they used to adopt maps for legal purposes, and our state 

constitution is an excellent example, they described the meets and bounds and the 

limitations of where that map was going to be in words. It works the same way when 

you buy property. You buy it based on a legal description, not on a picture of a 

map. If you adopt a map and don’t have the legal description with it, there’s all 

kinds of things that can happen in the future where the lines on those maps can be 

drawn and nobody will even know it until it’s too late. It would be kind of like the 

last 47 years when things like the taking away our mineral rights away from us. But 

as far as the destination resorts are concerned, if somebody else can have a 

destination resort in this county, he wants one. He said he might need one. It might 

come to the point where we have to have one if we are going to survive. He said he 

really doesn’t want a destination resort in our area; don’t really want his neighbors 

to have them. But, they have the right to have them. And we don’t actually have the 

right to be telling our neighbors what they can and can’t do with their private 

property as long as it doesn’t injure or damage us. If we try to do that and use 

government to control our neighbors, it’ll come back and bite our children hard. 

The time will come that this won’t look like a country that was founded by free 

people for free people. It will look like a country that’s run by a dictator – a minster, 

if you will. Of course, the minister in this case would be the administrator of the 

Planning Department or the Fish and Wildlife Department. He said one other issue 

he would like to bring up – there’s a lot of them; this will all come out in written 

testimony – Dr. Kelly Howsley-Glover was talking about a site by site basis when it 

comes to the bird maps. And that we are going to be to be able to see the maps, see 

what’s on our property but we can’t have a copy of the map and it only pertains 

specifically to our property. Well, there’s a lot of these rules and regulations and 

laws that only pertain to specific property even though we’re all within the same 

class, we’re all neighbors, we’re all peers – one person becomes the winner and 

another becomes the loser based on decisions with rules and regulations. The more 

rules and regulations you have, the more so that is. Anytime you have spatial 

situations like that and you make decisions over winners and losers, what you’re 

doing is creating spatial laws. Spatial laws are not only illegal but they’re also 

unconstitutional. It’s in the Oregon Constitution. Be careful because he doesn’t want 

to sue the County – he is suing his own money if he sues the county. He said he 

finances the County; we pay you people to look after our private property, we pay 

you people to look after this county right and to operate in a frugal manner. We 
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don’t pay you to spread your wings and try to take in the whole country and manage 

everybody. Besides that, the people you have down there managing us or who 

think they’re going to manage us – Fish and Wildlife Department, the Planning 

Department – those people haven’t lived in our shoes. He said he bets there’s not 

one of them that’s as old as he is and probably 75% of the people who run these 

ranches in these counties. Not only have they not had the experience, they 

probably have never been on a ranch, a lot of them. If they have, they have no idea 

of what we have to go through, what our life’s like and the trials and tribulations not 

only that we’ve gone through but our fore bearers have gone through so we can 

have these properties. He said, in short, he wants the Board to look after us, to look 

after the taxpayers and vote no on both issues – 20-001 and 20-004. Thank you.  

 

Chair Hege thanked Mr. Mateer for taking the time to be here today.  

 

William Covington, 1005 SE 201st Court, Camas, Washington, said he is a landowner 

in Wasco County and has just recently become aware of all of these changes. He 

said he has tried to find out how they would affect his particular property. However, 

trying to read through the 385 pages to find out something has just not worked out 

very well. He asked if there is something that the Commission will publish or put on 

their site that says if you live here or are within this property tax code number, this 

is how you will be affected by this overlay and these other changes. He said he is 

not in favor of the changes in any way, shape or form. He said he also agrees with 

one of the ladies that testified that said we should not be doing this at this present 

time. This needs to be a public hearing where you can see and talk to the people 

that are the landowners that have a problem with this without trying to do it on a 

Zoom or a phone call. He said that is it for him – thank you.  

 

Chair Hege thanked Mr. Covington for taking some time to talk to us. He said he 

totally agrees that there is a lot of material and it is difficult to take in – that is why 

we are trying to spend as much time as possible. He said that one thing he might 

consider is that he can call our staff – you can tell them where your specific property 

is and they will do all they can to help you understand potentially what impacts 

there might be and everything else. You might think about that.  

 

Chair Hege asked if anyone else wished to testify. There were none. Chair Hege 

closed the floor for testimony. He asked about keeping the record open and what 

that means. He said he also has some questions that came up as a result of 

testimony.  
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Planning Director Angie Brewer said that we can keep the record open and the 

Board can choose to allow for an additional chunk of time to receive that comment. 

That will result in us needing to schedule and additional hearing. Typically the 

second hearing is just limited to reading the previously deliberated and agreed 

upon ordinance for the record – reading it into effect, essentially. The Board can do 

that; our timelines are constrained so it would need to be in the relatively near 

future and we would need to be able to turn around minutes and prepare the packet 

for the State in a rather expedited way. Just be cognizant of the workload 

implications for Dr. Howsley-Glover and potentially Ms. Clark. She said as long as 

the Board has the time, they can ask more questions – depending on the question, 

staff may need time to answer. 

 

Mr. Stone said that he has basically moved everybody back starting at 1 p.m. and 

then going from there to start the executive session at 2 or 2:10 p.m. The only 

conflict that he really has is the MCEDD appointments and quarterly report. Chair 

Hege said he thinks we will have some time here and will be done with this 

discussion fairly shortly and will be able to deal with other business.  

 

Chair Hege said the one thing he heard was related to sensitive habitat changes, 

specifically in the Mill Creek area. He said he is not sure what that is – he thinks Ms. 

Chaisson mentioned that. He said he knows we talked about new maps, but it 

sounded like a line was being moved in the Mill Creek area. He asked if someone 

could talk about what that was and help him understand what that is.  

 

Mr. Thompson said he would try to answer that – it is hard with the way the maps 

are to remember exactly where that line is in relation to specific properties. He said 

that what he heard in that testimony was concerns about fence. He said that is one of 

the regulations they have removed is the fencing regulation. So, there is no longer 

any fencing criteria involved within the winter range ordinance rules. What it would 

mean is if additional properties in the area are added outside the ag 160 zone, then 

it becomes the development standards that are in place for winter range which is 

trying to cluster development to maximize open space in lot sizes less than that 160. 

So, if there’s additional areas in Mill Creek, what you would see is we would try to 

focus new housing developments in areas that are already disturbed. It gets 

complicated in areas like Mill Creek because you have irrigated agriculture and 

those rules supersede all of the Goal 5 rules. So, it comes into kind of the piecemeal 

of where can a house go on a lot and that’s where currently ODFW meets on site 

with the landowner and comes up with where they want to build a house and how to 

best do that to maximize residual habitat potential on that property. We work with 
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those landowners to try to help them develop their siting plan. Hopefully, bringing 

that within 300 feet of a disturbance band. Again, trying to focus new disturbance 

where there is already disturbance to not displace those wildlife out into other 

areas. That really gets site-specific when we get into those.  

 

Chair Hege said there was a comment in the chat about the fence. He asked staff to 

take a look at that and respond.  

 

Mr. Thompson said he would have to go back and look but really thinks the fencing 

standard was removed across the board. Dr. Howsley-Glover agreed saying that 

they removed the voluntary fencing standards completely.  

 

Chair Hege asked about the meets and bounds issue. He said that he has seen that 

in the Gorge Commission where they used a felt marker to draw the lines. He asked 

if with these maps someone can distinctly and clearly determine where a line falls.  

 

Mr. Thompson said that it is a digitally available map. He said that he knows not 

everybody has the technology to get to that, but through their Compass tool which 

is an online mapping service – if people do have the internet they can go in and 

look at the map exactly. He said that he believes it is also available on the county’s 

planning website once it’s developed. He said that it somebody doesn’t have that 

ability, he can easily print a map to whatever scale so people can see it. It is a 

digital line. Some of the older maps, when we started updating we realized that 

some of the original maps were done in crayon – the mapping technology is much 

different now. He said he thinks we can provide a better product for people so they 

can see that.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover added that the data to create the maps was provided by ODFW 

to Geographic Information Systems staff at Wasco County. It is a digitized file where 

we can get very specific – down to meets and bounds, down to GPS coordinates – 

there is no ambiguity in the lines.  

 

Chair Hege observed that there had been several comments about the volume of 

material. He said that he has incredible empathy for everyone – how are citizens 

supposed to be able to take in the voluminous amount of material, process it and 

deal with it? He wants people to know that he hears the complaint and we are all on 

the same page. It is not very easy to put these regulations into a two page 

document; however, it seems as though he read somewhere that we do have a much 

simpler, shorter document that covers it in much less detail. He asked if staff could 
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talk about what people might access.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover responded that one on of the reasons for a separate Wasco 

2040 project website (wasco2040.com) was to be sure to disseminate information in 

readable, accessible snippets. They have also leveraged that tool to be able to 

provide surveys, polls and offer additional opportunities for public comment, There 

is an epic queue on that site that speaks specifically to these updates; it has links for 

more information for people who want to do a deeper dive. She said that we also 

had two public hearings as part of the Planning Commission. At the first public 

hearing, community members requested that Planning staff produce a summary in 

addition to the epic queues available on wasco2040.com. She and Ms. Brewer 

worked to really condense that almost 600 pages into 2 pages with the caveat that a 

lot of the detailed information, they are required to send to the State. She said they 

did not want to over-simplify that in a way that obfuscates the realities. What they 

did try to do was remove all the jargon to make it clear and plain-spoken. That is 

available for download on wasco2040.com. They did send it via email to 

participants of the Planning Commission hearings and those folks who were 

registered as part of their notification list. If people want to contact the Planning 

Department, she would be happy to send them and email with that information.  

 

Chair Hege suggested that we make a certified effort, even on the County website – 

maybe the main webpage, to push that out there in some way to make it as easy and 

available as possible. Dr. Howsley-Glover said she would be happy to work with 

Ms. Gambee to develop something for home page of the website.  

 

Chair Hege said there was a comment about the fire rules and regulations being 

many, many, many pages and how can we reduce that to half that size. Obviously, 

when we are looking at all this, we are trying to do the best job we can. Is there any 

opportunity to reduce some of this? He said he has to agree that when you just get 

buried in paper, it is very difficult to try to find your way out of it. He said he 

remembers that even the survey we had for the fire ordinance, even though it was 

good, it was 20-30 pages long and can be a little over-whelming. He asked for 

thoughts on that. 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover replied that she is not sure specifically what was being 

referenced with that comment about fire material. He asked if she heard the 

comments. She replied that she did.  

 

Ms. Brewer said that she wants to make sure that everyone is aware that they work 
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with our local fire chiefs and our emergency service providers on developing those 

regulations. We will have an opportunity to update them through the Community 

Wildfire Prevention Planning process on the horizon. But, the reason for the length 

is because, in part, because we have empowered our local first responders and the 

emergency services staff to participate and tell us what they need and what the 

residents can to do help decrease their risk of a disaster on their private property.  

 

Chair Hege said he doesn’t want to stop the other Commissioners from saying 

anything, but has a couple more things. He said one comment that he saw talks 

about accessory structures – this is more a LUDO question – but he just wants to 

make sure. He said he believes,  many people believe, we have a problem with our 

current LUDO related to accessory structures on our rural residential land. He said 

he wants to make sure that whatever we are doing in the Comprehensive Plan is 

going to allow an opportunity for us to, hopefully, make some changes to that so that 

we don’t have people building 7 accessory structures because our rules don’t allow 

them to build something a size that works for them.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover replied that it is in the scope for the LUDO update – accessory 

structures – analyzing and evaluating that in a public process is on the Land Use and 

Development Ordinance update; specifically scoped for 2022.  

 

Chair Hege said he has a specific question on page BOC-1-134 which is page 169 of 

the packet. He said his question is pretty simple – he said he believes this is the 

case; is this new material or is this the current plan that is not marked up or is this 

just comments about it? It relates to core habitat area.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover stated that she believes what he is referencing is the EP 

analysis for western pond turtles. This analysis was conducted by staff in 2005; so, I 

is old material that was not included in the Comprehensive Plan even though we are 

required to by State law. So what we have essentially done is added it in. So, it is not 

new material, it was adopted through the legislative process in 2005 – it just was not 

included in the Comprehensive Plan. So, we are just sticking it in with the additional 

analysis in the appendix for Goal 5.  

 

Chair Hege asked if those rules and regulations are already being applied today. 

Dr. Howsley-Glover replied affirmatively.  

 

Chair Hege said he has a quick question on the White River related to the Wild and 

Scenic. One of the questions is, it mentions in here at the beginning of Appendix 5, 
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page BOC 1-136 or page 171 of the packet – his question is the White River was 

designated as a federal Wild and Scenic River on October 28, 1988 – is that parts of 

the river or the entire river. Dr. Howsley-Glover replied that it is the entire river. 

She said, just to be clear, the Wild and Scenic issue, we already went through the 

process to adopt this EC analysis this last year. So, this is not new material; this is 

pre-existing. The federal process is different than the Oregon Scenic Waterways 

program in that they designate or identify certain stretches of the federal rivers 

under different categories - some are scenic, some are recreation. What that 

designation means is they are basically identifying existing status quo of uses and 

activities that occur on the length of the river. It doesn’t have any relationship to the 

way we are required to manage it according to Goal 5. There seems to be and has 

been confusion in the past with this portion of the river is supposed to be 

recreational, why are you regulating in this way? That is why we went through the 

process last year of adopting this EC analysis – it was to make it very clear to the 

public what Goal 5 requires us to do in terms of protection of those resources.  

 

Ms. Turner said that she wrote that comment. She said that she did talk to Greg 

Walden’s office extensively. This has been a few years ago when Senator Ferioli 

was in office and he helped her with this. Originally the section from above the town 

or Tygh Valley to the old dam [portion of testimony missing due to technical issues] 

made that change which was not legal. She said she verified that through Senator 

Ferioli’s office, with Greg Walden’s office. She said she believes, according to him, 

that if we contact them and ask for a review of that specific decision to add that 

section, it can be removed.  

 

Chair Hege asked if Ms. Turner can send him something on that via email. Ms. 

Turner said that she can.  

 

Chair Hege said he has another question and apologizes now that she says this is 

old hat. He said he has a question on BOC-1-149. This is a table that relates to 

industrial uses in this zone around Tygh Valley related to the White River. There is a 

section in there under water bottling, well many of these uses and identifies 

whether it’s a subject to review for conditional use or not permitted. He said his 

question is under water bottling, under the TV-M2 zone, it says not permitted; his 

question is why? That’s a fairly straight-forward industrial activity – why would that 

not be permitted in an M2 zone? 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover replied that she thinks historically – she said it is sort of a long 

and winding answer. Water bottling facilities were added to EFU (Exclusive Farm 
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Use) Zones in the State of Oregon – she can’t remember what year, but she thinks it 

was at least a decade after we adopted the Tygh Valley zones. So, we did use some 

of our rural/industrial uses and activities to inform uses permitted in Tygh Valley 

like the rural service area zones; but water bottling, apparently, during the creation 

of Tygh Valley industrial was just not something was on their radar at the Planning 

Department. Apparently, it was not on the radar of anybody until more recently 

when it was adopted for permitted use in the EFU. She said the simple answer is that 

it just wasn’t thought of at the time they actually drafted the provisions for that 

chapter within the LUDO. She said she has not done extensive research on that but 

would be happy to do more research on that. She said she was not prepared to 

speak to the issue today.  

 

Chair Hege said on page 1-154 some if it is not clear to him. He said he knows this is 

obviously part of the record, but is this some of the decisions we are making or is 

this just stuff that you are showing us as kind of reference material. The second 

paragraph on page 1-154 is says, staff is recommending all permitted industrial 

uses be allowed as conditional uses. Is that something that . . . is this an old 

document where that decision was made before or is this something we are talking 

about now? 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover responded that it was a decision that was made last year. It was 

to address a policy interpretation that was made about our Land Use and 

Development Ordinance specific to EPD 7 which is our natural sites and wild and 

scenic and Oregon scenic waterways where the interpretation has led to the 

implementation that any conditional use permits in an underlying zone would 

thereby be prohibited by that overlay zone. So, what staff recommended last year, 

which was  adopted and approved by DLCD, was the recommendation that we just 

treat everything like a conditional use permit in this zone and that we don’t start off 

with a prohibition.  

 

An unidentified citizen asked that if this was done last year and laws have been 

changed, why did that not make it to the County Commissioner? Chair Hege said 

that answer to that is that it probably did and he didn’t realize it. Dr. Howsley-

Glover confirmed, saying that this was presented to the Board of County 

Commissioners and they did approve it last year. It went through the normal 

notification process and the normal legislative hearing process. She said they 

actually highlighted this change in particular in the massive mailer they did to the 

members of public in March. She said she actually the more recent one they did in 

August. There were two notifications for this year’s update – one in February/March 
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and one in August given our new update schedule; this was actually one of the 

things that they highlighted.  

 

Chair Hege said they obviously have had a lot of comments on this kind of stuff but 

there was a comment, actually it was from Nicole: “I would be at the meetings but I 

am really worried about that you will restrict my F1 and F2 land use even further. 

Also, there is a chance our taxes will rise and other agencies will be allowed to have 

access to my property.” He asked how we respond to that; his sense is that we are 

not providing additional restrictions – are we? 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover stated that if you are already in the EPD 8, arguably it actually 

lessens restrictions, unless you are in the F1 and F2 where really the status is pretty 

much the same with the exception of the removal of those voluntary standards. She 

said, as you heard Jeremy Thompson say, this should, theoretically, be less back 

and forth between ODFW and staff on permits. We are not proposing changes to the 

underlying zone; we are not proposing prohibitions on any uses or activities. Again, 

the goal is, when development is proposed, to offer mitigation strategies to insure 

that development can occur in a way that protects the resources.  

 

Chair Hege said he would cease his questioning and asked if the other 

Commissioners had any questions before we conclude. 

 

Vice-Chair Schwartz said she has a question or clarification. Ms. Chaisson did 

reference that Vice-Chair Schwartz lives on Mill Creek and it is probably affected 

by the mapping. She said she wants to clarify her understanding. She said that if she 

were to want to do some development today, prior to if this new plan passes, when I 

go to Planning there is going to be one map that we’ll be looking at but eventually it 

will go to ODFW for review and they will use a different map. But what we are really 

doing is just aligning the maps. So there really isn’t a change there, correct? It will 

go to ODFW now to look at where I live and what I want to do and to offer what we 

call mitigation strategies and that’s not really a change, correct? 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said if you were not currently in EPD 8 but are being proposed 

to be added in and you are proposing a conditional use permit – basically if you are 

proposing a conditional use permit anywhere in Wasco County, regardless of this 

overlay zone, there is a trigger and that conditional use permit language where we 

are asked to request review by ODFW. We have to be able to demonstrate by facts 

and evidence, including consultation with ODFW staff that the development 

proposed will have adverse impacts on sensitive wildlife. Sensitive wildlife is 
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defined by rules that pertain to ODFW; they have identified that as deer and elk and 

obviously the bird species. If you aren’t in EPD 8 but are being proposed to be 

added, the biggest change you are going to see is with the Type 1 uses and subject 

to standards uses. For Type 1 uses, they are proposing exemptions for in A1-160 

which is our agricultural zone. But if you are in F2, and you haven’t been in this EPD 

but are moving into this EPD, you would see an additional staff criteria and a 

consultation with ODFW, same for Type 2. So, it really depends on a lot of factors 

including your underlying zoning; but, essentially the most important thing is that it 

is not a prohibition on any activities. Really, it’s just the necessity to have a 

consultation with ODFW and then possible mitigation measures. Mr. Thompson 

spoke about the most common one that ODFW uses which is that 300 feet 

requirement of siting a dwelling within the roadway or access way. 

 

Vice-Chair Schwartz thanked her, saying that she does realize that it is a very 

difficult question to answer when you don’t have a specific request that you are 

looking for. She said she appreciates the explanation.  

 

An unidentified citizen said that when they had the public meetings and ODFW 

explained they took away a voluntary boundary – basically, they erased a voluntary 

boundary, took it away – and made it mandatory to be included in an overlay zone 

so that their map would mesh with the County Planning map. In reality, isn’t it an 

expansion? Because something that is mandatory where prior to that it was not, says 

in her mind that it is an expansion of boundary – an erasing and an expansion.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said she is not clear on the question, Chair Hege said that 

basically before there was this voluntary program that we talked about and that is 

proposed to be removed. What is replacing that is the map – this new map, which is 

expanded. The question was, isn’t that expansion? He asked Mr. Thompson, what 

people should expect.  

 

Mr. Thompson replied that the area of voluntary standards – a lot of that area came 

off the map that was in transitional lands to the north of the county. So a lot of that 

area, because of the confusion with voluntary standards, it was completely 

removed. So, we didn’t make mandatory regulations in a lot of that, we just 

removed those regulations and that area from consideration. 

 

Chair Hege asked if  the area that was removed has this new map overlaying it. 

 

Mr. Thompson replied that that is not the case. When we get into that refined 
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mapping, he asked Dr. Howsley-Glover if he is correct that all of the area of 

voluntary standards was removed. Dr. Howsley-Glover replied that that was her 

understanding – yes.  

 

The citizen said that she does have some input on that because based on the maps 

that they had at the public meetings, you showed us where a voluntary boundary 

was. You removed that voluntary boundary and expanded out to the boundary line 

that the County Planning Department had already encompassed on their maps. 

What used to be voluntary, no longer is voluntary because it lies inside a larger 

area map that is regulated by mandatory standards.  

 

Ms. Turner said that the original map of Fish and Wildlife’s area that was the big 

game management area that’s part of our original goals that was reviewed in the 

1990s, and it is in the information – she said she saw it last night on your information. 

It only comes so far east from the forest zone. That was the adopted map from the 

past; this one goes way farther. Mr. Thompson and his organization may have been 

using that in how they talked to landowners, I understand that’s true. But, we did not 

adopt that map. We are being asked to now. My answer is “absolutely not.”  

 

Mr. Thompson said that when you look at the original map, that expansion to the 

east – the majority of that land was in Ag-160. So, looking back through the history 

of that original map adoption  - obviously, most of us involved in the process 

weren’t in that process at the time – ODFW requested that winter range go out into 

Ag-160, except for the fact that the underlying zone of AG-160 provided all the 

protections necessary. So at the adoption of the original map, there was no need to 

look at protections because the ag land inherently protects wildlife. Our 

agricultural practices provide everything that wildlife needs in the winter. Really, 

the only reason to discuss that expansion is because of these changes of use and the 

conflict it has created for developers, mostly in the green energy field that we see 

today. The intent is to maintain the same protections that we’ve had and just clarify 

that language. Again, the area of voluntary standards, going back to that question, 

the majority of that that he has worked with and seen, is all within that Mosier area. 

Most of that, because it was in the traditional lands study area, we removed that 

from winter range because it is developed to the point that it inherently doesn’t 

provide those protections now.  

 

The unidentified citizen said that the question is a matter of principal. A voluntary 

boundary was removed, the map was expanded to meet up with what the Planning 

Department has. In reality, what used to be a situation where a landowner could 
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come and say “no, I am not going to do that,” or “yes, I am going to do that,” – that 

was a choice. Now that it falls under a mandatory regulated map, that opportunity 

for the landowner has been removed.  

 

Mr. Thompson said, again, he believes – he does not have the maps up as we go 

through this meeting – the intent was is that area of voluntary standard was 

completely removed from the map. So we did not expand out mandatory 

regulations in the former voluntary, we actually removed that area completely from 

the map. Most of that area is between the 7 Mile hill and Mosier area. The intent as 

we developed those maps and went through the refinement process, to completely 

remove that from any voluntary regulation so that, theoretically, if you were in the 

area of voluntary standards currently, it would go into an area of no winter range 

standards with the new map if it’s adopted.  

 

Chair Hege asked if Commissioner Kramer has any questions.  

 

Commissioner Kramer said he wants clarifications so that we are all on the same 

page. He said his understanding is that the map we are looking at in this packet that 

is expanded to the east – that map, and Mr. Thompson can correct him; he 

understands that that map has been in place since 2012. This map that we are 

looking at in our packet today is what the Planning Commission is sending to the 

Commission to adopt so that Wasco County will be currently using the same map 

that ODFW is using and has been using since 2012. He asked Mr. Thompson to 

correct him if he is wrong or elaborate on that. He said he thinks that might be 

where we are getting confused on what’s happening here. 

 

Mr. Thompson said hat is the goal – to update the map so they are the same. You are 

correct. What ODFW has proposed to County Planning is to utilize essentially the 

same map as ODFW has. The ODFW map did cover a little bit of the traditional land 

study area – the area that they have removed from voluntary standards – but outside 

of that the two would be 100% in sync. He said, again, they tried to develop with the 

County Land Use Ordinance that all they are concerned with is the land conversion 

that they are currently commenting to – large scale conversion, removing it 

essentially form ag practice. He said that is what they are trying to clarify so that 

when a proposal comes forward, for a large solar development, large wind 

development or whatever the next conversion is down the road, they have the 

opportunity to work with those developers for mitigation factors. He said as the 

commission has seen with the current proposals for wind and solar in the county, 

there was no “no,” given; there was no stoppage of those projects, they just worked 
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with the developers on those to offset those habitat impacts and other areas to meet 

the State’s rule by our habitat mitigation policy.  

 

Commissioner Kramer said with that answer, for his clarity – he said he is going to 

use Mr. Mateer as an example. Unless Mr. Mateer wants to put in solar, this is not 

going to affect Mr. Mateer at all with his property rights. He said that is the way he 

sees it.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said, just to clarify, if anybody who is being added into this EPD 

8 were to propose development, in, let’s say A1-160 because that’s really the bulk 

of what’s being proposed to be added; if they were proposing anything above a 

Type 1 use, a subject to standards use, which would be things like utility facilities, 

wineries, or they are proposing some kind of division of their properties – so a 

partition – the Planning Department would be required to consult with ODFW and 

also have additional staff review which has additional costs to the application. For 

conditional use permits, anywhere in the county, regardless of their zoning 

requirements of whether or not they are in EPD 8, there already is a trigger in the 

conditional use permit language that they need to consult for any conditional use 

permit with ODFW to ensure there are no adverse impacts to sensitive wildlife, She 

said in that case, it’s the status quo – there is no change. The most significant change 

for A1-160 land is are those “subject to standard uses.” The things that ODFW is 

most concerned about like land divisions, where you’re taking large ranchers or 

farming properties and significantly cutting them down in size which cannot 

unsurprisingly change migration patterns or habitats. Also, big commercial uses 

like wineries – we know the kind of activities that happen in conjunction with 

wineries including agri-tourism aspects, can increase activity on the landscape 

which may then have an impact on wildlife. There are a couple of scenarios that are 

being proposed where anybody proposing development may have some additional 

criteria, but, generally as Mr. Thompson has been careful to stress and she thinks 

the Planning Department has been careful to stress, we have really worked with the 

public and ODFW to ensure that we are able to exempt agricultural uses. That 

includes farm use, that includes agricultural structures and that includes farm 

dwellings.  

 

Commissioner Kramer thanked her for the explanation. 

 

Ms. Brewer added that in their experience in the Planning Commission hearings 

and some of the Road Show work sessions, they found that those who feel like these 

changes are impacting them negatively, are not necessarily very familiar with how 
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the current rules impact their ability to develop their land. She said she would 

encourage anyone with concerns about the proposed revisions impacting them 

negatively to reach out to the Planning Department to confirm if that’s that case 

because they have really been diligent in trying to increase transparency by using 

one map, to increase efficiency in permitting and to streamline by reducing any 

unnecessary regulatory barriers or hurdles for landowners in all zones and in all 

areas of this map. She said they have worked very carefully with Fish and Wildlife 

and have been very strategic in doing this work so that we are aligning our maps to 

point to best available data as the State laws require them to; but also, reducing 

barriers for our farmers and forest residents wherever possible. If you feel like you 

are being impacted negatively and if Commissioners get questions from residents 

who feel like they are being impacted negatively, she would encourage them to 

reach out to the Planning Department so we can confirm for them what rules apply 

to them today and how that will be improved or changed by the revisions being 

proposed.  

 

Ms. Cantrell said that pertaining to the voluntary boundary relating to the 

mandatory new line, have the Commissioners received in their packets the two 

maps – the one that the County planners had prior to having the Fish and Game 

remove their voluntary boundary? Have you had a chance to compare those two 

maps? She said her understanding was that Planning sought to have both agencies 

come together and she understands that, but it is still not clear to her.  

 

Chair Hege said that we understand her concern and he will direct our staff right 

now to look into that and come back to us to confirm to make sure that the voluntary 

area is outside – basically to confirm what Mr. Thompson said.  

 

Mr. Mateer said in answer to Commissioner Kramer, he said anything you add in 

terms of control over our private property is affecting our property rights. That map 

would add to the controls. The Fish and Wildlife Department are going to be in here 

tighter, controlling us more. They are going to have a say at the table if we ever try 

to do anything and we don’t want them in here. They’re already a problem. They’ve 

got all that fence up there on their own property; they don’t even maintain it – they 

let the animals run roughshod all over everybody else’s place. They keep adding 

wild animals to our communities. It’s already complicated enough. We don’t want 

anything to do with the Fish and Wildlife Department. We don’t want the map 

overlay on our property – that will affect us.  

 

Chair Hege said he wants to clarify that we’ve basically taken the testimony we’ve 
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had; can we keep the written record open until our next hearing? We did talk Will 

Van Vactor and there are some other people who have some things they want to 

send in writing. Can we keep the written record open until the next meeting? We’re 

not going to have any more public testimony on these things. Is that a possibility? 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover replied affirmatively, adding that it will still necessitate a 

second reading so we will still have to have a third hearing. Chair Hege commented 

that that is just one more meeting. Dr. Howsley-Glover said it would be the Board of 

Commissioners meeting on the 21st and then the next meeting which is scheduled 

for November 4th. Chair Hege asked if that is just that we are moving this out one 

meeting from where it was. Dr. Howsley-Glover concurred – two more meetings, 

but just one new one.  

 

Chair Hege said he is fine with that and asked if the other Commissioners are fine 

with it as well. Commissioner Kramer said that he is. Vice-Chair Schwartz said that 

she would be if she understood. Chair Hege said that basically what we are doing is 

instead of tying a bow on this today, we still have to have another hearing to pass 

these because we are not going to make a decision today. If we keep the record 

open, it would be open, we would have another hearing at our next meeting. 

Potentially some more input would come in. He said he is suggesting that we don’t 

have any more live testimony, but just allow the written record to be open. We will 

have another meeting quickly and then we would have a meeting after that which 

would be in November, basically to make the decision. He asked if he described 

that correctly. Dr. Howsley-Glover indicated that he did.  

 

Vice-Chair Schwartz said not an additional meeting. Chair Hege confirmed saying 

that this topic would move to the next meeting and also the following meeting. He 

said that if we do it how we were planning, the Board would make a decision at the 

next meeting. In this case we will do it at not the next meeting but the one after that.  

 

Vice-Chair Schwartz said that in the meantime we will allow more written testimony 

until our next meeting. Chair Hege confirmed.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that the Board should be sure to direct people to send 

their testimony to the actual Planning Department. That would really reduce the 

administrative coordination issues that we’ve had and why we had to separate 

testimony and site it as ex parte. The way this process works is the Planning 

Department actually is the owner of the record. They have to actually be in receipt 

of any testimony that will then be presented to the Board.  
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Chair Hege said that what Dr. Howsley-Glover is saying is don’t just send the 

Commissioners your testimony, send it to our Planning Department. You can also 

copy the Commissioners in on it – we can get it at the same time; but, make sure 

you also include the Planning Department at the same time so that it’s one in the 

same.  

 

Chair Hege said he is going to close the hearing; we are going to allow the written 

testimony which goes to the Planning Department until our next meeting which is on 

October 21st. Then we will open it up and have a dialogue about that. We are not 

going to allow any more live testimony. He asked if that is correct. Dr. Howsley 

Glover indicated that he is correct. 

 

He said with that, we need to deal with the title of the Ordinance. The Ordinance can 

be read in full if one of the Commissioners want to or we can read it by title only. 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that they do not need to read it now. Since they are 

keeping the record open they can read it at their next hearing. Chair Hege said that 

they will read the title next time. He said that the next meeting for this ordinance is 

on October 21st. Dr. Howsley-Glover indicated confirmation.  

 

Commissioner Kramer said that he believes all we are doing today is recessing this 

hearing to a further date. Ms. Brewer indicated confirmation. Chair Hege said but 

we are not going to have public testimony other than in writing until that time. 

Commissioner Kramer agreed. Chair Hege reminded people to send their 

comments to the Planning Department – they can copy the Board , too.  

 

Chair Hege recessed the hearing for Ordinance 20-001. He said we are going to 

move on to our next ordinance. Ms. Clark requested a 2 minute break.  

 

Chair Hege recessed the meeting at 12:20 p.m. 

 

The session reconvened at 12:22 p.m.  

 

At 12:22 p.m., Chair Hege opened the October 7, 2020 public hearing for 921-20-

000072, a review of a recommendation made by the Wasco County Planning 

Commission for: A legislative hearing to consider approving amendments to the 

Wasco County Comprehensive Plan,  primarily relating to process and criteria 

including the Introduction, Plan Revisions Process and Goal Exception chapters.  

Amendments also include the adoption of a new format for the plan.  These 

amendments relate to the Post Acknowledgment Plan Amendment to update 
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remaining chapters from the Comprehensive Plan. 

 

The proposed amendments will have a widespread affect, on many properties and 

zones, and is therefore a legislative amendment.  

 

As a reminder, the process for this amendment has been consistent with the notice 

procedures required by Chapter 2 of the LUDO, this hearing was advertised for 

today, October 7, 2020, 10:00 a.m. via electronic video conferencing, as permitted 

by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.640 and192.670. Notice was provided in the 

newspaper and on the County’s website.  

 

This hearing is the first of two Board of County Commission hearings scheduled for 

this text amendment.   The second hearing will be on October 21, 2020 at 10:00 AM. 

He said we will probably update that but will talk about it later. 

 

The criteria for approval of this request include: 

 

Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Chapter 11 and Oregon Administrative Rules 

660-025 

 

The hearings process, notice and appeal period are governed by ORS 197.612 and 

by ORS 197.763 and qualify as a land use decision under ORS 197.015(11). 

 

The proposed amendments must comply with the Wasco County Comprehensive 

Plan.   

 

The procedure I would like to follow is: 

 

(a) The Planning Department will provide a brief overview of their 

September 15, 2020 presentation of the amendments recommended by 

the Planning Commission. 

(b) The Board of Commissioners will ask questions of staff. 

(c) Members of the public are asked to testify. 

(d) The Board of Commissioners will deliberate and will provide direction to 

staff for any additional information or amendments they would like to see 

for the next hearing. 

 

He asked the following questions: 
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Does any Commission member wish to disqualify themselves for any personal or 

financial interest in this matter? There were none. Chair Hege said that the same ex 

parte contacts as applied in the previous hearing apply here – Commissioners have 

received emails and attended meetings.  

 

Does any member of the audience wish to challenge the right of any Commission 

member to hear this matter? There were none. 

 

Is there any member of the audience who wishes to question the jurisdiction of this 

body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter? There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked staff to proceed with their presentation.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover reviewed the materials on the following slides. 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said they saved the quick on for last so she will be able to buzz 

through this very quickly. This ordinance pertains to our last updates that we need 

to make to have a full and complete Comprehensive Plan – Wasco County 2040. 

These are process driven chapters or procedures that are mostly good reference 

for staff but also useful to members of the public in really figuring out how to 

navigate the Comprehensive Plan. That includes the criteria we use to make any 

revisions to the Comprehensive Plan so that will be the criteria you see in any of our 

staff reports over the last several years for Wasco County 2040. Goal Exceptions are 

exceptions that are basically rezones that we made for lands that were formerly 

resource zones and have been made non-resource. She said we had a very short 

introduction chapter in the 1983 Comprehensive Plan; they have expanded that 

substantially to include a variety of information they think is helpful.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that in Chapter 15 they haven’t done anything substantive 

in terms of revising the criteria that’s relevant for Plan amendments. They have 

shifted it over from Chapter 11 to Chapter 15, put it in the new format, moved 

definitions to an order that does not confuse them with criteria – to the sidebar , 

they have renumbered the criteria as a result and they have added one finding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover stated that the purpose this chapter serves is really to guide 

staff when they are making Comprehensive Plan amendments to make sure they are 

meeting criteria that they determined is important for amendments and a lot of it is 

lock step with what it says in State law.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that for Goal Exceptions she want to just really briefly 

bring everybody up to speed. She says she knows that its’ a jargon term; committed 

lands is also a jargon term. Basically, the Oregon Statewide Land Use Planning 

system – the foundation of it is 19 land use planning goals; 14 of them are applicable 

in Wasco County. Any time you are removing a property from a resource zone, in 

Wasco County that is a forest zone or an agriculture zone, you would need to take 
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exceptions to goals related to those resources - Goal 3 for agricultural lands; Goal 4 

for forest lands. Sometimes there are also some other exceptions for things in rural 

service areas. But, when we adopted the 1983 Comprehensive Plan, staff went 

through a pretty developed procedure to identify lands that were determined, 

deemed committed which means they were already being used for more urban 

purposes, things like residential, industrial, commercial and weren’t really 

appropriate to be zoned for farm or forest use. There was a process by which they 

went through that and that was memorialized in the Goal Exception Chapter in the 

previous Comprehensive Plan. It was previously in Chapter 13; they have moved it 

to Chapter 16. They adopted the new format. Not surprisingly, in 1983 the National 

Scenic Area was not in existence so these things were all meshed together. They 

have taken great pains to extract those so it is very clear to everybody which are 

national scenic area lands and which are not. She said she wants to clarify that they 

did some extensive auditing of that information and had consultations with the 

Department of Land Conservation and Development staff on whether we needed to 

preserve those exceptions in the Scenic Area because the Comprehensive Plan isn’t 

the Comprehensive Plan for the Scenic Area; the Management Plan is. They felt it 

was important to preserve that because if something were ever to happen to the 

National Scenic Area we could ensure protection of those committed exceptions. 

That is why they left that in this chapter, whereas we have removed everything else 

pertaining to the Scenic Area. They also did some consultations with State staff to 

make sure they were meeting the statutory requirements for identifying and really 

inventorying these exceptions lands in a way that preserves and protects them. 
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Dr. Howsley-Glover stated that this inventory is actually required to live in 

Comprehensive Plan by OAR 660-004. The main use of this is really for research for 

development applications or to help give guidance on potential future rezones. It’s 

really more of an inventory on what we have done in the past rather than guidance 

for the future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said the maps were produced over various decades so they 

were inconsistent. They worked with the Geographic Information Systems staff, who 

really deserves a lot of credit for all their work on Wasco County 2040, to streamline 

these maps to look consistent and uniform. They also had to update parcel 

information because, as you can imagine, parcels have changed substantially since 

the 80s. We also went through a map and tax lot changes during one of the decades 

so they updated that information so this would be easy for staff and residents to 

locate in the future. They included previous zones and 1983 zones and permit 

zoning and the date and method of approval and a brief description of basically 

explaining why this was excepted land.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said, finally, the introduction chapter, as she mentioned, they 

expanded it. It was a very tiny section in the 1983 Comprehensive Plan. One of their 

main goals in this process and really, what they promised the State we wanted to do 

was develop a good model to make Comprehensive Plans usable documents. So, 

they really packed a lot of that information into the introduction chapter. First and 

foremost, they wanted to make sure the history of Wasco County Planning and 

zoning was very clear, upfront and in an accessible format. In the past it has been 

spread out all throughout archival documents and books and things – very hard for 

even staff to find. We wanted to make sure it was very clearly represented in the 

Comprehensive Plan. They also included legal framework that really sets up what a 

Comprehensive Plan is and should be; statewide planning goals that make up the 

foundation of this plan. They have included the components of the Comprehensive 

Plan; how to use it so it’s kind of a how-to guide on what you are looking at when 

you open up this document. Our Comprehensive Plan map and our Comprehensive 

Plan zoning map all live within the Geographic Information System, but they wanted 

to make sure that those were adopted by reference very clearly. They have 

included a table that also shows when those maps have been modified so it’s very 
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clear to the public when things have changed because we do, from time to time, get 

those questions. Every land use planning document typically has definitions section 

and that’s no exception in the Comprehensive Plan; we have that. In addition, 

because Wasco County when we were going through essentially a visioning phase 

also went through strategic planning and a rebranding, they wanted to include that 

values and vision piece that is so important to us as an organization and really 

helped to model and mold this process. That is essentially what makes this up. 

These are process documents that are really meant to guide staff for procedures 

and process or serve to memorialize things that have happened in the past like 

rezones and also make it a user-friendly document. She said she is happy to answer 

any questions the Commissioners have.  

 

 
 

Commissioner Kramer stated he did not have any questions at this time. Chair Hege 

said he has no questions. Vice-Chair Schwartz indicated that she did not have any 

questions. Chair Hege opened the floor to public testimony asking speakers to state 

their name and address for the record.  
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Kathleen Cantrell of Dufur said that she guesses that in order to be part of the 

record for this hearing, we do need to make a statement. She said that in light of 

protecting the rights of private property, if the Commissioners choose not to do 

that, but would like to continue to work with the state and let the state continue to 

dictate certain laws or rules they create without the Commissioners taking into 

consideration the oaths of offices that they have taken, that would be an issue. She 

said that she will address that in her packet that she is sending as testimony 

pertaining to the hearings – plural – today. Thank you very much. 

 

Chair Hege thanked Ms. Cantrell for her testimony.  

 

Liz Turner said she thinks she will send in more written testimony now that we can. 

There was actually, she can’t tell if it actually was true, but we were told that – there 

was information going around that we could not send in written testimony, that the 

only testimony that would be accepted would be during the hearing which is one of 

the reasons she wrote the Goal 1 complaint. If we can make further written 

testimony, that’s really, really helpful. She said she really appreciates that. She said 

she would just say overall about all of these current changes that we’re looking at 

that to her overreach is when any agency of the State comes and starts talking to us 

about what we can and can’t do on our private property for any reason, no matter 

which one it is, without jurisdiction that’s been given by us through Planning or any 

other organization that would have overriding local ordinances about that we 

already knew about. But whenever anyone comes from an organization of the State 

and begins to tell us what we can do, that’s overreach because what we’re really 

seeing today is that now we’re going to add official authority to what has been 

overreach by organizations that we didn’t have any control over. We don’t get to 

decide who they are; we didn’t invite them. She said that to her, that’s the issue is 

we have organizations coming out and saying “well, we’ve already been there so 

you ought to just authorize this now.” She said, no - we never asked them to do that. 

The wildlife are not going to be affected probably much at all by whether or not 

anything is done in an overlay. They are affected by their food sources and by how 

much they are harassed by certain things, mostly predators and so they move to 

where the food source is; they move to where there’s shelter. The people out 

[transmission garbled] the ability we have the better job we can do manage our 

land in a way that is both healthy [transmission garbled]. She just wants to say she is 

absolutely against this idea of overreach and then we’re going to legalize it. She 

thanked the Board for the comment time. 

 

Chair Hege thanked Ms. Turner and asked for any other comments related to this 
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proposed ordinance. There were none Chair Hege closed public testimony. 

Chair Hege asked if we should just do the same thing with this ordinance that we 

are doing with the other ordinance in terms of keeping the record open until the 

next meeting. Dr. Howsley-Glover replied that she would leave that up to the 

discretion of the Board. She said she would advise, though, that we have not 

received any public testimony except for the two folks that just spoke on this issue. 

This issue has been, for all intents and purposes, non-controversial. It was passed 7-

0 at the Planning Commission.  

Chair Hege said it seems like it makes sense to just have it consistent and have 

these two ordinances roll forward the same.  

Commissioner Kramer stated that the Planning Commission sent this to us 7-0 and 

this is basically just cleaning things up for us and he sees no controversy in this one, 

where in the other one he did see some controversy that we needed to adjust for or 

at least listen to. He said he is fine with moving forward with this one today.  

Chair Hege said we could do that but he was just thinking that just to keep them in 

line and make it easy to do them all at the same time. But, if the Commissioners want 

to do this we could go ahead and read the title into the record and potentially 

approve it next meeting.  

Vice-Chair Schwartz said she would just ask what the preference of staff is. Dr. 

Howsley-Glover said she doesn’t really have a preference. This issue was a post-

acknowledgement Plan amendment. So, we do not have the same periodic review 

timelines that are tied to Work Task 18. So, if the Commission feels like they still 

want to give and opportunity for the public to read and digest and comment, she is 

happy with that. But, again, it’s not been a controversial topic. Ms. Brewer agreed. 

Vice-Chair Schwartz said she could go either way. Chair Hege said he would like to 

just keep this in line with the other one. Commissioner Kramer said that is fine, he 

was just trying to streamline for our staff.  

Chair Hege said that with that we are going to conclude this hearing. If there is 

written testimony we will receive that until October 21st. He directs submitters to 

send their comments to the Planning Department; if you want to copy the Board in, 

that is fine. We will not be reading the title of the ordinance today and will be 

continuing this later. Commissioner Kramer, Ms. Brewer and Dr. Howsley-Glover 

indicated agreement.  
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The hearing was closed at 12:42 p.m. 

Mid-Columbia Economic Development District Senior Projects Manager Carrie 

Pipinich reviewed the memo included in the Board Packet regarding appointments 

to be made to the Wasco County Economic Development Commission.  

{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to approve Orders 20-044 and 20-045 

appointing Alice Cannon and Tonya Brumley to the Wasco County Economic 

Development Commission. Vice-Chair Schwartz seconded that motion which 

passed unanimously.}}} 

Ms. Pipinich reviewed the report included in the Board Packet. Chair Hege asked 

how many business have been helped by the relief programs. Ms. Pipinich replied 

that 48 were helped in the first round and another 11 in the round that was matched. 

The PUD program helped 50. They are reaching out to those already funded for 

additional funding that has become available to them. She said she wants to thank 

Tatiana Eckert and Jacque Schei for all the work they have done on the outreach and 

processing. 

Ms. Pipinich said she had a good conversation with Shaniko last week about their 

water system needs. She thinks they have been inspired by the success they have 

seen in Antelope.  

Ms. Pipinich invited all to the November 6th virtual symposium. She asked the Board 

to share the invitation broadly so people can attend.  

The Board thanked Ms. Pipinich for her work. 

Administrative Services Director Matthew Klebes reviewed the report included in 

the Board Packet. He noted that they modeled the agreements after ones they got 

from the City of McMinnville. The funds must be used by the end of the year. 

Vice-Chair Schwartz reported that the NORCOR Board has discussed this and all 

members are in favor of moving forward.  

{{{Vice-Chair Schwartz moved to approve the CARES Act Sub-grant 

Agreements between Wasco County and Northern Oregon Regional 

Agenda Item – EDC Appointments and Quarterly Report 

Agenda Item – CARES Act Subgrants 
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https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/j/3957734524 

or call in to 1-253-215-8782 Meeting ID: 3957734524# 

PRESENT: Scott Hege, Chair 

Kathy Schwartz, Vice-Chair 

Steve Kramer, County Commissioner 

STAFF: Kathy Clark, Executive Assistant 

Tyler Stone, Administrative Officer 

Chair Hege opened the session at 9:00 a.m. 

Marolyn Wilks commented on the wonderful job she thought the County did 

during the extended fire/smoke/hazardous air quality event in late summer this 

year. She stated that she and her husband, Bruce Lumper, received notifications 

through the County system and were able to get the N95 masks distributed to the 

public. She said they were so proud of our County and shared those sentiments 

with friends outside of Wasco County. 

Administrative Services Director Matthew Klebes reported that there was an 

opportunity to submit a pre-application letter for funding through the BRIC 

(Building Resilient Infrastructure and Communities) program. While the County has 

to be the applicant, he submitted the pre-application letter in conjunction with 

QLife and MCEDD. We have received approval to apply for the grant; the 

application is due the day after Thanksgiving. He said that he wanted to be sure the 

Board is aware of the application and give them the opportunity to comment. While 

the County will be the applicant, QLife will manage the grant. He added that they 

also helped Mosier submit a pre-application letter for a backup generator for their 

water system; they were not successful. 

Vice-Chair Schwartz asked if he knows why Mosier was rejected. Mr. Klebes said 

that he does not have the details but will look into it.  

Discussion List – BRIC Grant 

Public Comment 

https://wascocounty-org.zoom.us/j/3957734524
tel://(phone%20number)/
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the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 

 

 

{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to approve the consent agenda. Vice-Chair 

Schwartz seconded the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 

 

 

ORDINANCE 20-001 

 

Chair Hege said that this is a continuation of the hearing from October 7th; we 

wanted to keep the written record open as people indicated they still had more to 

say. We are not taking any more verbal testimony this week. He said there was not 

much of an opportunity for the Board to discuss or deliberate on the Ordinance at 

the last session. We will have time for that at this session. He said we appreciate that 

there were a number of comments that came in.  

 

Chair Hege said this is a long, long process. We started the work on the 

Comprehensive Plan over three years ago; the work on this last section has taken 

over a year.  

 

Chair Hege opened the hearing at 10:02 a.m.  

 

We will now commence the public hearing continued from October 7, 2020 for 921-

18-000221 and 921-19-000126, a review of a recommendation made by the Wasco 

County Planning Commission for: A legislative hearing to consider approving 

amendments to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan, Comprehensive Plan 

Zoning Map and Land Use and Development Ordinance primarily relating to 

policies and implementation strategies for Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic 

Areas and Open Spaces, Forest Lands and Recreation.  Amendments also include 

the adoption of a new format for the plan.  These amendments relate to work tasks 

18 of Wasco County’s Periodic Review to update the Comprehensive Plan and the 

Post Acknowledgment Plan Amendment to update Goals 4 and 8 of the 

Comprehensive Plan. 

 

The proposed amendments will have a widespread affect, on many properties and 

zones, and is therefore a legislative amendment.  

 

As a reminder, the process for this amendment has been consistent with the notice 

procedures required by Chapter 2 of the LUDO, this hearing was advertised for, 

Consent Agenda – 10.7.2020 Regular Session Minutes 

Agenda Item – Planning Ordinance Hearings – 20-001 & 20-004 
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October 7, 2020, 10:00 a.m. via electronic video conferencing, and was continued 

until today, October 21, 2020, as permitted by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.640 

and192.670. Notice was provided in the newspaper and on the County’s website.  

 

This is a continuation of the first of two Board of County Commissioners hearings 

scheduled for this text amendment.   The second hearing will be on November 4, 

2020 at 10:00 AM. 

 

The criteria for approval of this request include: 

 

Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Chapter 11 and Oregon Administrative Rules 

660-025 

 

The hearings process, notice and appeal period are governed by ORS 197.612 and 

by ORS 197.763 and qualify as a land use decision under ORS 197.015(11). 

 

The proposed amendments must comply with the Wasco County Comprehensive 

Plan.   

 

The procedure I would like to follow is: 

 

The Planning Department will provide a brief overview of their October 7, 

2020 presentation of the amendments recommended by the Planning Commission. 

 

The Board of Commissioners will ask questions of staff. 

 

The Board of Commissioners will deliberate and will provide direction to 

staff for any additional information or amendments they would like to see for the 

next hearing. 

 

Chair Hege asked the following questions: 

 

Does any Commission member wish to disqualify themselves for any personal or 

financial interest in this matter? There were none. Chair Hege noted that the Board 

has received some communications from the pubic and have forwarded those to 

Planning staff for inclusion in the record. 

 

Does any member of the audience wish to challenge the right of any Commission 

member to hear this matter? There were none. 
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Is there any member of the audience who wishes to question the jurisdiction of this 

body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter? There were none. 

Chair Hege asked staff to proceed with their presentation. 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that she wanted to take the opportunity, in the interest of 

time, to do something a little bit different here today. Specifically, because the most 

contentious issue being considered is Work Task 18, she wanted to focus the 

presentation on that. She said that she has given the same presentation consistently 

since March and decided to change it to answer some questions that have been 

raised in testimony. She said she also wants to explain more thoroughly why this 

work task is required.  

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that essentially, with the Comprehensive Plan update, 

there were two types of updates: those that were community driven through 

feedback they received at roadshows and other types of outreach and input and 

those that were required by state law. Typically, the state-required updates were 

flagged to staff when they were creating their work plan in 2017. In addition to 

going out to the public, they were required to send notices out to state agencies and 

federal partners to let them know that we were undertaking this process and for 

them to give us a heads-up about any kind of feedback. A lot of that work was in the 

Goal 5 Chapter, so we did a lot of that work last year. This is, obviously, a 

continuation of that work.  
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In 2017, ODF&W notified us that our sensitive wildlife maps were now out of date 

and needed to be updated to be consistent. While Ordinance 20-001 includes Goal 

5 issues – sensitive wildlife issues – we also included Goals 4 and 8 which are forest 

lands and recreation. She said she wants to focus her time today on Work Task 18 

which is EPD 8 (Sensitive Wildlife Habitat), EPD 12 (Sensitive Birds), the policies 

and implementation and the LUDO language because that is a little bit unique in this 

work task 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that, as she mentioned, in 2017 they were notified of these 

maps that needed to be updated. It did make it into the official work plan with the 

Department of Land Conservation and Development and has been publicly 

available since 2018 on our project website. It is also been published to share with 

community members. She said she also wants to cover the vast array of outreach 

that we have done. To be clear, why this is important is this work task actually only 

requires one mailed notice and three newspaper notices. She said she wants to 

demonstrate that they have really tried to go above and beyond to solicit public 

input and make citizens aware of these changes. They leveraged every free or low-

cost resource they could find – social media, flyers and a project website. She said 
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they have a great relationship with members of the local media so she tries to go on 

radio shows regularly to give updates. For this particular work task, they did send a 

notice in February to everyone in the County – it was a post card notice. In addition, 

they sent a separate notice for anyone coming into or going out of EPD 12 – that was 

a separate, longer notice specifically targeted to those residents.  

When it became clear in March that COVID was going to impact their ability to have 

in-person public meetings, they solicited an extension from the Department of Land 

Conservation and Development for the maximum amount of time they would allow 

within the periodic review schedule – that was November 30th. They followed up 

with DLCD to make sure that, because we were moving our first evidentiary 

hearing, that we had to re-notice it. They did confirm that, so staff sent again another 

notice county wide in August of 2020 to let folks know of these proposed changes. 

They also had some assistance in translating that notice into Spanish to make sure 

they were really reaching all populations in Wasco County.  

In addition, they have had newspaper notices. In addition to the Board of County 

Commissioners hearings, they noticed every Citizens Advisory meeting. Those are 

typically work sessions where there is a lot of opportunity for public participation 

and comment. They also have tried to generate folks getting involved through the 

email/newsletter notification system. They have approximately 150 folks who 

regularly get newsletter notices from the Planning Department. In this case, they 

sent four about this work task specifically to keep folks informed about their 

movement forward.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that, for this work task in particular, by November 4th, they 

will have conducted 12 public meetings – they are only required to have 3 . . . 1 

Planning Commission Hearing and 2 Board of County Commissioner Meetings. 

Again, they really wanted to have all that public input so they invested a lot of time 

and resources into having lots of public meetings. They had an initial open house in 

September of last year to talk to folks about all the Goal 5 issues. They went out on 

the road in February of this year to talk to folks about these changes and also to get 

their input on the ECEE analysis which impacts the ordinance language. She 

reported that they had a really great turn-out with over 200 people from all over the 

county attending, participating and providing feedback. That is part of the Outreach 

Report included in the Board Packet. You will be able to see how folks commented 

and how that informed the ECEE analysis. She said they also had an online survey 

and other types of opportunities for those folks who could not participate in the road 

show meetings.  

Dr. Howsley-Glover went on to say that they had a Citizens Advisory Group meeting 

on March 3rd. The intention was to go forward with a Planning Commission Hearing 

in April; but when it became evident that the COVID situation was going to put 

limitations on public meeting sizes, they asked for the extension and hit pause on 

this until August 4th. She said there has been some confusion about all the work they 

have talked about doing between March and August. And what they were really 

working on. She explained that what she was really referencing was, for the most 

part, the work related to Ordinance 20-004 which is the introduction, plan revision 

and goal exceptions chapter. So, that was really the bulk of what she was working 

on during that time and that is why we have those two things combined.  

Dr. Howsley-Glover stated that they held another Citizens Advisory Group work 

session on August 4th. In September it became apparent that we had a number of 

residents that had been evacuated or impacted by wildfire. As a result, staff 

requested the Planning Commission issue a continuance of their hearing so we had 

two Planning Commission Hearings in September to insure public participation. 

That leads us up to today. She said the other point she wants to make is that she 

recognizes that Zoom meetings/video conferencing are not ideal for staff and are 

not ideal for members of the public. She said that staff understands that there is 

frustration involved in that. However, one of the things she wants to point out is that 

since they have gone the video-conferencing route, they have seen their numbers, 

in most instances, double, triple or quadruple from what they were at in-person 

meetings. In some respects, moving forward, staff thinks that a hybrid approach will 

be really beneficial because it give folks the opportunity to call in when otherwise 
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their work or home life schedules wouldn’t really allow them to drive into The 

Dalles where most of the Planning Commission meetings are held. 

 
Dr. Howsley-Glover said she has tried to make clear why they are doing the 

updates. She stated that she is going to walk through the specific state requirements 

for periodic review. She explained that this isn’t something that planners chose to 

do because they want to have a big impact on residents. It is, first and foremost, a 

requirement of periodic review that we listen to our agency partners when they flag 

things that are out of date. She said staff also really thinks that it is in Wasco 

County’s best interest to use the best available data to really reduce the situations 

that ODF&W and staff has experienced with confusion between Wasco County’s 

map and ODF&W’s map. She said that she thinks something that keeps getting lost 

in the noise is the fact that ODF&W’s maps are already actively being administered. 

They are being used to advise any kind of conditional use permits in Wasco County 

and have been since 2012. The fact that our maps are not consistent does create a 

lot of confusion for potential development applications. What they have tried to do 

in this process because it is a requirement, is really leverage the opportunity to 

streamline the permitting process by removing all the voluntary standards that 
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ODF&W and our public have said are not effective – things like the fencing standard 

- and take out some of the language in the Land Use and Development Ordinance 

that is confusing and frustrating and really take it down to the bare bones or what is 

required by law and what serves best interests while still building up exemptions 

for things like agricultural uses and allowing for variances, particularly for the 

dwelling 300 foot standard. 

 
Dr. Howsley-Glover explained that there are a couple of triggers in Oregon Revised 

Statutes, Oregon State Law, that require us to make these updates Most of those 

rules live in ORS 197. 197.175 and require our Comprehensive Plan be consistent 

with statewide planning goals. Work Task 18 falls under Goal 5. ORS 197.250 

specifically requires that in our plans we adopt things that are consistent with 

statewide land use planning goals. The statewide land use planning goals are really 

outlined in the Oregon Administrative Rules. There has been some discussion about 

whether or not Oregon Administrative Rules are actually state law. For all intents 

and purposes, the courts consider them state law. When we are really looking into 

Goal 5, that is where the rubber hits the road. She said she also thinks ORS 197.319-

197.335 outlines the power and authority of the Land Conservation and 

Development Commission’s ability to issue enforcement actions on Wasco County 

for not having a Comprehensive Plan that is not consistent with state law 

requirements.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover continued by saying that there are carrots and there are sticks; 

this boils down to a stick issue. Specifically with Goal 5, as outlined in Oregon 

Administrative Rule 660 Division 23, there are some requirements for the way we 

treat resources and inventory them. What is says is when we go through Periodic 

Review, which is the process we offered to undertake to update our Comprehensive 

Plan, we have to listen to our partners, like Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, 

about our resource inventories. Planners are not the subject experts when it comes 

to wildlife; we really rely on those partners who study this for a living and have 

specific federal and state rules they have to follow. We rely on their best available 

data. There are some specific triggers on Oregon Administrative Rules that require 

us to ask somebody like ODF&W – “Hey, do you have habitat inventory?” That is 

depicted in the form of a map. Not all of our inventories are depicted or illustrated 

by a map; some are actual lists. In other cases we have both, like the agricultural 

inventory – we have a whole list in the index as well as a graphic map available for 

view. Again, these are really specific regulations that Oregon Administrative Rules 

give us in Chapter 23 that we have to do this and prescribing the process we have 

to follow – prescribing that we have to go through the ECEE analysis to identify 

impacts and consequences; developing our strategies from there and then putting 

that into rulemaking.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that she thinks it is important to pause and acknowledge 

that there have been some jurisdictions that have tried to not comply with Goal 5. 

Recently, Washington County had an enforcement order from LCDC for 

noncompliance with Goal 5. It was initiated by a private citizen who had a problem 

with some aspect of the Comprehensive Plan. In any case, these enforcement 

actions typically can be – “Hey, you need to do this;” “Hey you need to do this and 

we are going to stop your ability to issue permits or basically do any work until you 

do this;” or “We are going to authorize the Department of Land Use and 

Conservation to do this for you.” We don’t have a lot of wiggle room. The wiggle 

room is within the ECEE analysis and public input. We also have a lot of recent case 

law, some with counties and some with cities, where when the jurisdiction has not 

been in compliance with Goal 5, LUBA will send it back. We are talking about 

spinning in a washing machine of litigation. That is really something that, by 

complying with state law, we are trying to avoid. We don’t want to abuse taxpayer 

resources by going through unnecessary litigation.  

 
Dr. Howsley-Glover said she wants to talk a bit about some of the questions that 

have come up over the course of the hearing. She said that something she has heard 

a lot is, :”Why is there so much reading material? It’s 500/600 pages and is just too 

much.” She stated that they actually have a lot of requirements about the way in 

which they do planning work; it is in state law that is sort of dictated to us what we 

need to put in the record. She said it is impossible for them to submit a 2-pager. We 

have to submit the adopting ordinances, which is also required that we put in those 

notices. We have to include studies, inventories, supporting evidence for any 

changes because all of our findings and conclusions that support amendments have 

to be backed by facts and evidence. We have to have the staff reports that talk 

about the findings and conclusions. We have to have the hearing minutes which is 
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why the packet from the 7th to now has jumped up because we had to include those 

extensive minutes that Kathy Clark produced in this packet because in a lot of cases 

that is testimony so we want to make sure that we are preserving that verbal 

testimony on the record through the minutes. Obviously, we have gotten a lot of 

public interest in this so we have a lot of testimony that makes it into the record. We 

have the actual proposed changes. For the sake of clarity and for people to really 

understand what we are updating, we’ve included in this packet a redlined, strikes 

and underlined, version and a clean version. They can look and see what is actually 

being changed and look at the clean version to see what it will look like if adopted.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said she has already addressed the ‘Why can’t we meet in-

person?’ question a little bit. She wants to add that there are some provisions in 

state law that allows us to conduct public meetings by phone and electronic 

communications. Staff really did try to put this off as long as possible through the 

extension to try to get us back in a room together. Unfortunately, the way things 

have gone with the State of Oregon requirements and Wasco County’s policies with 

COVID, it has just not been a possibility. She said they hope they will soon be able 

to meet again in a room but right now, because of the impact on people, to really be 

equitable to everybody, electronic communications have really been the best 

strategy for us. Staff really thinks that the numbers demonstrate that folks are 

finding us more accessible than when meeting in public.   
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said she has already walked through why it is mandatory. The 

slide below outlines those reasons. We have to follow the statewide land use and 

planning goals. During periodic review, we have to listen to our partners; in this 

case that is ODF&W. 
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that something she has heard from some testimony is, 

“Hey, you’re a home rule county – can’t you just say no, we don’t want to do this?” 

There are actually only 9 home rule counties in Oregon. Wasco County is not one of 

them. There is this ability, granted by the legislature in 1973, for jurisdictions to 

adopt local legislation on matters that only concern us as a county. This doesn’t 

cover it. In reviewing the case law, even if we were a home rule county, that is not a 

get out of jail free card as far as following state law. Courts, typically, have 

determined that state law will prevail over a conflicting local ordinance. Again, we 

are not a home rule county, but even if we were we would likely still have to follow 

state law and in fact, we see that with all of our counterparts who are one of the 9 

counties who are home-ruled. They are still following Oregon state law in terms of 

land use planning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that she has made some remarks in past presentations 

about how we really argued to LCDC when we wanted to do this comprehensive 

update, that we were trying to muddle through this process to give other 

jurisdictions, that are much less resourced than we are, some good guiding 

principles for how to do a good job. She said she thinks people have interpreted 

that to mean that she is talking specifically about Work Task 18 or that she is talking 

about any of the other work tasks. Really, planners are pretty process-focused; that 

is really what they get excited about. When she is talking about wanting to be a 

baseline for the state or wanting to share our example or share resources, really 

what she is talking about is the process. Staff is really proud of the robust citizen 

involvement that they have done. We have really gone above and beyond what is 

required and really tried to get as much participation from all corners of the county 
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as possible and tried to bridge all kinds of gaps to try to get that involvement from 

people. That is what we want to share with our counterparts in other counties. We 

want them to use some of the tools and the lessons we’ve learned to update their 

own plans. Just like our plan is almost 40 years old, most other counties are in that 

same boat. The state hasn’t given a lot of resources to counties to update these 

things. The focus has typically been on urban jurisdictions. We wanted to shine a 

light that as the keepers of a huge amount of land mass in the State of Oregon, 

resources should be dedicated to this work. We should be making sure that these 

plans are a reflection of our values today moving forward rather than 40 years ago 

because, quite frankly, things have changed in Oregon. Again, when we say we 

want to be the baseline or that we are celebrating, we are celebrating the process; 

we are celebrating the achievements in terms of citizen involvement. It is not 

related to any public work tasks. She said she wants to be clear that there were two 

tracks of updates that they did in this process; one was things that we were required 

by law to do and one was things that the community told us to do. We did not want 

Wasco County’s vision for what to do in the county; this is really the community’s 

vision. Staff takes that role and that responsibility very, very seriously. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that in her previous presentation she talked about the 

LUDO chapter related to EPD 8 and that they were removing some of the redundant 

notifications. People became concerned that she was talking about public 

notifications. She said that she wants to be very clear that the notifications that are 

proposed to be removed from that chapter are not public notices. They are notices 

between Planning Department staff and the Department of State Lands and ODF&W 

about wetlands. There is no correlation between wetlands and this EPD. The 
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wetlands stuff lives specifically in zone chapters; so when she says it is redundant, it 

really is redundant and in some cases just confusing to planners. When staff is 

looking for whom to notice about wetlands, they are not looking here. It doesn’t 

make sense to have it live here; that is why we are taking it out. The other notice 

they are proposing to remove and calling redundant is notices to ODF&W about 

areas of voluntary siting standards. One of the ways they have streamlined with the 

map and the ordinance language is to remove the voluntary siting areas. Those are 

not necessary if we are taking out the voluntary piece. 

 
Dr. Howsley-Glover said there was some feedback on making the two-page 

overview more accessible. Staff almost immediately put that up on the Wasco 

County homepage on the scrolling header. Hopefully, everybody got a chance to 

read that. It has been on the project website since the September hearings. For 

anybody on those notifications and email lists, it was sent to them and they 

promoted it through social media. She said she would encourage any citizen 

listening today to really look for that email notification list and get involved in it. It is 

a really great way to stay engaged.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that they heard a little about folks feeling that the project 

had a pre-determined outcome. She said that she assumes they are talking about 

the ODF&W maps. She said she wants to bring some clarity to this. The specific map 

revisions – making our Wasco County EPD 8 and EPD 12 maps look like ODF&W’s 

maps – yes, that is predetermined, because we are not the authors of the inventory. 

We do not create the data; we are not the experts on where deer and elk and birds 

live in the county - ODF&W is. That is why we rely on them to generate those maps. 

The adoption of those maps is required by state law. So, in that sense, the direction 

has always been to follow state law, it is predetermined. We are going to follow 

state law and adopt these maps that are already recognized and utilized by 

ODF&W. What wasn’t predetermined were those regulations. When we talk about 

the exemptions or the voluntary standards, such as the fencing standards that we 

are proposing to remove – those are the pieces that we focused our road show 

meetings on and a lot of our public outreach on, because that is where we had the 

ability and flexibility to make some changes. Staff feels like the results of that are 

really positive for the vast majority of Wasco County residents because we’ve 

created where there were none previously, exemptions for agricultural uses, 

including agricultural dwellings. We have removed all the unnecessary voluntary 

standards that ODF&W and the public found frustrating and unhelpful. We have also 

removed some of the redundant and confusing language to really streamline it and 

make it very clear and to make sure we are giving the greatest amount of 

allowances while really meeting the goals of the resource.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that one of the questions that came up during the October 

7th verbal testimony was “Are the formerly voluntary areas becoming mandatory?” 

She says she apologizes that she did not have an answer ready to go. She said she 

did scrutinize the maps in more detail. She stated that there are areas that were 

formerly identified as low elevations which was considered by staff an area of 

voluntary compliance that are being moved into the general overview. We are 

doing away with all these distinctions and having just one general map. There is a 

portion of them that are coming out of the EPD completely and a portion that will 

remain and, in that respect, become mandatory. She said it is important to know that 

regardless of whether folks were voluntary or non-voluntary, they still had to go 

through a review; they still had to pay the fees. The only thing that was really 

voluntary in that case was the dwelling standards. That is for new dwellings; it is not 

for existing dwellings. She said another thing she thinks is getting lost in translation 

is that, with the 300 feet from the road or right of way access point, there are 

variance options. ODF&W meets with the developer, applicant, homeowner, 

property owner on a case by case basis to look at the property. ODF&W uses their 

available data and expertise to really determine whether or not that clustering 

makes sense for that property. The property owner has the opportunity at that point 

in time to really work with ODF&W staff to look at some alternatives. It is not a set-

in-stone standard; there are variance opportunities. She said she wants to stress that 

one of the new additions to this language is that exemption for agricultural uses, 

including agricultural dwellings. Farm dwellings in A1-160 would not be subject to 

that 300 foot standard.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that one of the things that was asked is can we ask for an 

extension. She said they already asked for the maximum extension we could under 

periodic review. Periodic review has a really specific drop-dead date for us. It is 

what we agreed to when we asked to undergo periodic review. In order to prove 

that we need an extension we have to be able to prove the cause. It is staff’s 

viewpoint that, considering the mandatory nature of adopting these maps, the 

previous extension, the extensive hearing schedule and then the fact that we 

haven’t had a lot of evidence showing any errors in the analysis or mapping to 

present that there are contradictory findings that would mean we have to do a lot 

more research or analysis, an extension would not likely be granted by the 

Department of Land Conservation and Development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that the bottom line is that these amendments were made 

with community input; that is what made up the ECEE analysis which was 

supplemented by peer review; research on wildlife patterns and habitat 

considerations. She said they took the input they got from the public very seriously. 

That is why staff really worked with ODF&W to find an exemption for agricultural 

uses. The maps are required by state law. In most cases they are already being 

used in Wasco County, it’s just not clear to folks – an extension is not going to 

change the outcome of that. One way or another – either we do it ourselves or we 

get an enforcement order put upon us by LCDC – it is going to happen. She said that 

she understands that it feels very frustrating to some of our residents. She says that 

she hears them and appreciates it but we would not be doing our jobs as a planning 
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department for the taxpaying citizens of Wasco County if we didn’t clearly lay out 

the risks of litigation and enforcement actions if we don’t adopt these revisions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover concluded her presentation and offered to answer any 

questions the Board may have.  

 

Chair Hege thanked Dr. Howsley-Glover saying that it was an outstanding 

presentation. He said she answered a lot of questions that came up recently for all of 

us. He asked if the Commissioners had any questions. 

 

Commissioner Kramer said that he did not have any questions. He said he wanted to 

comment that the presentation was excellent and it hopefully, gave that little bit of 

transparency piece that we have been accused of not providing. It is all there; our 

staff has done a great job. As was pointed out by one of our citizens, we took an oath 

of office and within that oath we are to respect the laws thereof. He said that with in 

mind, our staff has done an outstanding job on this and it is time that we move 

forward  

 

Vice-Chair Schwartz said that she totally concurs with Commissioner Kramer and 

thanked him for his comments. She said that having read the documents – lots of 

pages – not just once, but twice, having had multiple conversations with planning 

staff, having read all of the testimony, she really doesn’t have but one question. She 

said she recalls two weeks ago citizens expressed concerns about restrictions on 
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uses of their lands. They were encouraged to reach out to the Planning Department 

specifically about their particular land issues. She asked if anyone has reached out.  

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said that she had a really nice, long conversation with one 

citizen who was not at the October 7th hearing. She said that was the only person 

that wanted to meet with her and have a discussion.  

 

Vice-Chair Schwartz said that she does not have any more questions but wants to 

thank staff for the excellent report. 

 

Chair Hege said that he has a number of things he wants to say and has some 

questions. He said this has honestly been a great process. He said that he thinks it is 

one of those processes that we have been working on for over 3 years and this 

particular section over a year. It has been great but it’s been frustrating at the end, 

based on a lot of the comments we have been receiving. He said that he has two 

overall frustrations that play into this that he thinks has caused some of these issues.  

 

Chair Hege said that the first is the State mandated language – because we heard a 

lot of comments on this. He said that he wants to read the language that was in our 

notification for this last section. He said that he thinks a lot of people read the first 

part of it but did not read the whole thing, which he thinks is important. The 

language in the notification that everybody in Wasco County inside the jurisdictions 

got – he asked who got the notification. Dr. Howsley-Glover replied that the 

notification was sent to everybody in unincorporated Wasco County outside of the 

National Scenic Area. Chair Hege said there are a lot of words on the page but this 

is what it says:   

 

Wasco County has determined that adoption of this ordinance may affect the 

permissible uses of your property, and other properties in Wasco County and may 

change the value of your property. ORS 215.503 requires notice which contains the 

above language. Wasco County is notifying thousands of property owners of these 

proposed changes, and Wasco County has no way to know whether, how or when 

these updates might affect the value of your property. Your receipt of this notice does 

not necessarily mean that any of the proposed updates will limit the use of your 

property or change the value of your property. 

 

Chair Hege said he read that because, if your read the whole thing, it is very clear 

He said he thinks the thing that frustrates him is that the State mandates that we tell 

you that this may affect your use and may affect your value -  which is true. He said 
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that he thinks the reason that is in State law is because that wasn’t happening and 

people were becoming very frustrated and went to the legislature and said “This is 

happening and we didn’t know about it.” He said now he thinks we have some kind 

of inflammatory language that kind of fans flames and gets people all riled up. Most 

of or many of the people he got comments from said “you are going to impact the 

use of my property” and “you are going to reduce its value.” That is not true. One – 

we didn’t say that, we made it very clear we don’t know and two, he thinks very 

strongly that a lot of what we are talking about is certainly not going to change the 

use and in all likelihood is not going to change the value of properties. He said that 

is something that has frustrated him but we have to do it; we are mandated by the 

State to do it. He said he does not think it is the best way but in some ways it is a 

good thing. It is good to have the discussion, 

 

Chair Hege said the other thing that he finds frustrating, and many of our citizens 

did as well, is the amount of material to sort through. He said that Dr. Howsley-

Glover addressed this very well. He said it is just stunning for the normal person in 

our county to be able to deal with the volume of material and try to understand it, 

understand how it might or might not affect them. He said he understands the 

concern and has a great deal of empathy for people that are really concerned about 

this because they don’t understand it. He said he would tell you, based on all of the 

work he has done over the last three years, that he really doesn’t think this is going 

to make substantial changes to any property owner in the county. He said that he 

does not think their values are going to change substantially, if at all. He said that 

for those who are really, really up in arms about this, he thinks they are blowing it 

way out of proportion. When we talk about land use planning, the U.S. is a free 

country – we talk about that a lot. But, it’s not an anarchy. We have laws and rules 

that we have to follow. If you think about land use planning it’s always interesting 

because it’s always like, “I should be able to do anything with my property.” That is 

kind of our first response. But what if your neighbor started doing something that 

really irritates you; what if they have a business that runs 24 hours; what if they start 

mining? There’s all these things that other people do. All of this land use planning is 

to try to create some sort of a peace among property owners so that people 

understand what you can and can’t do; why you can and can’t do it. But it is not an 

anarchy; we have governments and we have rules all over. People have to 

understand that land use planning is a rule. He said there was a comment that was 

made and he wants to read it because he thinks it makes a lot of sense and he totally 

agrees with it: He said this is just a snippet out of many comments: 

 

In our opinion, this protection includes enforcing ORS 30.933 which provides that 
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“Farming and forest practices are critical to the economic welfare of the State. And in 

the interest of continued welfare of the State, farming and forest practices must be 

protected from legal actions that may be intended to limit or have the effect of limiting 

farming and forest practices.” 

 

Chair Hege said that is a law in the State of Oregon. He said that he agrees with that 

law. He said that frankly, what he thinks we are doing here is really helping to do 

that. Land use laws actually protect farm and forest practices more than many 

things. If we didn’t have these laws and there was anarchy, you cannot imagine 

what would happen. He just wants people to understand that – it’s important.  

 

Chair Hege observed that the plan is almost 40 years old – that’s a very old plan, 

but very little is changing. The sky is not falling; democracy is not over; the County 

is not taking over your land and driving your costs up. That’s not what this plan’s 

about and frankly, that is not what this plan will do. He said a lot of people have 

made some very strong statements to that effect and frankly, it’s just not true. He 

said that he thinks what they will find is that what they are suggesting is not even 

remotely close to reality.  

 

Chair Hege said that another thing that has been very disappointing is a lot of the 

comments that folks have made. He said that while we appreciate the comments, 

there have been a number of comments that breach the personal boundaries, 

particularly towards our staff. He said he can tell you that our staff are incredible 

professionals. We are so proud of the staff we have and they are doing their job. 

This is the job that they were hired to do and that they are directed to do. They are 

directed to do it by the Commission and they are directed to do it by the Planning 

Commission. They have done an excellent job and he appreciates the work they do. 

It’s honestly frustrating when people take their frustration out on our staff. We are 

elected officials – we are the people that you need to take your frustrations out on. 

We get the big bucks to take the heat. Our staff has done a great job and we 

sincerely appreciate it. They are doing their jobs; so; please do not disparage our 

staff at all. This is tough work and they have done a great job.  

 

Chair Hege said that the Planning Commission is you. This is citizens in our county. 

They are the ones that have done really the yeoman’s work in terms of reviewing 

and approving this work. There were some comments, as well, about the Planning 

Commission somehow being beholding to the Planning Department in the context 

of they take an oath of office. He said he wants to read that oath of office because 

they are not beholding to the Planning office at all. If you have ever been to a 
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Planning Commission meeting you would clearly see that’s not the case. There’s 

lots of push back and comment. This is what the oath of office our Planning 

Commissioners take says: 

I do solemnly swear or affirm that I will support the constitution and the laws of the 

United States and the State of Oregon. And I will diligently apply the ordinances of 

Wasco County and that I will faithfully discharge the duties of the Wasco County 

Planning Commissioner to which office I have been appointed.  

Chair Hege went on to say that they are beholding to the U.S. Constitution and the 

laws and the laws of the State of Oregon. They are not beholding to our staff. They 

are there to do good work. They are there to represent all of the people that have 

been making comments. They are you; this is a citizen board. It is not even 

government bureaucrats like myself – even though I hate to call myself that.  

Chair Hege asked, rhetorically, where are we headed? He said he thinks this is 

important because we have a packet of over 800 pages before us which is 

overwhelming. When we talk about a long document – Dr. Howsley-Glover 

mentioned that the minutes for the last meeting are in the new packet for the 

Planning Department. Not only are the minutes in their packet but they are in our 

packet. That’s 75 pages for each one; that’s 150 additional pages. They are the same 

pages. He said that even in the Planning packet there are also other things that are 

duplicated in there as well. But, where we are headed is we are going to have a 

document and the document is the Comprehensive Plan and it’s essentially a book. 

It will be way easier to read. One thing he said he would maybe ask the staff to 

consider and maybe bring forward at our next meeting in November is to tell us 

how many pages that document is going to be. He said that he does not believe that 

document, the Comprehensive Plan itself, is going to be 800 pages long. He said he 

thinks it will be significantly less than that. He thinks that the document that the 

Commission is going to be asked to approve, even though there are a lot of 

documents that help us approve that, is a document – it is not all these 800 pages. 

He said he thinks the goal of this is to have it be much more usable by you, our 

citizens. That is the full intention of doing that as well as getting it up to date.  

Chair Hege said he looks forward to it and thinks that when it’s in its final form, 

people will view it and it will serve us well for a long time – maybe not 40 years, but 

a long time.  

Chair Hege said that with that, he does have a couple of questions that he wanted to 
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put out there based on some of the comments he has been hearing. He said before 

he goes there, the other thing is that this is step one of our land use planning. The 

next step is the Land Use Development Ordinance – the LUDO. The LUDO is going 

to be a challenge as well. That is where we come down to the minute laws of: can 

you build a house of this size; what is an accessory dwelling. There are a lot of 

things in that. This is kind of an umbrella giving us guidance for the Land Use 

Development Ordinance. We have to be able to get through that; there is a lot of 

work to do. This is step one. 

Chair Hege asked if this is proposed to be more restrictive that the State of Oregon 

– the requirements that the State has. If so, why?

Dr. Howsley-Glover asked if he was specifically asking about Work Task 18. Chair 

Hege said yes and maybe just generally the Comprehensive Plan – what we have 

approved and what we have moving forward. We have heard in the past that some 

of our LUDO is more restrictive than the State requires. He said that if he 

understands it correctly, we can be more restrictive but not less restrictive. He said 

they get a lot of questions saying that if we are more restrictive than the State, why? 

He said, in the context of the Comprehensive Plan, is there anything in it that is 

more restrictive than the State is requiring.  

Dr. Howsley-Glover replied that the only thing she can think of, off of the top of her 

head, that we do that is more restrictive is some of our fire safety standards. Senior 

Planner Will Smith is going through that process to update the Community Wildfire 

Protection Plan which will then feed into regulations that are in the Land Use and 

Development Ordinance. By in large, what we heard from the community was they 

didn’t want a lot of extra regulations. Really what they want is more outreach tools, 

more informational tools. So, that is most of what you are seeing in terms of edits in 

the Comprehensive Plan. She said in some cases, they have gotten direction to 

eliminate some of those additional restrictions in the Land Use Development 

Ordinance – particularly some of the housing work that we are looking forward to 

doing in 2022. She said one of the things they talked to people about was 

eliminating the prohibitions on single wide mobile homes. The public did want 

some side guards on that in terms of design standards; they are really looking 

forward to increasing more housing flexibility. She said probably, unless we were 

required by law to do it, anything that we have done based on community input for 

the most part is really informational.  

Planning Director Angie Brewer said nothing that we have touched in the last 
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couple of years. Some of our existing regulations are unique to Wasco County but 

nothing related to the Comprehensive Plan update that we are doing right now or 

any ordinance changes that we are aware are going to be required or prioritized in 

the next phase that will be more restrictive than State law. We are mostly trying to 

align our consistency and accuracy and expand some of our options that are 

currently limited but otherwise allowed by State law.  

Chair Hege said that one thing that has been commented on is, talking about 

transparency that people find frustrating, the maps and the maps related to bird 

nesting habitat. He asked if they can explain why those maps are “secret?” They are 

not really secret but they are protected.  

Dr. Howsley-Glover said she thinks “protected” is a better way to think about it. She 

said it is a requirement from ODF&W; it is nothing that we arbitrarily decided to do. 

The reason they keep them confidential until the time of development is that they 

are nesting sites, they are habitat sites. When that information has been publicly 

available, unfortunately, citizens – not necessarily in Wasco County, maybe it’s 

elsewhere in the state or nationally – citizens have taken it upon themselves to 

damage the habitat, to damage the nesting sites. That creates a lot of problems in 

terms of the state and federal standards for the protection of species. It is not 

uncommon for our residents – the Scenic Area residents deal with this with a 

number of resources such as cultural artifacts and plant species – to keep some of 

our resources confidential. She said she can appreciate how frustrating that is from 

a public perspective but it is designed to protect birds.  

Chair Hege said he thinks it comes off as not transparent but in fact the property 

owners themselves actually have full access to all that information and inventory. 

Dr. Howsley-Glover confirmed saying they would have to consult with Planning 

Staff, but yes. 

Chair Hege said that he thinks in many cases that inventory exists because that 

landowner oftentimes was partnering perhaps with an energy company that did the 

studies and that is why those inventories exist. Dr. Howsley-Glover said that is 

absolutely correct. 

Chair Hege said it is not something where someone secretly went on to their 

property and is looking around for bird habitat. It is their own selves working with 

their partners, usually energy companies that have to do these studies for EFSEC. It 

is important for people to know that.  
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that she thinks it is also important to reiterate that 

recognizing that we couldn’t show the maps to everybody in Wasco County, that is 

why they sent a targeted notice to anybody impacted, either coming out of or going 

into that EPD, to let them know if they were coming in or going out so they had the 

ability to follow-up with staff and staff could give them site specific, property 

specific feedback about that EPD.  

 

Chair Hege said let’s talk a bit about destination resort mapping. He said we had 

some comments about the maps and how the maps are not specific. He said he 

believes all of the maps we are talking about are basically GIS, specific maps. 

People would be able to find exactly where that line is and whether their property 

is in or out. Dr. Howsley-Glover said that as a policy, our GIS Department does not 

publish maps that are not adopted. If you are talking about would the public, right 

now, be able to go on the web app and look up destination resorts - no they would 

not. They would have to contact staff and we would definitely go over that with them 

because we do have a back end. We don’t make them publicly available until they 

are adopted. We did hear the feedback and did revise the static map so it did show 

township and range and published it at a scale that is zoomable and gave some 

directions on how to do that on the project website. They then sent out that 

notification. Hopefully the folks that were concerned about that map in particular 

were able to engage with the new map.  

 

Chair Hege said to continue on the destination resort issue, the whole idea behind 

the destination resort is an opportunity. We obviously heard that through the 

meetings that people wanted opportunities to do things – maybe farming wasn’t 

going well and they wanted other opportunities. That is what is behind all this; it 

certainly is not an intention from our staff or the Commission or anyone to force this 

on somebody and say “Thou shalt have a destination resort.” It is an economic 

opportunity and jobs and everything else. But, if people don’t want it – there are a 

couple of other areas that are mapped in the northern part of the county and we got 

a lot of comments saying that the people don’t want that in those areas and those 

were removed. He said that he thinks this one that actually remains in the central 

part of the county around the Maupin/Tygh Valley area; that could also be removed. 

He said he has not heard anybody speak positively about it. Maybe we want to wait 

until our final meeting on that, but at this point, his sense is that maybe we should 

remove that one as well and have one identified destination resort area which is the 

one in the far southeast corner of the county which is where Washington Family 

Ranch is. He said these areas didn’t just magically appear; he asked how did they 

end up where they are. 
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Dr. Howsley-Glover said that state law, in Goal 8, does really set specific 

parameters for what qualifies as a destination resort. Staff asked GIS to do analysis 

based on those criteria – soil based, topography based, etc. EPD 8 has an impact on 

that. That produces this eligibility map. She reported that they did have significant 

testimony at the Citizen Advisory Group level about the areas in Petersburg and 

along Tygh Ridge. As a result, the Citizen Advisory Group opted to remove those 

from the map. The whole eligibility map is optional. Staff was really looking for 

economic development opportunities and trying to throw in everything that was 

possible because that is the feedback we heard really clearly in 2017 and 

throughout this process. It is all optional, so if the Board feels very strongly that they 

would like to remove one or all of those locations, that is totally allowable and 

Planning Department would support that.  

 

Chair Hege said he thinks it is important for people to understand, as you did a 

good job of explaining, this overlay zone doesn’t allow a destination resort – it 

allows an opportunity for someone to perhaps look at it. If someone was interested 

they would have to have the property or an agreement to use the property and they 

would have to meet a litany of development standards which include all of the 

things people are concerned about – is it going to have an impact on water; how are 

they going to deal with fire, etc. He said he thinks the important thing is that it is not 

going to change anything at all unless somebody came in and said they wanted to 

do a destination resort and were able to get the property, go through all the rules 

and convince all the people. It is an opportunity and he said that part of him 

hesitates to toss that away because he thinks it is an opportunity. At the same time, if 

people don’t want it and are concerned about it . .. He said he thinks Washington 

Family Ranch hasn’t commented on it and it is kind of what they are doing anyway. 

He said maybe it makes sense. He said that the other Commissioners should think 

about it as well and the citizens who are interested in it – the Board needs to hear 

from them. He said we have not heard from people who want it; only those who 

don’t want it.  

 

Chair Hege said the last question he has is about a comment that was made about 

the definition of “land.” They asked why the definition of “land” is different than 

what we would find in Webster’s Dictionary. Specifically, they talked about air as 

being defined in our Comprehensive Plan as “land.” He said he has had a brief 

discussion about that with Ms. Brewer. He asked that they talk a little bit about the 

relationship of air to the land. He said he doesn’t think we are defining land as air. 

 

Dr. Howsley-Glover said we are not defining land as air. She said that Goal 6 is air, 
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land and water quality. Land use planning has a cross-over; it has a lot of criteria, 

particularly with conditional use permits. Planners have to scrutinize adverse 

impacts to the air, land and water. It is one of those features of the landscape, the 

world that we live in, the county, that our staff has to do analysis on. It is not that we 

are making an interpretation that air is land. She said that she wants to be clear that 

air does have an impact. It is one of the reasons we are pursuing the grant because 

the military has air space – you would see that more in urban jurisdictions where 

you would have to worry about air space in terms of really tall high rises. Air 

sometimes has a land use development component to it. It is not typical in rural 

landscapes but it is a consideration for land use planning.  

 

Chair Hege said the air space issue makes it make a lot more sense even though it 

is not necessarily the context we are talking about here. Air quality certainly plays 

into land use and the effect of development on air quality.  

 

Chair Hege said that those are all his comments and questions. He asked if the other 

Commissioners have any follow-up.  

 

Vice-Chair Schwartz said some of her thoughts regarding some of the statements 

are that we should not necessarily underestimate the ability of our citizens to read 

and comprehend the documents that we have. They also have the ability, when they 

don’t understand, to ask our Planning staff excellent questions. She said that she 

recognizes that it is her job as a government bureaucrat to do this work but she also 

thinks it is her job as a citizen. She said that she lives in an unincorporated area. She 

said it is her job to read the letters that are sent to her, do the work, ask the 

questions, read and digest the material to the best of her ability and, when she does 

not understand, to reach out to our amazingly accessible Planning staff to ask those 

questions about those things she doesn’t understand whether of a general nature or 

things specific to her property. She said that she is certainly not a land use expert. 

These things affect her where she lives. She thinks that our citizens can certainly 

read and digest and ask the questions that need to be asked.  

 

Vice-Chair Schwartz commented that something that came up around maps  and 

being able to use the tools – it is difficult. She said she really hates some aspects of 

technology and that is one of them – trying to figure out these maps. But, she does 

realize that our Planning staff, if we call them, will bring up the map for you and 

show it to you specific to your question.  

 

Vice-Chair Schwartz said that regarding the destination resorts, she would 
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comment that there were actually some positive comments in the packet. Perhaps 

not in the last two weeks of testimony but if you look back there were some positive 

comments around the economic development that destination resorts could bring to 

Wasco County. There is also this issue of if we don’t do this. There is some clarity 

needed around if somebody wanted to put in a destination resort – if we don’t have 

some sort of high-level area where it is possible, it just puts us back into confusion 

and she would ask that staff elaborate a little more. If we don’t do this and 

somebody right now or in the past has requested it – what is the process? She said 

she understands it is difficult.  

Chair Hege said that we have lost Commissioner Kramer and he wants to take a 

brief recess to work on getting him back before she answers. Ms. Clark said that 

Commissioner Kramer is at his office and our IS department is trying to get him 

back online.  

Chair Hege called a recess at 11:13 a.m. 

The session reconvened at 11:23 a.m. 

Commissioner Kramer rejoined the session by phone. He said that the last he heard 

was Chair Hege’s comment regarding the possibility of removing the destination 

resort areas. Chair Hege and Vice-Chair Schwartz reviewed the comments that he 

missed.  

Vice-Chair Schwartz went on to say that we did receive some generalized 

comments over the last two weeks that were in support of the work plan being 

proposed. She repeated her request for elaboration around what the process would 

be if someone wants a destination resort without the benefit of the eligibility map.  

Dr. Howsley-Glover replied that that the first step is to have the eligibility map 

which is why we think it is useful because it enables planners to advise where in the 

county these could occur. Without having an official map, they have to do a lot of 

research and a lot of back and forth to scrutinize what the law says, where we can 

permit them and then try to ascertain based on the person inquiring on whether or 

not that property would be eligible. It would create a lot of extra staff work that we 

were hoping to minimize by having this official map. Right now we have this map 

with two places around Juniper Flats/Pine Grove area and Washington Family 

Ranch. Let’s say we decide to not adopt the map and somebody who lives near 

Walters Corner were to want to pursue it – we might say we did some analysis and 
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you might be good to go; let’s go ahead and adopt the map. The next step from the 

eligibility map is to establish the criteria. The criteria live in the Land Use and 

Development Ordinance that enables planners to issue permits. She said Chair 

Hege talked about the fire and water standards –the considerations that would be 

part of a land development application. Planning staff has two concerns about 

putting it off. One is if we wait for a developer who is interested in pursuing it, we 

would be adopting criteria on the fly and usually developers are kind of in a hurry. 

We wouldn’t have the opportunity to have a really broad conversation about, above 

and beyond what is required by state law – what other kind of criteria are the 

residents of Wasco County wanting to see go into those development applications. 

Fire and water are two of the biggest things we have heard throughout this process 

that people are worried about. We really want to make sure that we are addressing 

that in a way that is equitable, sustainable and taking those things into 

consideration. If we wait for a development application to start that process it 

becomes problematic. Second, we already have committed to doing a major 

overhaul of our Land Use and Development Ordinance upon the completion of our 

Comprehensive Plan update. We already have the wheels in motion to do that work 

over the next two years. We have a place holder in our scope to tackle this criteria. 

A lot of that criteria is in state law, but we want to open it up to the public to ask if 

they want to be more restrictive, do they want to add additional fire and/or water 

considerations. We would get to do that without the time sensitivities of a specific 

development application; without the perception of bias because we won’t have a 

development application in front of us and won’t be trying to shoehorn anything 

through the regulations. It would be a neutral process. Nothing would be on the 

table – it would literally be just asking the public to have a conversation about if 

something could happen in the future, what is important to us; what are we worried 

about. It gives us that neutrality and it gives us the ability to leverage a process that 

is already underway and all the things that go along with that. Notifications are a 

cost to the County. Anytime we modify these maps we have to send these scary 

notices that say what Chair Hege read off to us. It is a cost savings, it preserves 

neutrality and it leverages a process that is already underway. She said she does 

think that if the recommendation is to just keep Washington Family Ranch in there, it 

still gives us the opportunity to talk about that criteria whether or not we keep the 

Juniper Flat area or just stay around the Washington Family Ranch.  

 

Commissioner Kramer said that all of his questions have been answered and he 

appreciates Chair Hege’s comments. 

 

He said we need to have our first reading and asked if any Commissioner would 
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like the Ordinance to be read in full. No one requested a full reading. 

Commissioner Kramer questioned that the title does not include EPD 15. Dr. 

Howsley-Glover explained that it is included within the body of the Ordinance and 

is covered under Chapter 8 Goal 8 in terms of the title and is mentioned in the 

actual ordinance..  

Commissioner Kramer read into the record the title of the ordinance being 

proposed: ORDINANCE 20-001 IN THE MATTER OF THE WASCO COUNTY 

PLANNING COMMISSION’S REQUEST TO APPROVE PROPOSED PERIODIC REVIEW 

LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS TO UPDATE THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN RELATED 

TO LAND USE PLANNING GOALS 4, 5, AND 8 IN CHAPTERS 4, 5, AND 8 OF WASCO 

COUNTY 2040, THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (FILE NUMBERS 921-18-000221, 921-

19-000126) AND REVISIONS TO THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN ZONING MAP EPD-8

AND EPD-12 ORDINANCE # 20-001

Chair Hege said the Board will be coming back in November to take a vote on this 

ordinance. 

Chair Hege closed the public hearing at 11:28 a.m. 

ORDINANCE 20-004 

Chair Hege read the following into the record: 

We will now commence the public hearing continued from October 7, 2020, for 921-

20-000072, a review of a recommendation made by the Wasco County Planning

Commission for:

A legislative hearing to consider approving amendments to the Wasco County 

Comprehensive Plan,  primarily relating to process and criteria including the 

Introduction, Plan Revisions Process and Goal Exception chapters.  Amendments 

also include the adoption of a new format for the plan.  These amendments relate to 

the Post Acknowledgment Plan Amendment to update remaining chapters from the 

Comprehensive Plan. 

The proposed amendments will have a widespread affect, on many properties and 

zones, and is therefore a legislative amendment.  

As a reminder, the process for this amendment has been consistent with the notice 
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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
Notice of Public Hearing for November 4, 2020 

 
HEARING DATE & LOCATION INFORMATION: NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF 
COMMISSIONERS will conduct a public meeting on Wednesday, November 4, 2020, beginning at 10:00 AM via online 
video conferencing.  The packet and information on how to attend are available one week prior on the Wasco County 
Website: 
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/board_of_county_commissioners/agenda_board_packet_and_minutes.php 
 
Language interpreters or other accommodations are available with one week notice.  Please call (541) 506-2560 Monday 
through Friday, from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., if you need special accommodations to attend the meeting. 

Hearings before the Wasco County Board of County Commissioners are governed by ORS 215.402, 215.503, 215.431 and 
Section 2.180, 2.190 and 2.200 of the Wasco County Land Use and Development Ordinance.  
 
 HEARING #1 DETAILS:  Ordinance 20-001  Wasco County 2040 Periodic Review Work Task 18 and Post Acknowledgment 
Plan Amendments 921-19-000126.  (1) Staff will be presenting proposed updates to Wasco County’s Comprehensive Plan 
Goal 4, 5 &8 include revisions to maps for EPD-8, EPD-12, and proposed new EPD-15 as well as revisions to Land Use and 
Development Chapter 3.920.  Review Authority:  Chapter 2 and 9 of the Wasco County Land Use and Development 
Ordinance and Chapter 11 of the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan. Review Criteria: Chapter 11 of the Comprehensive 
Plan and Oregon Administrative Rules 660-025.  This will be the second reading of Ordinance 20-001. 
 
HEARING #2 DETAILS:   Ordinance 20-004 Post Acknowledgment Plan Amendments 921-20-000072  (1) Staff will be 
presenting proposed revisions to the Comprehensive Plan including the addition of an Introduction Chapter and revisions to 
the Plan Revisions Process and Goal Exception chapters. Review Authority:  Chapter 2 and 9 of the Wasco County Land Use 
and Development Ordinance and Chapter 11 of the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan. Review Criteria: Chapter 11 of the 
Comprehensive Plan and Oregon Administrative Rules 660-025.  This will be the second reading of Ordinance 20-004. 
 
QUESTIONS: Questions should be directed to:  Kelly Howsley Glover, Long Range Planner, at 541-506-2560 or 
kellyg@co.wasco.or.us.  
 
AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION:  Any staff report used at the hearing shall be available for inspection at no cost at least 
seven (7) days prior to the hearing.  If additional documents or evidence are provided by any party, the local government 
may allow a continuance or leave the record open to allow the parties a reasonable opportunity to respond.  Copies of the 
application(s) and all documents and evidence relied upon by the applicant(s), all applicable criteria, and any staff reports 
are available for inspection at no cost and will be provided at reasonable cost at 2705 East Second Street, The Dalles, OR  
97058.   
 
Documents will be available online at:  
https://www.co.wasco.or.us/departments/board_of_county_commissioners/agenda_board_packet_and_minutes.php 
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Pioneering pathways to prosperity. 
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	A. A-1(40)  - Exclusive Farm Use Zone – Section 3.210
	Uses Permitted Outright:
	1. Farm use defined by ORS 215.203
	2. Buildings customarily provided in conjunction with farm use.
	3. Dwelling provided in conjunction with farm use subject to section 3.210
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	The White River was designated a Federal Wild and Scenic River on October 28, 1988.  Historically, Wasco County has protected the White River through EPD-7, which includes protections for natural areas and the Oregon Scenic Waterways.  Oregon Administ...
	To fulfill this requirement during the Wasco County 2040 update, staff conducted an ESEE analysis of the White River and impacted areas to determine protections.
	Natural Areas
	Areas in Wasco County which appear to have ecological and scientific value have been identified by the Nature Conservancy for the Oregon Natural Heritage Program.  Personal interviews, extensive literature review, field investigations, and aerial phot...
	A “site” as it appears in Table 5.8 is the geographic location of one or more noteworthy element occurrences.  An element is any one natural feature of the landscape; for example, a bald eagle nest or an age-old forest, and the site is where it occurs...
	Not all lands identified by the Nature Conservancy are being considered as natural areas.  Many of the elements have not been verified.  Many of the ones that have been verified have not been located specifically.  The attempt has been made to locate ...
	All natural areas have been identified on the zoning map by placement of an environmental protection district overlay zone (EPD-7).  The zone is described in the Wasco County Land Use and Development Ordinance.
	Mineral and Aggregate Resources
	1) General Information:  Wasco County has few economically important mineral deposits.  Some limited mining activity has occurred in the past.  There are no active mineral mines in Wasco County.  Most of the county is underlain with recent basalt flow...
	A.  Bauxite: Evidence suggests there may be some potential low grade bauxite found in the Columbia River basalt group but no investigations have been undertaken in Wasco County to confirm this.
	B. Copper and Lead:  These minerals have been mined in the Ashwood-Oregon King Mine located in Jefferson County to the south.  Some deposits may occur in the County.
	C. Mercury and Molybdenum: No economically important deposits are located within Wasco County.
	D. Semi-precious Gems:  These are more of interest to rock collectors rather than having intrinsic mineral value.
	E. Perlite:  Between 1945 and 1950, mining was conducted in an area south of Maupin near the Deschutes River.  High quality acoustic and insulating tile was produced for a number of years from this perlite.  It became unprofitable to mine at this loca...
	F. Volcanic Tuffs:  The Rainbow Rock Quarry, about five miles south of Pine Grove, has produced brightly colored and banded tuff since 1949.  Rock of similar appearance has been uncovered but not developed on a nearby flat east of the quarry.  Tuffs a...
	G. Peat:  According to the U.S. Geological Survey, Mineral and Water Resources of Oregon, 1969, there are widely scattered minor deposits of peat in the Cascade region of the County and coal in the southeastern region.  They have never been mined comm...
	H. The Ka-Nee-Ta Stone Quarry:  On the Warm Springs Reservation, this quarry produced rough pieces of rhyolite.  The stone is multi-colored and valuable for decoration.  Other stone quarries include Indian Candy and Sorenson Quarry.
	I. Quarry Rock:  Quarry rock increases in importance as the more desirable deposits become depleted.  Transportation costs are high so that quarries must be located within ample reserves of good quality crushing rock.  The best rock for crushing is ge...
	2)  Inventory: Wasco County’s cumulative demand projection for all aggregate material by the year 1995 was between four and six million tons (Wasco County Aggregate Site and Aggregate Demand Analysis (1976) Montagne and Associates).  Total resources a...
	Available information was sufficient to identify 135 resources sites in Wasco County during the original 1983 Comprehensive Plan Process.  A study done in 1976 by Montagne and Associates, Wasco County Aggregate Sites and Aggregate Demand Analysis (197...
	All Wasco County sites listed in the County Inventory (Table 5.9) but without significant research are Potential Sites.  Significant Sites have been identified in accordance with OAR 660-016 or OAR 660-023 rules.
	3) Application of the Goal 5 Process for Mineral Resources
	A. Potential Conflicting Use in Zone Categories Applicable to Mineral resource Sites:  All except one currently inventoried resource site fall into three resource zones employed by the County: A-1, Agriculture; F-1, Forest; F-2, Forest.  One site is i...
	Specific potentially conflicting uses contained within the A-1, FF, and F-2 zones are;
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